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We received excellent -cooperatiori throughout the evaluation effort

.

from program directors, teachers,and other staff, and are immensely'

graeful; TtieirwiilingneSe'to cooperate in an effOrt that mosi have

appearei)a to threatening is an ,indication of commitment to prOgram

improvement.

Staff

program

. A .

-
7 ,

-

in the Department of Public Instruction; particularly

ector, Thad Harris, assistant direc Axl;ZAndetson

provide .tea wealth of.

Robert,I

an and.allowing'

this nature,

e, gave us excellent gui
,14

essential information:

.

" .training ?taff Jerry Thrush, W'

0' 4 , A '
were equAlly helpful in provIding us with advance. inSorma

4 -1, i.
.

us to Participate in the'treiningaepobservere.. Train4lg,
..-:-

4

.Pfeiffer

has not often been Systematic

considered a pioneer effort in

volved for training staff.
I

evaluated* Tn Some sense this must be \

trAirtug evaltrations.with a fair risk

br, Darrell Sabers, Assistant Director of the Burealroftducational
-,41*

Research and Ser4ice, University of Idra, servecras a consultant-in:

evaluation design and, ovide talented and highly.useul'asSistatta-,

in
p-

the preparation refinement of this manuscript. Dr./Eric StroHLeyer,

Assistant PAfessar, Department Of"Educational Services, Montana States
.

University, served as consult4it on instrumentation and lata analysis;

his suggestions prayed reliable _and most valuable to thetore effective

analysis of data. Di. Wayneq,arson served as Consultant on Migrant

people, providing useful information and comments as orientation and

better preparation of the evaluation staff.

i3
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Kdren Staiger,Langudge Specialist for the summer program, helped
. =

immensely in orienting...us to the -Characteristics of the children and the
II

/operation of the prograta. 'Her insights, enthusiasm and dedication we
. .. ,

an inSpiratiOn and encouragement to a. thorough evaluation effort.

Similarly, Roland Miller, ponsultint from the Texas Education Agency,
4k. , -

helped immensely "in the difficult task Of, gainilig the confidence and

underdtanding of migrant parents -arid, children. -

Harold .Daniel served as.the third member of the evaluation team,'

and dedicated long hours to interviewing, administefring instruments,

4 observing and processing the -resulting data.. Late ,summer commitments. 4 %:

prevented him from ,helping to author part of t s .report.

Mrs Shirley Wyckman, Mrs. Carol Franklin. and Kathy Thomas devoted.41 k

long end

(

arduous hours (including some lost weekends) to .. ,

data.,, and typing, manucripts;on,q their devot- energy 'enables ns to
...

meet the Publication deadline., bon Stanfield. was .,.st helpful in pro-.

J

gramming punched cards for computer analysing

- ..funds, for the project were provided by the .State Superintendent.of
r

Public Instruction, from Title I of the Elementary and ,Seciaary EducatiOn

Act; obviously without that kind of suppOrt 14e would ndt be ;writing this,

acknowledgement. 4
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o Chapter

e, IkRODUCTI$N
KCGRANT EDUCATION IN MONTANA.

Approximately six .thousand migrant workers and families enter Montagla

each simnel'', to work in the sugar beet and bean fields of tie Yellowstone
.

Valley. They hoe, thin, and sometimes cultivate sugar beets and bea;-4i,

normally remaining In the valley for six weeks to two months.
6

Montana is eligible to receive grants front Title I of the Elementaxy.
, . .

. and Secondary Education Act to provide special sun er educational progritms'

for children of the .workers. The program is administered by the OfeQ.ce
O

4 .

of the State Superintendent of Public Instructit5n with funds from the

U. S. Office of Education. The summer schools rely largely oh local pro-

ject directors, instructors, physical education direCtors, cooks; and bus

drivel's, as well as project aides (high schpol and cqllege youth) to

carry on the programs. Altogether about 200 people are emplOyed.

'In tht suii5mer of 19 0 ten projects were An operation A Fromberg,

Billings,

.

Worden, Harding Hysimm, Ropetilid., Kinsey, Terry, Glendive and

Sidney. The school's range in size from the smallest in Xi:104, with

approximately 45 children,
.

t,9 .195 on rairkY days. The

students. Age levels ranged

thesev and eighth grade;
4

o

early elemen grades.

the largest in Sidney ,wherp there were up.1

ta.1 enrollment was apVximately 1,200

om pre - sohool toddlera te.teenagers in

greatest concentration fell in the

The program arose from a roc g u.tion that these children are among

the most educationally deprived -within the school age popilation.

of Montana and of the entire coon Only the American Indian
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more deprived. Most of them are from the lower RioGrande area of Texase ,
,s.

.

, .
,

and are of Mexican descent. Many grow up speaking only Spanish (often
-

,
, ''

a eub-standard dialect) in thelhome and do not,leard Eaglish until they

enter school.

A greatiminy live in severe poverty in their home environment with

accompanying poor nutrition, inadequate clothing, and read disease.

They are, often culturally alienated froth the Anglo-AmeA dale class

environment in which they live and go to school. On the aver e'they are

two to:three yedrabehind their age Troup peers in school achievement by

the time they reach grades six to eight: They often Texas in mid..

April and do not return until 1p.te October, missing up to three months. .4

of the regul' school year.

. - ."
General Problems of the Migrant Worker
inMmtana and`in the United States

A There were roughly 276,000 mdgrant.workersadcounted for in 1969;,/.
)

855 of these were Spenigh Americans.
2

' k

Families are usually very large with an average of approximately six
.

children. Family units are generally strong and tight knit, in part be-

ti cause they tealito exist as

long period of ..11,!3 year.

.

Housing is eneially inadequate and overcrowded becaUge of the large

families and the fact that relatives Or,friends often travel with a
. , .

family. They have a\ Very low educationil level\seldom .iseaching teyaad

the eighth'grade and averaging about fifth grade. Onestudy in Okl °Ma

a unit apart fram a community setting for a

4 indicated that no more than 55. of the mi

high,schooi leve1.3
4

11

is surveyed had reached the

4

:

0

.

4



'
The ;avant youngsters tend:to.be passive in school juit'as their

-s

parents are passive in Anglo-AmeriCan society. They are present -time

°ideated with Attie apparent concern for future rewards frdi present

.3"

.

investments in education. 4 -

, Z '

They come from a`Very 'limited cultural environment within the com-
%D. .

'munitties where they live duriAi the winter montIA; and are often. isolated

from he surrounding culture when they are migrating and working away

fit= home. They are usually highly mobile d stay only* short time.at

many of the sites where they do farm work.-

\,
1

a . a.
,.

,

-

. ...
Among the most pmofound rmoblem;"at.face them is the language

.

.

.
.

.
..

.

" .

,
. . . .

.
barrier. .Some studies have shown that only one third a the Ile2aban-

,,

....-

" 4 - :: -,. .Amerioan migrant Workers speak fluent English:..,,,,/ ,

ro

1,

Their problems areta_pafticular T;cern at this pdinV,ip ime be-
4 L

cause mechaiiiiation is taking over many of the Jobe that migrants htve .

performed. There is an increaSingttlemandIgr higher edtcational levels,
-

among the farm workers employed even.on an Occasional basis beeausebf.

e=complex an& higher skill demands bytaXmerS. c

The Migrant Education Program

In,p4st years the progranLin Montana has tried to,aodomplish four.

oblectives:

, (1) Health improvement: A nurse is employed to schedule PhYsioal;

examinations, refer children to doctors and other specialists for attentionJ.5
including eye ations, tonsillgomies, treatment:.ofslcin diseases,

1

removal of body lice and treatment of other health problems arising. from

poor nutrition.
,

ti

1.
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(2) Oral and written langUage: Special effort is made to build the

chill's competence and confidence in oral and written Eaglish language:

The problems encountered in,deeting the second objectiveare severe,
, I .

tesince the youngs re range from' pre-school e up to fifteen years. and
,.

.3 4-

older and have widely varying itoglish 1
2

.1

e capability.

.(3) Curriculum Enrichment: A major effort has been to °`provide

curriculum, enrichment 'through, such activities. as art,. music, crafts, zee-,

.
reational games, athletics, _swim:ring, and field trips. These ,experiences

I . .,v

.njhould help. the child gain a wider understanding _of his environment and

, .
a greater aPpreciation for those things which can lead to a richer life.,

. r., .

(4) Active schoor'Participation: Since the - youngsters are often

. .
passive in scboOlIpartly. because df language probleMs and lack of con-

fidende, strong emphasis is placed on getting yo. =gears abtivalY i117-

volved.
. 4

nxadamentally the program has tried .to bro,adei the migrant child's

contact with the world in which he lives by motivating IIImeciu cationally

and vojilliplly and by helpirxiprepare him for a happy and _productive

life in e society- of whibt: he mist became 'Increasingly a part .3

- The Program as been in.operation on a continuous' basis since 1967

and:has served approximately 41000 children:*.

Planning for the program usually begin's .In the, fall shO'r4ly after,

the previous summer program is complete. The teachers, and_ project directors

2.,t-e

*Four thousand children were enrolled during. the program:, but some
of the children have come back year arter_year; thus, the number of
different children, involved has beert, somewhat less than 4;000.

3
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. ,

are ordinarily recruited during January and February, and are usually from

the YellwAone Valley coMmunitieain. Which the programs operate. How?
1

o I

ever there ,are certain recruiting problems in 'the smaller towns, and as

a consequence some teachers come from larger towns to work in the smaller'

schools.

. ,

The training prOgram for staff in past years has been largely devoted'

to lectures by experts on the background of migrants and migrant children,

,operating procedures for the projects, and lectures with discussions on

. .

the cofitent areas of the curricula. These elements of tri4.Ining were re-
,

,

tained in 1970,
.

although with less ephasis on lectures. There was a
. r

greatly increased emphasis, however, on effective functioning of the

,

project. teams, communication processes in the program, inter-staff collab-

for

oration, and creation of a climate in the schools that would encourage
4

staff Members to be*--creative and innovative in working with migrant

dren. r

An intensive laboratory method of arning was employed, to encourage.
.

openness, hcThsty, trust, effective problem-solving, and fdll.utilizatiOw_

ofstaff resources. The tminingproceiss used was a_fairly radical and-

I

innovative departure from -previoud training programs.

1,.

Overyird-the Goals and Program for 1970

The program as outlined by projectdirectors And staff

.. .

, . , .
. . . .

Are listed below..
at10.4
S

....
ld

Improvement5in language and coMmunication skills, is defined. by .

instruments given at the beginning and at the end ofthe program.
..->",

Active and increased Participation i4he total learnineenyiron-.
.. ,. ,

ment, As defined by observation- of behavioral 'change. . '

4 -

11*

A

O.

14 .
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Increased pride in cultural heritage, as shown when the student
volunteers his background; family customs and pratiscee.-

Trovide an environment promoting active connunication and
exposure to work alternatives which Should encourage socially
and economically self - sufficient citizens.."

Sub - Goals: 4

To obtain community involvement as a breakthrough across racial and
Social barriers.' 1. i

To develop pleasant feelings in the children toward educational
process, as an incentive to ontinue learning.

1Pe

To provide a variety of life's experiences and increased social
awareness.

To provide a wholesomelcomfortable and relaxing atmosphere so that
all learning materials can be used to thb optimum.

To enlarge individual perspective and judgnent so a child can have
greater success'in forming decisions.

To'overcome some of the deficit inknowledgethat migrant children
experience.

To create good will and ukderstanding between the two cultUresby
exposing the children o our environment.

To have the Migrant- Program contribute to educationLionerally,
including shafige in teacher participants.

To foster professional and personal growth in program staff members.

Sthell) individual teachers prollide new learning experiences; to.
evaluate and share them.

I

lb encourage a synthesis of subject natter which will help he
children adapt to societal needs and increase internal development
of self-image:'

-

To encourage correlation of experiences and concepts derivedin'
Texas with the curricula in Montana. .

a

To explore a variety of vocational opportunities.

,
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The major curriculum emphasis was language arts. Most schools de.,

. ,

voted, a substantial portion of each day -Oa language activities. Many

of the other, activities ..were designed to encourage use of oral and

, . "wrrittaajEnglish.'
. ., e. . -.

A special' language art consultant was available to work wdth'staff.

members in several projeCts. This person has since .prepared 4, language

arts curriculum guide based on experience over two years with',:the

migrant program, and which might, serve to .assist future programs ix}

satisfactory language "art47s effort.!' Imaddition to the 'special

consultpt,-seireral Mexican American -teachers served as resource people

in all facets' of the programs, but particularly in helping des* the

curriculum to meet unique migrant children-needs: (
- s

In two projecte.a type of language teaching 'material new to the
P ', '1".`

Montana. Migrant Program used experimentally (called the '1.4, liven

series). It was based on-individualized work and"had a strong siklf

motivating emphasis. This is the most highly ststiotured reading de-

. velopnent program that has been used i, the migrant program up to this

time,
The second major emphasis based On the project goals.was the improve-.

'Dont of the self. - image or self-cohcept of the youngsters. 6pecific

activities designed to effect improved, self- concept were 'in the context
.

-of ifidividualized attention. This waii much easier in projeCts where,

classed were relatively small and teachers had time td Pirpviae individual

4ittention. Project aides were used to give youngsters more' individual-
I,. .

ized attention than would have been possible with only one teacher 'avail-

able Jr:the classroom. There was a constant emphasis on enabling the .

1
ti
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I
yoppgsters:to achieve success through the media of art, music, physical

ducation4 and other activities.
2

There was some emphasis oh mathematics, but without systematic in-
,

. -stivotion. 'Rather it

,

was

-

deeigned as a part of other activities, to give
.-*

, ,

ihe.yourigeters experience with simple mathematics at their grade la;rel.,
-.; .

. %
.

- ,

Field_triPiwere one of the important activities directed to increasing
, . .

* .

-
.

aelf-image and confidence. These ventures outside the-classroom were
-,------A- .,

, .

also intended to provide curriculum broadening and enrichment, since many

,

.
, , ,... .

.

of the youngsters had not heretofore observed end experienced the oppor-

4

4.

-

%tunities offered by field-til,ps. It enabled them to examine future job

possibilities by visiting business eatablishments
71-

s as b bakeries, /
./ $.

.radio stations, ,barber shops, -and supermarkets. Trips were intended to

help them" understand better how modern society fune:Lons 4444 4(

new experiences in that society. It also provided opportunities to use

-k -3 , --

the language of the community, to ask questions, and to find out more

about the people inoomdunities where their parents wori.
-

A number of films were used in most-projects. These often had

entertainment value but Served4lso to broaden the understanding of young-
.

sters as well as to provide new language exPeriences.

, The art program was designed to encourage and develop creativity in
a

(``
, 4

the cttildren, -1314. also to enable use of hands to make things they could

take, home for parental examination and reaction. It.gave youngsters an

opportunity to prOuce something that was uniquely theirs,'and jhould,

therefore serve to enhance theiriling of satisfaction with doing their

"own thing. It

17
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Physical eduCation and eational activities provided an opportunity
.

.

for energy outlet, and for improvement of coordination and Physical

Swimming par%icUlarly tended to impro'e attendanci, since it*was

far the most popular activity in the program for a'great many of the
f

children: Since the weather was'hotdlirinithis time of year, it also
i

.

provided some refresbtentva means for encOuraging bathes without telling

. them they 'wel,e dirty, and enabled the children to be more Comfortable when

.--:

they returned to the school situation.

The health and nutrition activities were the responsibility, of a

school nurse and a group of cooks, who attempted to insure that breakfast
.. .

and lunch were nutritionally balanced, somewhat Compensating for the
,

often inadequate meals served by tired is4theie who worked in the fields

. , .

all day. Most children received phySical examination-6; if there appeared
'N

be problems they received dental andeye'exandnations as well.' In

some instances surgery was performed when very severe medical Problems,

.

were discovered. ,. .

. . , .

The music program waiiritended to providefluiport to the language
- .

activities and to'gir the yolpgeters experience in group collaboration'

and individual self-expression. Many of the songs were typical American

musical forms and enabled the students to'le4rn lyrics inEitgai4hOhey

coild also kearn about instruments that would enable them to apprciate
,.'

the musical activities Of cdntemporary America. The youngsters

learned and sang (or taught the teadler!) a number of 1?)ngs in Spanish.

The Project Aides
,//

Meny'of the project aides were bilingual, and in a few projects, were

migrant teenagers. they assisted in the classrooms, rode the buses,.and

Nti
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.
occasionally substituted for teachers. Their presence alloWed for can, . o

-,

aiderably greater individual student attention than would otherwise have

been possible.

The Sidney pro ect undertook an experiment with teenage migrant .

, 1 .

aides. Each of th was given an opportunity for approximately one 4104

one half hours each day to work in a local business_eatabliahment.1,FOr

example, one boy Worked in a, local supermarket; a girl worked in a beauty

shop; another girl worked in aclotaling store, and so forth. This Pro-

Videdsexpo to non-migrant activity and gave the teenagers some :
)

vacational training in an occupatlon which would quite likely pap better

and,be moreyerMan than the migrant work activity in which.their parents
..

Were engaged. The exile ence also served to enhance pro4ect e4itact with

.

.,

the community since most of the business eatablichments,served,a, wide
,

*1 .

.

.

range of local citizens. The young people met community leaders and had
-,

an opportunity to help increase the local*citizen underst ding of the
F..

Mlexiabn-American.

Additional Efforts in 1970
I

There was a deliberate effor 411 the summer of 1976 tOencourage

community and parental involvement in most of the projects. Most projects

held. a "fiesta" or program to which community members and parents were

.,.. ,

invited. Ayery high proportion of"the parents came to several of these

programs and quite often a significant number of community mOirs attended
. Jt

*as. well. A Mobile Teleyision unit, which had eaireoity to make°Video tapes
4 t:..., ,. N.

in the classrooms, was used as a way of exposing parents to the activities

. of the youngsters in the school. The Unit would pat in, a location where

.40
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,

%therd.weret significant numbers of migrant workers nearby and show the
.

) -I /
,

.vi tapes. Notices about time and locatdodn were sent home with the
,

dents. 'Attendance was sporadic at several of these sho sl but later
N.

in e'program4 'there Ids often a very hi peftentage of they parents

1

present: Field trips and the recruitment of students also served to

.imvolve conimmity meihre in-,various ways.
J . 4

jillittnovation this year,was a dramaties program in two of the schools
.

N
'conducted by a specialist in. creative drama. T youngster% wrote their

Own plays under the guidance of the consultant,' wodtc'd the plays and
.

then performed them "bifore an audience of parents and 'other students in

the school. Significant language experience,q1;d opportunity, for icrease

in seltimage, were clearly evident.?

In addition to this type of activity the Same consultant -11T ked in
.,

the evenings with teenagers who were not involved in the.educati nal. pro.

gram. They often began the, evening by playing sPOrtesadh as football
ege

or volleyball, gloved to dancing,later ih. the evening, and.usualU concluded

with a special program of discussion, creative dramatics, or camMunicati

4, /
tavrinirg. This was designed to provdde a social opporiiniiiy tor teen-
agers

.
.

in a somewhat alien environment, as an outlet forexpressiorrand

an opportunity to practice language skills. The teenagers *pressed a
1 . . , 4-

. . .

very:stm .interest in securing language help; as well as a need. for'
. ---. :r-- 41

opportunities gain new vocational experienced

A highly significant part of most migrant schools were the nursery

and pre-school programs. Youngsters were indludea from less than a
.

year oIcUto first grade.

school situation in which

1

For the very young it-was Jargely a nursery

the youngsters'engsge&in conversation to help'

20',
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. .

them learn English, or otherwise played games which would increase their
. ,. . . .

itypical-or,conceptiOnal skills.' For the Older children in pierschool
"-.........

, .

glasses heavy, emphasistieras on, development of verbal &Vitali skills.

Pe-rsonal'hygiene and plermilness were st'essed at all ages....

For all the children there bras some opportunity: for increased, under:

standing of their MexicanrAmerican heritage. The intent was ti) 'help in-,

crease the youngt3ters respect for their own ova-bops, behaviors and belief
0 . .. . / . .... ..
systems, whilie helping them to understand th! contraet,ingfhicIre typiepat-,,,,

,. ,, 0.. ,
o-Amerihan cUltural heritage. An important e,lemen4ter.aaxs process

.____: ..4,.._ ....1..

.# j
.

.

' .. )

was he opportunitrefforded_youn,tsters +:4) teach the-"staff about their
, 4' ..,,,

C-4.
01"41 ultural baCkground. They were' usually quite willing to tAlk about

4

0..
their famiXy-li.fe, prof.eme, and the unique chaiiieteristics- of

e

the Mexican-American culture. This effort was .,enhanced.by.the _presence.
,

of fpur Mexican-Americ,an teachers, one of whom represente,d -gip Texas :,

Education Agency and traveled from project- to Projectas a (Consultant,*
44 .

while the other three.were regular teaching staff members in several of

the Schools.

tl
t 4

rs:
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THE EVALUATION PROCESS

A. modest'evaluationtas be
AL

undertdken each year since the program

started in 1967, but previous efforts Werergenerkly not as detailed or

as well-fund as during 19I0. Because of the relatively 4ort'pericid

in which n4gr t children-are in iummer school prograMe 3n the.various,

states where the appear,. few efforts have beel made to attempt systematic

measurement of eduCational impact. The @valiiation,team was therefore

required-to select or design methog\nd measures without benefit of

eXter,tve previous work as a guide.

Any adequate eCalul,pnwoulddemand that there be something specific

-evaluate--that is, edUcational objectives defined Wvery specific

terms. An early effort was Made diaring staff training sessions to de-

fine the goals (outlined iii the previous chapter). The evaluation effOit

was therefore' geared to ture speji.c infomation'withrespeato gala
-

attainment. More precisely stated, the evaluation zoals.inelude:

1. To understand the migrant worker situation; Imblemfrand potentials.
, 4

2. To understand how the migrant education program functions, the
overall goals, and individtal and project goals, andhow these
mesh with migrant children needs.

.
. )

.

To determine the Medenient methodst'strategies for meeting
program

.

To measure obj vely when possible, and sUbjectively'Other-
wise, trainin ethode and other strategies forjmeeting goals,
including degree of goal realization.

5. .To determine impact of the program on people affected - students,
teachers, parents, administrators and:the community ltcale.

4
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6. To feed back
strators, tea

_'for program

4 knowledge a
ers, and the,
rovement in

ed to the participant Earniiii-

'so as to provide a basis
years.

7. To.analyzeo.interpret and sagges
to creative development of the p

Evaluation of progressin a'short t

1

flexible student population is no easy to

change in youngsters, or teachers during a

at beet, and to design or use itistrum nts

change is a formidabfe challenge.

Of any fidld work, and led the evalua ion

in an effort to detect whatever Chang- occ

ok...1.101

The. task was approached from sqv ral

1. Preliminary and final mea

any significant changes in

language Competence and sel

also provide base line info

in personality adjustment

2. Preliminary and final mea

staff,,to,see how they we

and the experience of wor

measures attempted to det

pplications of the findings
am.'

educational program with,

The measurable behatioral

riod of,one month'is modest

at will capture this minimal

of, course obvious in advance

tam to use a variety of, measures
[.

":1

I

ventage points:1d.- ,

re used on children to detect

ipal areas ortandernr-

cor ceptiariables.' These measures

J°
tton in language capability and

aateristics,

esoisre used with teachers and other
e*

(affected by the trinirgprogrimm
5,4Art

with migrant children. Thies
f .

teacher morale, attitudes towards

students, attitudes tower *vie administration of the program,
.1 *

attitudes towards educat n,l philosoPhy.of human nature, and'

evaluative opinions abou most e;,aments of the program. gain

.these plmivide base line easures on all teadhers and admini-
,

strators anti with a se ted sample of other staff.

24
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3. A eta.i. leli interview, using open-ended questions, was undertaken

with all teachers,, administrators, and a` selected sample of other

Staff. The interview was designed to secure' feedback on feelings

about the training-program, the functioning c eac roject team,

adequaoylf administration, and a number of other ablep.

4. A,sample of parents were interviewed to disco r hovitheparents

-of children in the program felt toward migr: education. These

were relatively short, open-ended interview so as to Printmlae.

the language difficulty and interference withWOrk in the fields,

5. A sample of communityahemhers were interviewed(to measure attitudes
N\

of the farmers who employ migrant workers, and attitudes of some
, .

community leaders, toward the migrant education program.' Some

of the cgestions were open-ended, .while others were' structured.

so as to secure specific attitudes about certain issues,related

to migrant education.
.. 1-

6. Considerable time was devpted to participant observation during
f-.

training, the school program* and in other activities related

to the migrant education effort.

Altogether some 15 ._._#rumente were used In addition to the partic-

ipant observation experience. A discussion of each instrument will be

undertaken during the analysis process when the results of the measure-

4

ments are reported.

Three staff members were involved in field work and data anilysiE4

and were in the .field with some element of the migrant program from the

timj it began until the final week. This enabled observation of all

Phases of the program operation and provided 'a fairly complete view of

the total effort.

25 ('
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11,,i2ASUREMEaNiT ..INSTRUMEIITS PRE MIDI-PROGRAM L _ FINIAL

irdue Teacher Opimipnnaire

Eilucation!Scale:M

RdUcation Scale I

Opinionnalre on Attitudes
,r. :Toward Education

Philosophy of Human Nature Scale

Mid-Prograth Interview

M043 (Administrators ally)

Students
-

California Test of Personality

,NoSentenie CoMpletion Form

Multiple Choice Sentence
Completion

4 4,

x

Zip Test

Training Eva.uations
'Phase I

Phase II

. Phase III

Phase IV (Mid- .Program)

Phase V

Parent Intpandelva"

Wm:amity Interviews

ParbiciParit Observation

x

X
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X

x
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x

x
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There were undoubtedly, important detaileof the program which eve'-

uators did not have opportunity to observe, adequately. For example,
.

*. .... .= . .
. . ,...,

'40Aluators, did not spend as much as a full day in any single -classroom,

8

r

or more than one%day at a time in any single project. Some important
.

. .
:.

-
.

.

events were missed that Mould have helped to gain a more adequate pictufie
4 .

, .

of principle achievement, or possible deficiencies, of the projects. ,

. , . ,. .,

Time and budget limitati ns made. it necessary to rather carefullydelimit
, '> , t

activities.

Analytical Problems

&everal factors require special, terpretation of the data. Many
. , ^

, -

-teachers and students have been in the program for a period of three or
. ,---

four years, since 1.867 when migrant education was instituted in Montana.

.

-Both teachers and students with previous p expodence here devel-t,

oiled' certain expectations and attitude's toward the pro tun;i-ktich. will
.,

Certainly affect the evaluation during an one ye . _nor example, it
-1*

becomes quite evident that students who have 'been:1n the program before

are much more ease and often more advanced academically than new

students. A .number ofparents come io the Yellowstone Valley area
, 7 '.:--

,

spec\ifically because of the migrant ,school. Maw of theyoungsters may
,. , ":7,4isit .

.

be unique as migrants; that is, their parents are education oriented and..
.

el

are interested in advancing their children by taking advantage of all. ,

such opportunities.

lk
)

.

Teachers who have been in the prograM%pn re than one year are aware,

,Of the -long days and six=day weeks.' Many of them have come back year

-after year because they gain deep personal satisfaction from the work,

rather than because of the pay involved (WhiCh is slightly less than the

average daffy pay for teachers in Montana).

27
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. A very important issue affecting the results is mobility; some of

_the children arrivedlate while others left early. This meant that our

)" ... , . r*- -
program. , c \ a-

.
The only curricular measurement had to do with rani*. ge and eonmitui-:,

sampling effort could not be as perfect as we would have liked. Some of

the students measured at theend yere not present when the first measure-

ments were taken. Similarly some of the students who might have done

exceptionally well or very poorly in the program left before the final

measurements; results are based on the assumption that such mobility was

random. It was.not feasible to undertake final measures before any

students departed, even if it had been possible to know their scheduled

departure time.
4

Some of the teachers and aidei did not participate in'the training

Since in this case the training was a very intensive activity and was,

designed to have a significant impact on the program, the fact of failure

to participate in training,, or partial participation, could very Yell have

an impact on findings.

Each of of these inalytirlproblems Would tend to eliminate or eiminish

, . .

significant differences between the initial and f2a1 Measurements.

It should be clear that the purpose of this evaluation wag not to
..'"Ik ...

evaluate the details of ,substantive content in claisroom instruction or

prograf operation. No detailed observations of teachers were made in the
. .

.

process Of instructing. Rather our primary purpose was to, measure stu-
.

dent ancl staff 9.age in feelings, attitudes and behavior during the ,,
. ,

.cation facility, since increased these areas w4 the-primary
Zvi

goal of the program.
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Use Of Statistics

,Several kinds of formal statistical tests might be applied to the

measurement data. The populations of students and staff in 1970 were

%
all included in the measurements ( in preliminary measurements and the

other in final measuremenis);Cit is therefore appropriate to report

the average scores obtained, without application of complex statistical

tests. This allows the reader to draw his own conclusions aboUt the

"significance" of the findings. The 1970 "sampleof students and staff

could be consi4ered, part of a larger population comprising program

participants from 1967; 1968, 1969, 1970, etc. However the1970 group

could not be considered a randomly sel4sted sample from those'years, and

therefore /statistical inference would'be hard to justify.

Small sample sizes withih projects, far 'both students .and staff,

create serious questions of appropriatenss ii application of statusU

tests on a project by project basis.. Yet, therels clearly significant

variation between projects.on many of the measures. It's obviously:
t,-

7tant to examine the results'by proje4 to understand he scores for

the, total program.

The decision was therefore made to report scores and draw inferences

about program impact' without reporting detailed statistical test, results.

Rirther work on the data for theoretical and other scientifib purposes

would certainly require nifiie detailed statistical treatment and will be

undertaken at the appropriate time.

29
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Chapter III

TEE MIGRANT CHILD IN MONTANA: 19 s

a

The children'involved in the migrant education program during the

simmer of 1970 blearly made considerable progress. The quantitative

measures and direct observation suggest that the program is having 4,

significant and measurable impact on the youngsters whO enter the summer

schools thrqughout the
\
Yellowstone Valley in Eastern, Montana. The degree

. ,

of progress seems to vary somewhat b5 schools; that is, some project

.

,

'schools seem to make particularly strong Contributions in the cognitive

or subject matter area (particularly in increasing language facility),

while other schools were more successful in improving self-Image or eelf-

concept, or in increasing the skills of the youngsters in the music, kit,

health, or vocational areas.

fn no cases do we finds. basis for,severe criticism-of a p(
project op. the basis of.student progress. It is important to note that

the sample size. and observations were limited in scope at each project,

, -

and therefore conclusions must be somewhat tentative withurespect to any

particular project site. Because of the larger sample, and a more de-.

'tailed overview by the evaluation staff of the entire program, the total

4

results can be treated more cbnfid tly. .

i

As noted briefly in Chapter , four principle quantitative

measures were used with children in addition to direct observation. These

measures were designed primarily to secure information on studbnt progress

in language capability, on self-concept or self-image, and on feelings

about schools. No direct quantitative measures of the progress in subject

,r
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matter area3 were undertaken 9ther than in'langauge;,rather, evaluative

data relies on direct observatibn, conferences 'th teache s and dis-

cussions with other program staff.

The Self-Image or the Self-Ccpcept of the Migrant Child

One of the assumptions often made about migrant children is that

they have a low self-iinage or self-Concept. That is, they do not have .

a high degrie of confidence in thimselves, nor do they respect their

on ability to be successful in interpersonal relations, social rels4ons,

or in education. One of the goals of migrant education has therefore

been to improve the self-concept of the child by helping him to gain more

confidence, respect his own ability, and to achieVe enough success so

thb.t he gains a feeling of confidence and an ability to function in

American socle

On the hher hand studies of migrant people indicate they' have a

relatiVely strong family group, and within the migrant culture the

youngsters seem to function quite effectively. tie Self-image problem

.V.rises'only when the youngster moves from.hia 'own family ,or, Peei:group

into the Main stream of American society as exemplifiegby,the. edu.-

catiohal system.
1

The program goals were intended to huil0 on the strength of the

family unit by giving the youngsters enough indiviluelattention,
11.

concern fram,lachers, and feeling of success that they cculd.leave the

summer program having gained increased confidence intheir own ability

to be successful in school and societk.

32
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'The primary instrumentsused to measure the program impact in self-
.

-V4

,11,
conOpt were the "California Twit of Personality" and a "Sentence Com-
.

. .
,.. .

.

aziletion Form." The California Test ofPersonality has been widely.used
---

in'many school systems. Its specific purpose is to identify and reveal

Ahe'statud of certain highly important factors in persOnal and social

adjUstment. The ,theory underlying the ,eats sUggests that Capacity,

skill, and achievement, important as they are, do not,_ onstitute a com-

plete picture o'isa functioning personality. Personality is not viewed

as something separate \from ability or achievement but rathereincludes

them..

Reactions to a variety of questions are obtained to detect specifio

tendencies 'to think, fbel, and act.":). The personal adjtistment meaburecl,
- ,

'*

.

revehl
.

self - reliance, sense of personal worth, sense of personal freedom,
_ .

feeling of belonging, withdrawing tendencies,rawing and nrvous simptotis. Thee

social adjustment items measure socials standards, social skills', anti-

I

social tendencies, family relations, and school. 'rations.
, 6

For the purposes of p gram evaluation the con4rn was with those

dimensions of the test whic1 were,messures of self-cohcept and feelings

-

about s ool; that ija, how does the student view himself in relation to

other people, the school, teachers, and the general social Situation

around him.! One-half of the students eight wears and older were rani

'doily Selected to take the California Test during the first week of

the school grogram;' the remaining one-half took the final test. It

administered to small groups of students using an overhead projector.

.69olthat the inability -Wyse language would be minimized, ep

read and located on the test forni for the 7ppnaSteis, on a standardized

(7, aJ

N

0.)



basivat each project. One-hundred-forty students took the test on the

first administration and 110 took the final test. (A considerable

number of students had "migrated" before the final administration).

Part of the test asked specific

of the projects the responses of the

questions about the school. In six

children were based on their early

experience in the migrant program. In the other four schools, aka

control measure, they were asked to answer in terms of their school back

hose in Texas, rather than the migrant school. , 511adj 'approaCh was designed

to discover whether or not,..th15,1:celyed the migrant school as more or

less attractive than the homesituation.
"7 4

Two analytical approaches are used. Total average sco ea,orprOfiles

were .obtained early in the program and later in.-the pro am from all

projects; these are used to determine changes in composite scd*rmad

within sub-categories. The second approach was to select those items from

the total test which relate mast' directly to' the migran.teducation pro

gram. A group of these items relate specifically to feelings about

school while another set examine the self-concept. These are analyzed.

fot the total program and by individual projects.

Personality Characteristics: The California Test

Both personal and social.adjustment.scores decrease from the beginra*,

45f the program to the end across all projects, as doefi the total adjust.

went score.' However GlendiVe ancUtosebueshow gains on total Personal

Adjustment.

On those factors contributiAg-most to a strongself-concept,(Self-

reliance,"Sense of Personal Worth, and

7
j.Feeling o Belonging) there is a

...,

..
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slight loss on each factor overall. tray Hysham and Kinsey show a
. .

.
.

gain in Self-Reliance; Billin)p and Glendive show some Increase in Sense
, .

. 1 .

. . , , .
.

of Personal whiWorth, le-losebud and Glendive show gains in Feeling of
,..-e

B0-longing. On the,,basaOf twelve specific items most related to Self-

r

: ,----1.-,- ,

,

Concept, Hardin also ahvowsprogress in a positive direct/On (s ,e Table III -'3)..

-

.

:-

Billings, Hys,ham Rosebud and Term show increases in cial

26

Adjustment. Among the five factOrs contributing to .Sodial AdjuStraent,

Hysham and Rosebud show. increases in Social Sails; Glendive and Hyshara

"increase slightly in School.Relatians, While Rosebud iriorea4s substhntially

in thissrect,. Profiles are also availiable on social standards., aiti-
4 -

social tendencies and community relations but these factors probably less

related to the goals of,the migrant: and are not dieciissed here. ,(See

Appendix 34 Table for, detailed results),

Table XII r 1 contains rankings o± schools on final Measures of

personal adjustment. On the Self-Reliance index Kinsey, *sham and

Borden rank high, While Glendive p Rosebud and Sidney rank low; the totber--,.,

projects range in the middle.rOn the Sense' of Personal Worth factor,

GleRdive,,,Hyshar dla, and Billings high, iwhile Fromberg and Terry rank

loklibn the Feeling of Belonging index', Rosebud, Kinsey and Glendive
s,1

°

rank-high, while Sidney, Fromberg'andWorden rank low.

,_.
These rankings are shom Epoljpent to Total Personal Adjustment

indices at4Totel Adjustment

social adjustment measures).

indices (the

None of the

'coMposite of all personalsand.

spools are consistently high

on all key indices, nor consistently low on:any pf them. However, -the

N ,

tendency is for Rosebud, HyshA,and Kinsey to rank relatively high
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TABLE '1

RANK ON PROJECTS ON KEY' FINAL
MEASURES::0F PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT

27

Total St..nse .of

ersonal
'Self-

Personal ling of Total
..Rank Actjuirtment Reliance Worth Belonging Adjustment

1 _Rosebud

2 Hysham

3 cansey
,,

4 / Billings

5 Hardin

6 Glendiire

7 Terry

8, Worden

Frodserg,

1

10

Kinsey .

Hysham

'Worden

Billings
Hardin.

Glendive

HYslutm;

40/5aixtin

Rosebud

Rosebud

Kinsey

endive

r
Terri /.

Hardin
ts

1

'Rosebud

Hysham

Terry

**Fromberg- KinStsy Worden
Terry

..'**Sidney Hysh;in Glendive
e Worden . .- ...

Glendive

Rosebud

Si,dney, Sidney

4

w.

-

*Based on 5nly. tree -respohses
**Tied

**Sidney . Fromberg.
FkOmberth.

erg.

°O.

4, Warden ":-Sidney

-
11/

VJ

4",
°

411



on Personal Adjustment, while Worden, Fromberg and Sidney are relatively

low. Billings, Hardin, Glendive end Terry are quite consistently in

- the-meddle rankings.

The pattern on Social Adjuustment changes Only slightly, with Terry

moving up and Kinsey dropping to a low milking (yes Table III - 2). -7:
.

Taking into account all adjustment factors. (some of which are, only re-

motely related U. the !goals of t1 'Migrant schools), Rosebud, Hyaham
,

il , .

end Terror are at. top, and Fromberg, Kinsey and Sidney are at the

bottom. Billings, Hardin, Worden and Glendive fall in the middle .ranks.*

Another approach to examination of these profiles is in terms of

national. norms for students taking the. California Test.. On this basis,

--4b.e Migrant youngsters in the summer program -score in. the. 20th ,percentile_:;
,,

for Personal Adjustment on both preliminary and final, meaEinres., This,

means that they are in the lower 25 percent of U.S.,, school students...

They fall in the 30th percentile on Social Adjustment, or in the low&r

35 .percent of U.S. student* They are also in the 30th 'Percentile on

Total Adjustment. 'Ibis finding is not surprising in view of what we .

know about personal and social problems among' migrants, and serves to

r'inforce the notion that special attention tb their needs is in order.

is important to emphasize that these ranks are useful for corn-4
-parative purposes, but should be treated with caution. Final results
for several of the projects are based on very small 'samples (particularly
Glendive, Hysham, Kinsey and Rosebud) and may not be entirely reliable.
See Appendix B for the complete set of average scores on all factors for,,, .

each project. ;
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Rank

,setse 1

2

3

TABLE III - 2

RANK OF PROJECTS ON KEY PENAL
MEASURES OF SOCIAL. ADJUSTMENT

Total 4

Social Social School Total
Adjustment Skills Relations Adjustment

osebud Hyeham Hydham Rosebud

-Hysham Rosebud Terry Hydnala

Terry Terry 'Rosebud Terry

4 *Worden Worden Billings
Kinsey

5

6

Worden Sidney : Hardin

Hardin **Billings Biilings WordenWord
Hardin ,

7 Fi'omberg , killgrotberg - GlendiVe
Glendive,.

8- Glendive .**Sidney * Ha din ,iotberg

Kinsey

9 Kinsey* -
..\_.

- !Linsey*,

10 e Sidney Glendive
. ' 6

*Based on only -three cases. Kinsey wt as .a small- project Anlost
most of the student population before final tests were a.43:. stered.

Sidney

a

8

S.

4,

4.6
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Ailere are a few exceptions to the tenerally consistent ranking of
-7

projects by average adjustment scores. For example on perbonal adjust-ft,
nentFmmberg goes from number one rank at the beginning to a ninth

place rank at the end. Rosebud moles from an eighth place rank at the

beginning to a first place rank at the end. Te beginwin third place.
\

and :ends up with seventh place ranking. Glendive_starts in the tenth

place rank and ends in sixth place.

NI

4.1a social adjustment scores, Kinsey begins in second place and drops

to ninth; Fremberg starts at second place rank and goes to seventh. On

the other hand Billings starts at eighth and moves to fourth, while

Rosebud starts at tenth and moves to first. Sidney starts in fifth and.

move-07;o tenth.

Similarly, there are a few exceptions to the consistency of the
I

project rankings on the fine] adjustment scores. Freshers starts.,

first place and finishes with the rank of eight.- Kinsey,, starts

a ahk of second, ends with the rank of ninth, On the positive side

Bi lings starts with a seventh place rank and goes to fourth.. RoOebud

starts with a tenth place rank and moves to first. The other projects
, .

,
.. ./.

generally hod very close to the same rank on initial'and final measttrea
,

Seif-Itage or Self-Connept Itemiralysis (See Chart III -.1 for items used)

-There is wide variation between prbjects, not only in the kinds

of-results,obtained but.also inwthe initial levels of self-concept.

_The _tendency is toward a negatAe change in self- concept overall.

However, Mendive and Rosebud move in a positive direction, while

Fromberg, Terry and Worden tend, rather strongly in the negative direction.

II 33
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.
Billings, Hardin, Hysham, Kinsey and Sidney score abotit one-half negatively

-
.

and one-half positively_ on the selected sel&concept items (see Table III -- 3).
.

Some of ,the schools began the program with a group of
ta

stucents who.
'

.

generally seem -to 'have a very high sense of confidence and a very posi-

titre view of themselves. This is particularly true in TerrY, Worden and i

Kinsey. Sidney, Glendive, Hardin, Rosebud and Hyshami began the program -0

,.*
...

with groups of students scoring relatively tw on .self-coneep-t.
.. ,

CHART' XIS te- 1 .

QUE4TIONSK-.

A

1. Do the, children you can do things Well?,

,,,0,00,..." ,
,

2,_,--ko the.otter,Chil en often do nice things for you?,.

L..

-43. DO you have fewer friends than other children?

4 Do most of. the boys and gi.rls like you?

5. Do your- l'Olkt;\think'that ou are bright?
. , i

6. Can you do things as well lits other children? `f.

. Do people -think that other children are better than yil?* 1'
.:. " i=

8.' Are most of .the lichildren smarter than you? A

9. Doyoti-Ifted- to have more - friends? . ..: : .

10. Do you fell that people don't like you?

11,, Would you rather watch o hers play, than play With -them?

12. Is it hard for you to,, talk to ne 'people?i,4,

0 .

~_ *Students are instruCted.to circle "yes" or "no" 9i-each item*.

4O
1".

4

4

S

.
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ABLE3

CALIFORNIA TST SUMMARY OF CHANGES ON KEY-
ITEMS REFLECTING FEELINGS ABOUT STCF (SELF- CONCEPT)*

Number of Items Number of Items Number of Items

-Project

showing negative
change

showing fositive
change

showing essen...,

tially no change

fillings 3 4

Fromberg 10 2

Glendive 3 8

Hardin 4 6

,yam. '5

Kinsey 6

Rosebud 3 . 6

Sidney 5 .6

Terry 4, 8 3

Worden 9 3

TOtal 5

5\

0.

1

2 .

0

,

*Based on twelve most relevant items in the California Teti0,7.:'*e
numbers in the table refer to the items directly related self-
concept which show positive, negative, 'or essentially no change from
program. beginning to end.

NOTE: Caution roust be exercised an the interpretation of the' results
of the California Test of Personality; becaurie 'the:moderate

' reliability of the instrument could be partly responsiyle for
the changes observed.

41-
0
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youngsters are considered to have a high self-concept if they

sco 4V55 , or higher in proportion of ayes" or positive answers on the

selected items. If they score bVween 51% and 75% they are classified

as moderately strong. If they answer positively less than 50% of the

time they are classified as low in self-concept forcurposes'of this

analysis.

Oh this basis approximately 25% have high self-concepts, 50% are

moderate and 25% are 1 w on the_ first measurement; an the final measure

ment only 8% are'in the high group, 58% in the moderate'group and 34%

in the lower group.. Generally speaking thosd schools that began with a .

,

group of students who seem predominately, high self-concept moved soma-,

what lower or stayed approximately the same. Students mbich, stetted

with a law'average seif=concept seemed to improve over the coliilse of the

program. However, exceptions occur in Billings, Hardin, Hysham, Kinsey

and Sidney where students, stayed approximately the semi; on' the.basis of

California_Test measurements, between the beerring of'the program and

the end. Glendive and Rosebud were the only projects which showed a
<

consistent increaae\in self-concept., There-was a.consistmat-change=to-,

ward lower self - concept in Fromberg, Terry and Worden.

It is important to note that the general level of positive feelings

about self was relatively high at the beginning of the program. The

modes degrease can probably be credited to several factors. The first,.

instruments were adminiitered during the initial week of the program,

before there was much serious effort at discipline and when teachers

were allowing the youngsters to verbalize their fealings.aad encouraging

.them to feel comfortable in the classroN.. The youngsters probably felt

42,
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or-
c 1i .

,
.

good about each other and about their relationships with teachers. As

the curriculum was liore fully implemented it may have seamed necessary .

to instill somewhat more disdipline in order to accomplish the teals

oriented purposes of the program. The weather got warmer and probably

there was considerably greater feeling of discomfort and impatiendtCwith

spending long day's in school.

Size of project does not seem to have been a significant factor

in these results since some of the larger projects showed positive gain

in self-concept as well as smaller. projects; inrilike manner some of the

larger projhowed negative directions while others which had fewer

students and could give students moreattention also shmectsomewhat.
. .

zegative results.

Feelings About School

t

There is no clear_tendency initially\to evaluate the Montana migrant ,

schools differently than the hameSchOol in Texas; in twoinstances,,

essentially no difference is evident, while toe school is evaluated
i

slightly less positively and another is evaluated slightly more posi-.

tively. (Chart III - 2 contains the items from the California Test

which were used in this analysis.)

43
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CHART III 7; 2

FEELINGS ABOUT SCHOOL*

1:4Ii it easy for you to talk to your class?

2. Do you have good timtp with the children 443/chool?

3. Are the children glad to have you in school?

4. Do you talk to the new children at school?

Or"

5. Do you say nice things to chil.dren'who do better>ork than you do?

6. Do-you help new children get used to the school?

7; Do. you often do nice t9ingg for the other children in your school?

8.. Do'you think that some teachers do not like the children?

9. Would you rathcstay home from school if you could?

10. Is it hard to like the children in your school? 4

11. Do the children at school adk.you to play games with them?

*Students are instructed to circle "yes" or "no" for each item.

A high proportion of the migrant youngsters feel very positiVely.
--c ,

about school both back home in Texas and in e summer program in nontana.

The vast, majority of the youngsters Score' 75% 'or greater on, positiv

"4.

attitudes toward- school at the beginning of the program as wells. at

the 'end. However there isa tendency for positive feelings about the,
migrant school to drop toward the end of the program in most of the

sphools (See Table III - 4).

When ;the results are evaluated on the basis of,the eleven items
- ,
most related to school (in terms of the proportion of students who

answer positively about school at the tteginning And positively at the

44
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end) we ,find a significant decrease in positive attitude durifig the

course of the program, again with no apparent diffgrence between those

youngsters who were initially evaluating the school in Texas and those

youngsters who were initially evaluating the migrant education program.

HoOever there is a rather clear difference between. schools. Hysham,

Kinsey and Rosebud are generally viewed more positivelytestudents at

the end they,were at the beenriTig. Fromberg, pi ve, Hardin,

Sidney and WO n are viewed less positively at the end. There was

little c?bservab e change in Terry and Billingt. , (See Table III - 4)

Sentence Completion Measures t

The sentence completion form was used to secure several kinds of
.

information, but particularly'the feelings of the youngsters about

school and their own place in it. One of the, methods of tabula:Wig was

to evaluate the sentence completions in terms of posit*ve or'negaiive

expressed feelings at the beginning of the mogram as compared to the

way -they completed the sentences at the end.

This method has been widely used, and- has an extensive literature,

which is summarized in a small booklet pnbliehedbySlienceBaiearch
. . .

. .

Associates. 3 Each.sentenee completed is rated on a continuum between

i4hat is considered a ipsydhologicallyhealthy.attitude or relationship

and a psychologically unhealthy one. Healthy attitudes.arePositive,

realistic. attitudes expressing feelings of liking for people, school,

play activities and the like, including interest or participation in

these. An unhealthy attitude suggests hostility, defiance, conflict,,

withdrakal, inadequacy or a feeling of being disliked or, not accepted

45
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TABLE III -

CALIFORNIA TEST - SUMMARY OF CHANGES ON KEY ITEMS
REFLECTING tFEELINGS ABOUT SCHOOL 1/

Project .

Numbe of Items
showing negative

change .

Number of Items
showing p6aitive

change

Number of Items
shoWing essen-
tially no change

Billings 3 4

Fromberg 1

.-

Glendive 4 1 6

Hardin 9 1' 1

-
Hyshain 0 8- 3

Kinsey 2 7 2 4

Rosebud 1 9

-Sidney 6

-Terry 4 3

Worden 8 `I 2

Total 3 0 8

Based on 11 most relevant items.
IL --

1 The numbers in this table refer to the numlper,pf' qUati*Oltia, ,directly
related to feeling about school which show negaVre.or
essentially no change. The table is intend.d to show te4deliioies
resulting from key questions so as to ill to the fit**. Somewhat
beyond the profile results reported ea,rlieriC _ -

t

46.
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: by others. In other words it duplicates to some extent, and provides

a supplement to, the California Test described earlier.

It Was used only with youngsters ten years and older because tor----

the peed to write legibly, and agaln was administered randomly to one

bail' of the students at the beginning o± the program the other half at

'the.end.. The students worked in a group although each completed their

sentences separately, with one or two aids and one of the evaluation

team assisting, the.stuionts to understand :the questions and, to help

them with the mechanics of responding to the ineomplete,ientences.

Sixty eight students ten years and older took*the initial test and sixty

took the final test.

Over all projects the feelings about school improve slightly on

the basis of these measurements. However, there is wide variatio

ro

---Uteint projects. Not all of the sentence completions can. be adored'

pO.eitive or negative, since many items are more for purposes of under-,

standing the feelings .of the child rather than to detect positive and,

negative attitudes. In the sample of items in Table'III - 5, four of

the six totals are in the positive direction. -Four of the six projects

tend to be in the poktive direction, while four others border on pobi- /

tive and two projects are more negative than positive. Both parents are

perceived by their children to have more positive attitudes towards-

, i
school at the end as compared to the begianing-of summer school.

Work in groutt3 (as opposed to working along) phairs no change cir.,

a slight increase in five projects and a slight decrease in the "other

five_ projects. This is somewhat contradictory to the results reported

47
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TABLE III - 5 -

Pre - N = 68* ATTITUDES TOWARD SCHOOL '-

Final - 60 Positive/Wegative.Rating of Sentence Completion Results
VP1:11"ct-- ..-..._...

Billings FrombergIGlendiVelHardin HyshaniKiney Rosebud Sidney Terry Worden4Total 1

, x

#10 ilhena talk about PRE 3.75 3.6d 4.00 449 4.5o 3.50 3.66 3.85 4.00 21..c0 3.87
'school, inymothrJ FINAL 4.42 4.10 2.66 4.22 4.40 4.50 4.00. 4.16 4.00 A4.50 4.12

#16 When I talk about PRE 3.25 Npo 4.60 3.4o 3.75 2.75 3.75 3.86 3.40 3.8o 3.58-
school, my father: FINAL 3.62 4.0o 2.33 4.44 -4.20. -4.0O 3.33 4.16 3.57 3.00 3.83

#18 In class, wor
with others is:

PRE .

FINAL
4.00
4.1

4.o6\-
4.00

4.2Q 3.90
4.33' 3.87

4.25
4.60

3.5o
3:00

3.75 3.71
4.00 3.50

4.2o 3.80

3.57 4.00

3,93,

3.90

#19 IV teacher thinkR PEE 3.12 3.75 4.25 2.90 3.25 3.50 3.80 -3.66 --3.40 3.6o 3.45'
I am: FINAL 4:62 3.66 3.00 4.2o 4.25 3.50 2.50 4.26 4.14 3.0o 3.96

#20 I think this school PRE 4.62 4.20 3.8o 4.4o A..00 4.0o 4.00 4.33- 4..20 4.6o 4.27
.is: . FINAL 4.62 4.7o .4.00 4.3o 5.00 4.0 463:- 4.83 4.28 4.50 4.51

121 I think my teacher PRE 4.62 4.80 4.40 4.60 4.75. 4.5o 4.0o 4.13 4.80400 4.43
is:

.' , FINAL ,.,1.50 4.40f , 4.,66.--440 4.40 14.00 4.33' 14.66 4.57 4.5o 4.35

Scoring Key

1 - Extremely negative

2 - Somewhat negative

3 - Neutral

4 - Somewhat 'positive

5 - Very positive

*f ,Number of respondents
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A

later for younger ehildren, who increase their appreciation of group
.1

work. Positive feelings abaft what the teacher thinks of "me ". increases

. . .. °
,

.
, ,....-

,11 five of the projects and decreases in the other five, with a positive
.:,

.
.

gain overall.. Feelings,about the schaOI follow a similar, pattern. How
- 9,

youngsters feel about the teacher is slightly maInegative' at the end of
:

the program than at the beginniug with poSittve feelings in three pro-

.

jeets and negative reactions in the other seven. Sidney is the only

school that shaged a consistently. positive change, While'GIendie is the

.. . . . ,

only Eldhool that shows a consistently negative change. Siete the gambles

were very small within projects on the= meas14 s the reliabilitylv-the 1

project results,could be seriously quest,t nod. However, examination

a project by.-)project basis helps to.deteet the basis .foi e final

All of the-final total scores are well above-the heulral:beiat

the positive direction. Attitudes derived from.written seat com-

pletions about the school and the teacher are particulaai, tronglit-the

positive direction both at the beginning of the program, aiitlat the end. .*

Multiple Choid Sentence`Completion

49
The principle purpose of tehp:Oltiple choice s

c'Orm wdertazkecitice -1*

darning, stutd.40,c

vie

ce completion

of the younger.dhildien towards school;

teacher, Worland with 'others, and parental

reactions to,schooldelhis(test

and nine (while? they open-ended

ol4er students)

was given only to -youngsters age eight,

sentence completions were given to the

9 , .

t was arinthristered randomly ,to one-half the age .

,

group at the begianingand to the otherhalf at the end of the program.

An overhead projector' waq used to display the pent.ences and alternative

`t b
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responses to decrease likelihood of misunderstanding. Sixty-three

youngsters plvothe test at the beginning and fifty-one A the end.

The youngsters ,agaixshow generally very Imitive_atittides towardi-

1

school and the activities undertaken therein. On an over'll basis the

changes in feeling.during the program aho a slight gain the positive

direction.

However, school work is perceived as colpiderably less, fun, some-
.

what harder and considerably less interesting at'the end than it was at

the beginning. Similarly learning from books is perceived as lesS

interesting and more bOring, but it is viewed as.a good way to learn.

Studying is considered less fun, but also less dull and boring, and more

(iee Appendix B, Table II, tar complete results).

The best thing about the class is perceived to be the "fun!' students

have id the things they learn. They feel somewhat less posit* about
, -

the teachers as the, "best thing" aboutthellass at.the,end,,as compare

to the first week, but apparently feel they have more Ain in olassat

the end than they did at the beginning. ,The'worsttldng_445theclapii

iS the long days and the hard studying. On this basis -t* teacher is

considered somewhat more (positively at,the encrtihrma she was at the

beginning. Mere seems to be some inconsistency-on attitudes towards

the teacher, but on balance she appears to have been successful in foeus-

.

Ing.the class on activities

select responses related to

One of the clearest re

rather than on.'her behavior;, hence, they

studying and the enjoyment,, of being in class.

is is the great increase in positive

feeling about working with groups of students as'opposed to working
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alone. Apparently the schools were able to develop the capability

work more effectively and comfOrtably in groups. Group work is viewed
a

as considerably more fun, easier, and as a better way to learn at. the

end, as compared to the first leek.

An interesting shift from the beginning

about the amount of work the'teachers give.

dicate they want: more work from teachers while at -the_end_they__have a

to the end is in 'feelings

At the beginning thex in-

strong desire fir less work. This 'suggests that the teachers made them

work bard enough so they felt they were pushed 'somewhat more° than they

liked toward the end of the'progrms.

A very interesting change was in the reactions to that they would

do or how they would feel if they failed in school. At the beginning

they indidate strongly that they would try harder and study more, while

at the end there was less tendency to be mad at themselves and more

tendency to feel that it was "bad luck" or "it wastt their fault!'.

They have apparently gained enough confidence in themselves to febl that

failure would not be altogethir their fault. They world be less likely

to be mad at themseltes. This could indicate ascertain strengthening of

self-concept.
I**

a The parental response toward school was perdeived by the students

as generally positive, with the mother reacting more positively. at the

end than at the beginning. The father usually seems, interested

sch 1, but was Isidered somewhat less so at the enhNhan at the begin?

n.tng

One of the positive indications of school satisfaction is the fact

that a high ,proportion of the youngsters Pldicate-that they are happiest

/
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- when they are in school; this is increasingly so .at the end of theRro

43"

- gram as compared with the beginning. , Apparently the youngsters feel
ee.e.

that thaYs- are ,happier being in school than they would be at home, although
.

approximately one - fourth would still feel- happiest at home.
'I.

Although the migrant school is viewed somewhat less positivelYat

theend of the progriwn-,h at the beginning, roughly two thirds of the

students feel it is a "good school" at the end, while roughly 20% feel

"it isn't very good".

In summary then, while the school work is viewed as less,fUn at

d, and learning from books is less interesting, the feeling of fun

in ela and at school and enjoymeht in working with othex'students can

be credited as positive results. The goal of helping the students to

lie school hip certainly been largely met,

Language Improvement: The gip.Test

test

A language facility, word recognition.and reading comprehension

, .
s use to asure the student language progress. The Zip Test,

waa developed for a Title I (Elementary and ,Seconcrary_Educa-0.on Act

of 1965) prOjec, in. 'California through the Statist pe parrbrentof EdUCation.

The purpose.was to locate the instructional level at whiCh,a child can

effectively 'read and verbalize concepts in Eriglish.A*5'' )

The test was given only to 'seven and eight-year-olds,:half of.
were randoinly selected for administiation of the test at the beginning

. - \ A

and the other half at the end. Test'a4ministratidn was completed by a

project aide who was trained bytthe evaluation'

5
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'The 1 ge facility sectiSn,of'the'4est presented the yoinl.gstinel.

with a series of iictureb which they were to describe., Tie test admini ..

P
stritor asks eitch\oliileCto say all they can about eseh.picture eels;

. ..... . ...

43
points to tlpieinre. Probe questions are asked to be sure the yo ung- %.

ster says as'much as he cares tA/abcut each picture. The responses are

then scored according to a key: one point for single words, two pots
if

. ,

for-short phrases, three points for shore sentences, four points for

uninterrupted longer sentences, and'fiVe points for uninterrupiedmiilti-s:

phrfteleenience. A copy of the:test is-included in Appendix

The results on language"improvement are Clearly positive. :The test'
v.. t f, .t ,

results indicate that facility with which ypungsters could use language

improved from the beginning Wthe rogrmn to_tfib There was positiVe
4'

gain in every-project iilthough, th considerable vari tiop between,bror
c

jests. The strongest gains were An RosebUd andiSidney (see Aitbenstix 8, -;.

TABLE - 6

AVERAGE .SCORES FCR PEST.

Language
Facility

.7 and 8 Year Olds
Word

Recogsetion
Rea

.Comprbhension

Total PRE N*,. 108 22.3 1 8.4

POST N 57 -2p.4 16.9 12.3

*N .=Nbmber.'of children taking the test.

f

NO

a
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A problem developed on the word recognition sectio of the test.

It was prepared in capitai'letters and many ogItIe youngsters had not

yet been taught.to read these letters; they were therefore somewhat
,.. ,

..,,

confused by the capitalized words. However, it was administered uni-N
.

v. .

formly across all projects and showed a substantial gain fr the first
-,. .

week toe final testing. Odly two projects failed to show increased
S

soores,ma word recognition, althodgh gain in other projects was very

slight. The strongest improvement, was in the Sidney project.
--..\,

The camprehension part of the te st was somewhat less consistent,

but again there was an overall positive gain; only two projects showed

no 'gain (see Appendix B, Table III for, complete results). However,

.

there was wide variation between projects in scores on both administrations.

The number of students tested decreased to roilghly one at the end,

largely because migrant families were leaving the area, rapidly dnring.

the time final testing was :underway. It should also be noted that some

confusion was evident in the administration of the test in three projects

_and accurate results were not obtained (Glendive, Promberg and Worden).
N.

The results are therefore reported only fop projects where there was

no evidence of confusion.

The sentence completion form was also used as a measure of written

Xpnguage facility. The answers for the test were scored in terms of

the number of words written at theen4 to secure some indication of

whether they seemed to find it easier to use written language after
.4

having participated in the migrant-program, -

5 5



TABLE Iti - 7

WRITTEN SENTENCE40MPLETION FACILITY

Sample Items,
(

[BillingsiPromberg GlendivejHardin Hysha ineey`Rosebud Sidney1TerrylWbrden Total

#3 I' learn test when:

. <

#6 Soam of the best _
things about this
class are:

4

#8 Learning out of
q
c

,

3 books is:

p#13 In.olass.'1',Working

with others is:

#14 Some of the worst
things about this
olb,as ye:

s

PRE 6.75 7.60
6.40 4.90

if - ,

PRE. 5.12 5.20'
FINAL 4.77 4.90
L

PRE 5.50 .7.20 ,

FINAL; 3.70 4.18

PRE 3.85 5.60
FINAL. 3.14 4.44

-)

PRE '4.75 3.80
FINAL 4.25 5.00

ow
--,

3.80 3.81 5.50

14.00.* -4.70 3.80

, ,

3.60 3.72. 6.00

1.00 3.30 6.4o

4'.40 3.274/6.5o
1.00 4o 33.60

-6:80 3.70 3.50
1.00 .3.3o -.5.20

3.50 3.90. 5.00
1.00 3.30 ,5:75.

0

4.00

5.00

.6.25

4.00

3.75,

6.50'

6.00
4.00

4.75
240

,

2.83
5.66

2.83
4.00

*30.50

2.00

_3.80

3.00
. .

4.00.

2.66.

3.64 '3.20
4.33' 4.57

*3.41 2.20
.3.50 4.42

4.60 1.40
5.50 5.28

2.00 1.60
5: c40. 5.71

2.38' 2.60
5.50 4.57

5.00

3.50

4.20 :4.07
5.50

4.00
3.00

3.0
2.00

./3.00

6.75

4:20
4.89

4.33

4.22
4.00

3;72

4.03

4 28

NO e

or\ 4

0

9

grJr
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Ovetall there is a consistent increase in the'number of words used
!I

to complete sentences (see Table IIZ -7* ). However, there'is a wide
p

variation between projects. Sidney and Terry show a consistently,strong

increase,in written language facility; Hysham, Billings, Fromberg and

Glendi4shOw s e indication of improyement. Hardin, Kinsey, Rosebud

and Yorden do not show significant change. -dontent analytis of the

sentence completion items fails to demonstrate with any consistency

' It would'

one month.

vocabulary improvement or improvement in sentence quality

'indeed beampressive if this could happen in the space o

The indications of Modest improvement in written 1

as demonstrated by the Zip Test and ,the Sentence Comp

ge facility

tion resultp,

suggests that the migrant program is accomplishing its language arts

*11
goals,-.

I
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Chapter I3

/ THE MIGRANT PROGRAM STAFF

I

The major purpose of the measurements cn, staff was to determine

whether or not the training program and experience in the migrant edu-

cation projects had any signielcant'imi3act on their points of view to- r

ward a wide range of variables associated with an educational program.

- A second objective was to secure baseline information so that

administrators would have a .clearer idea of how staff members. feel and

act with respect to dimensio of education particularly related to

migrant c hildren.

The principle instruments used were "The*Purdue Teacher

two education scales, a general opinionnaire on attitudes taiards stu

dents, a philosophy of human nature scale and a detaileKitid-program

interview. The interview was intended to secure specific inforittion

about staff evaluations of their proJect's opera tional etffectiveneqsc

the training procedures, and the success of the direc and other staff

, .

in accomplishing the necessary jobs'in the piOgram.
1

"The Purdue Teatcher Opinionnaire" is desiggned_ to ovi.de measaxes"

of teacher attitudes towards a, variety of school situations. It yields

,a total score indicating the general level of teacher morale but.also

provides meaningful subscores which break "moral ',into some of its

dimensions. The ten categories include: (1) teacher rapport with

principal (or director); (2) ',satisfaction with teaching; (3) rapport 0

among teachers; (4) teacher salary; (5) teacher load; 16) curriculum

60
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4
4lipues; (7) teacher status; (8) community support of education; (9)

,school facilities and services; and (10) community pressures._ The

50

opinionnaire provides specific information about crucial problems and
4

- tensions which concern.the faculty and have an adverse effect on their

effectiveness.

Of,particular interest were the differences that teachers felt
,

existed between their prior teaching situation and the-migrant edu-
T .4

cation program. Th on the first administration the teachers answered

the opinionnaire on the. basis of their most recent teaching experience.

4It was administered to a randomly selected one half of the teachers

on the first evening of the first training session and to the remaining

'.onefhalf near the end of the program.
2

The Purdue 'Teacher Opinionaaire has been extensively checked-for

-realiability and.walidity with a wide range of teachers in several

states.3 However it is not designed to distinguish between the effects

of the training 'program itself an the effect of the experience in
.

..
, a , .

working with migrant schools. This mean that our results show only
,

the combined effects,Andue can only infer whatithe impact of the

training program might have been, particularly with respect to team

effectiveness'in the projects and individual teacher effectiveness with

the students. Specific evaluative. measures were used after each train-
/

ing session,. results of which are reported in Chapter V.

Mere was some problem. of proportionate distribution bettmen

schools; some of the teachers failed to participate in the training

program and therefore did not take the pretest instruments. Obviously

4
0,

. *



the training had no direct impact on them. We'therefore exelud d these

people from the analysis. The samples are very small for each school

since there were usually only three to nine teachers, somewhat limiting

analysis realiability by school. However, the results should be valid

over the (total programs since the sample was large enough to detect any

signific9ait di fferences that occurred between initial and final admini-

stration.

Purdue Teacher Opinionnaire - Profile Scores

Profiles were constructed for each teacher to measure the dimensions

of teacher morale outlined above. The profiles enable computation of

an average score for the preliminary and final instruments for each

o.
project and for the total program. We were also able to secure average

scores across all morale, factors. This providak summary data to examine

each project and the total program on each of the noted factors. Results.

are summarized in Table IV - 1. The number of respondents CO-for eadh.

, project and for the total progfam is indicated in the table.

.These results indicate that the level of teacher morale in the '

I'

migrant program improyed over the prior teaching situation in Billings,
,4

Hardin, Kinsey and Terry. In Glendive and Rosebud morale shoWs edb-,

itok,

stantialdecrease, but this is based on responses of only one teacher

' in each case. More modest decreases were evident in Fromberg, Hysham

and Worden. There was relatively little change in Sidney. Overall,

staff morale was slightly lower in. the migrant program as compared with

the prior teaching situation.-
4



TABLE IV - 1

Purdue Teacher Opinionnaire Profile Scores

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 , lo
Teacher Satisfac- 4apport Teacher Teacher Currie - Teacher Community School CommUnity Com-

MORALE FACTORS - Rapport tion with Among Salary Load ulum Status Support Facili- Pressures posit
with
Director

Teaching Teachers Issues , of Edu-

cation
tieQ and
Services

Staff
Moral(

Highest Possible Score-1 80 8o' 56 8 k 20, 32 20 20 20,

Billings PRE N. 4
.--4

Fromberg PRE N = 3 ,

FINAL N = 2

Glendtve PRE N =

FINAL N =

Hardin PRE N=

3
2

3

FINAL 4

Hysham PRE 11'. 1

FINAL N = 2

Kinsey PRE N

FINAL N = 1

Rosebud PRE N = 4
FLIAL N = 1

3

Sidney PRE N =

FINAL N-=

4'

3

64.00 74..o0 51.75 21.50, 36.00 16.50 25.75 18.00

77.25 77;00 49.25 22.00 ° 37.75 .17.25 28.25, 17.00

.

74.33_ 73.0o 48.0o. a 20.66 41.00 15. 28.33., 17.66

6o.00 76.00 43.00 18.50 39.0o 18.5o 26:00 17.50

75.00 73.66, 52.33 22.33 39:00 16.00 28.33. 17.66

43.50 55.00 45.00 22.50 29.50 6.50 23.50 10.50

57.33\ 72.33 43.66 ' 29.66 35.33 16.33 24.00 14.00

71.00 71.56 49.50 24.25 37.00 16.00 27.00 1 .00

66.00 75.00, 42.00 27.00 43.00 13.00 27.00 20.00 ,

56.00 60.00 38.00 24.5o 43.00 -16.00 23.00 12.50

71.00 72.00 50.00 21.00 39.66 16.00 23.00 16.00

79.00 63.00 55.00 . 26.00 19.00 25.00 1740...38.00

r ,
67.75 69.25 46.25- 22.50 ,38.25 15.00 24.25 11:75

30.00 71:00 51.00 20.00 12.00 16.00 17.00 10.00

64.75 74.50 4,.25 19.00 38.00 13.25 25.00 15.50

77.00 61.66 52.66 19.00 37m 16.00 17.00 14.00

' 14.50

17.25.

17.66

17.00

17.66

14.00-

15.33

17.50

20.00

16.00

16.66

_16.00

:716.50

14.00

16.75

14.66

a.'

63 4

18.56 346.50

17.5o 360.5d

18.00 35.3
16.50 332.0'

18.00 360.0

15.00 265.0

17.66 325. .

15.50 .x+6.2

20.00 353.o
.14.5o 303.

19.33 344.

17:00 355.0

16.25 327.7

20.00 271.0

15.00 329.0

15.O0 324.603

84
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TABLE IV - 1
Purdue Teacher Opinionnaire Profile Scores (Continued)

MORALE FACTORS
Teacher
Rapport
with
iDirectdr

Satisfac-
tion with
Teaching

Rapport
Among
Teachers

Teacher
Salary

Teacher
Load

Curric-
ulum
Issues

MUNI

Teacher
Status

Community
Sppport

of Edu-

cation

School
Facili-

ties and
Services

20 I

Community

Pressures

Higheft Possible Spore H. 80 80 56 28 44 20 ":-.\ 32 20 20

Arty.', PRE N = 3 50.0o 68.66 110.33 2340.00 33.33 103.66 ? 26.0o 16.66 14:66 17.00 303.33
/-

MAL N . 5 66.20 68.00 48.4o ,*20.4o 38.4o 14.2o 27-.20 13.40; 14.80, .16.0o 327.P0

Worden PRE N = 1 76.00 73.00 53.00 27.00 41.00 20.00 32.00 12.00 14.00 '12.00 360.00
.

FINAL N = 3 56.33. 74.66 54.66 19.66 42.66 18.33 23.33 12.00, 14.33' 15.35 331.33
.

v

=Total PRE N 29 65.90 72.34 47,55 22.62 37.86 15.28 '25.79_ 15.83 16.20 17.17
ul. /

.
, FINAL N = 27 64.89 68.85 48.78 21.48 37.15 15.70 25.00 14.41, 15.70 16.0o

tom- _

posite

Staff

Mbrale;__

55

327.gg

I.

.

,
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Total results foi each morale factor (see the right margin of -

'

Table IV - 1) dhows relatively little change from the prior teaching

situation on "teacher rapport with sipal." There is a decrease in

A

"UatIafgardiraffi-taaching",/a slight increase in "rapport among,/

teachers," a-slight decrease in "satisfaction, with salary," a slight

decrease in "satisfaction with work load", a slight increase in "satis-

faction with curriculum," a slight decrease in feeling of "teaches AR

status," a decrease in "community support of education," a slight de-

crease in satisfactionwith "school facilities and services' and a

feeli4tt increase in "community pressure".'Horwever this taltes.into

account all of tie factors noted in Table 1V - 1, including many faCtors

which may not be directly related to the,principle variables that should

help the),,rojects_to function most effectively.

Another method of considering the data is therefore demonstrated in

Table IV - 2, showing rankings of the various.projects on key effective-

ness factors. The composite score (on the left margin of the table)

Should be the most indigative of overall staff feelings about the func-

tioning of'their project, but the individual factors suggest considerable

. variation depending on the factor under consideration.

It is most important to realize that these rankings are based on

very small samples in several of the projects, and must therefor be

fe
treated with particular caution. However, the composite ranking generally,

"tits" well with the observational data generated by the evaluatibn team.

It should-be\etphasized also that the degree of difference between pro-

.

'jects is ofte very slight, except between the extremes (that is, ranks

1, 2, 3 and 8, 9, 10).

6"7 ,
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PROJECTRANKINGS ON KEY EI:TECTIMESS FACTORS
Final Measures Only

Conip-ciiite ea ______ _________
,e

'Rank

Morale
.Score

'c*staff

Rapport
. -.

feii.-eir---
Rapport ) .

with Cuiiriculum

Director Issudis-

4°.,_- ..
4,Facilitiefir

VPeacher and
Load 0' Services -

, 2

3

4

5

9

10

Billings

Kinsey*

Hardin

Fromberg

Worden

Sidney

Hysham

Rosebud*

Glendive

sey*

Mbrden
....*,

Sidney

,Rosebud*

1

Hardin

Billings

Terry

Fromberg

*sham

Kinsey* Kinsey* .

'Billirigs Fromberg ,

Sidney Word=
('

Hardin Billings.

Hy thaiin Bard&
..,

Worm Billings
. ,

Fromberg FroMberg

Terry **Hydh00-_,
Kinsey*

Kinsey*
.

-
..

Billings Terry

.
A .

. .

, Sidney
Sidney ,...,,4 '....

liordan
A

Glendive**RosebUd*, -,,

GlendiVe.'
Rosebud* , . _

' -./

,* a

Terry
40

**Hardin
Hysham

Fromberg Rosebud*

*Sidney
,

,

*.
.

Mbiden -Hardin
', g,

Aa
Hysham ,

1

Glendive Terry,

Rosebud* Glendive
_

*Based on only one responde
**Tied scores. .

Item Analysis Results

r.

cs

The teacher anerally felt their rapport with %he director of

Migrant program w s less satisfactory than the rappo2t they had ellTlished
. k,

with their previous principal. There is a tendancy overall to feel the 2. , 0

directors of the programs were less effective than the previouspEpleipaI
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. There are clear exceptions on an individual project basis. Billings,

Hardin, Kinsey, Sidney a nd Terry each indicated improved teacher rapport

witIldirector. Glendive, Fromberg, Hysham, Rosebud and Worden were ler

satisfatory, although only Glendive and Rosebud recorded a very nega-.

tive project director evaluation. It &dad be noted,here that these

teachers were selected they carefully; the bulk of thempayllave been

employed in part because they had very goodrelationsbipi with. their

V former principal. i

To summarize briefly, when a director was compared with a teacher's

previous principal, the general expression was tip the direetor.dhowbd

.00/
more favoritism, he made the work more difficult, he was somewhat in-

.

effective itc communication, And he was less satisfactory in handling

, teacher problems. Consequently, teachers reported more reluctance to.

take School problems to the projedt dir tor.than to their former school

principal.

This reeling may have arisen in part because overall the teacher

evaluation of the.training program was substantially more positive than

was the evaluation by the directors. The teachers may have been trying

to operate on the basis of principle@ derived from the Veining sessions,

while the directors were less interested in subscribing°to those modes

of operatiaa.e training program emphasized the shared leaderdhi.10'

approach to dealing; with the opportunities and problems of the migrant

program; if the director tended to make, unilateral decisions,or to be °,

authoritafian in his approach, the teachers,perceived him as someljtow

not measuring up to the ideals established during,raininge
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HOWever;-t1 uicture is somewhat different when, one examines inter-:
1 .

staff rapport.` There is an increase in positive feelings about rapport!'.

among staff in the migrant program as compared to the previous teaching,-//
.

.

.situation. 'Item analysis reveals that the tehchert feel there was greater

cooperation; they had a chance to influence one pother; they could pur-

sue their am interests; and therhad a, very positive confidence in

,0#1?

Tr -peers, One of the principal goals of the trAining program was to

build effectively functioning teams for a short term prOject. These'

results seem to indicate considerable success in accomplishing this goal.
4

Teachers were critical about some parts of ,the c "culum, but felt

Very positive about other parts. ere was greater opportunity for talc."

ing account of dndividual student differences than in the regular, school
,

situation. However, the specific content for the language aits cur'ric-
r,

ulumt,Tas considered inadequate in some projects.

In the dimension of "personal satisfaction withteaching", the

.?$

migrant program seemed to have a somewhat negative impact. Teachers

apparentlyh:ad disciplinary problems with the migrant youhgstersInd

generally-I' less satisfied withrthe summer teaching than'they
,

.--,--,

during the regular school
7 year. They also had a somewhat more negative

u ,

attitude toward the, children at the end than they. 'alwhen.the prOgrab
- Av. - ,

'began. Some of, the change here :could probably be. credited to the ltopg

hours, six day weeks,. and general difficulty Hof the migrpt teaching
4

task.

inconsistency between teacher. scores,from The Purdue
4 ,/

There is some
00

Tbacher Opdniotnai
. I

..

and the 'results of the California self- concept
. --- .. .

*
'

. ,

.

/.

,

17 e '4
.rt

'1..
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social adjustment measures on students. Both Glendive and Rosebud

score well on the California student adjustment test and Purdue measures

Ao
of the interstaff rapport,, although rapport with director in both cases

is relatively poor. Interstaff and staff-director rapport Were high in

Billings, Hardin and Sidney but results from students on the California
a.

**test do not consistently reflect this; Billings' California Test sc&es

drop slightly as do Hardin scores; Sidney scoree3n the California Testo.

are_ substantially lower at the'end of the program. _ r.

Worden the inter -staff rapport was`stiong, staff-to-dire ctor
,

rapport rather low, and the California Test scores decreased during the
,

'course of tie prograM. Kinsey ecored.highest on the Purdue measuees of

tkacher morale (based on scores from one teacher) and yet shows sub-

,

stantial loss on the total adjustment measures front the California T ept

(based on three-students). Since the number of students taking the final

California Test was very small, the scores bete are not highly reliable
#

as_an index of progress in Kinsey. The staff with director rapport
f

.decreased in Glendive as it diclin Ftomberg and the final scores on the

California Test were also low. So there are certain consistencies between:
,

resugs on student and staff measurements, although by no means aperfect.

coreelation:- -
.

1'0

Attitudes toWardeddication are, enerally progressive, and shod very,

14t le change from the beginning of the'training program to the'end of '

e project. However, here is.a tendency toward a more co4ervatisi

and somewhat less'flexible stand on several measures. For...example, the

chers seem to,feel dgreater need for discipline; and generally feel

(

*
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I

that the school should be oriented somewhat more toward substance and

content and less ,with concern about student feelings-and attitudes.

Opinions and Feelings
and How They Should be Treated

The opfnionnaire on attitudes toward education administeredto

measure attittites toward Students wa.$.a'standard,scale widely used and

verified for reliability and validity in a number of research studies.

It was administered to teachers, aides, and nurses primarily, in the

same random manner as described above for the'Purdue Opinionnaire.

4

The teachers generally score on the very, progressive side of the

scaletwith espect to how students should be treated. Nevertheless,

there is a tendency for, them tope somewhat less progressive at the end

of the'protram as compared to the beginning. Among,eighteen items of

greatest relevance in the scale, answers to six change in; the positive

direction as expected; that is, they conform with what we might have

expected as a consequence-of the training and the'experience with the

migrant kids. Five of the items do not indicate any significant change,)

from the. beginning of the training to the end of the program, while -

seven items. change in the negative direction.
1. w.

With'resPect to discipline the teachers feel that It is,inapprOpriate

to require additional assignments for a pupil who misbehaves in a class.

About 50 percent of the respondents feel that all children should be

encouraged to aim at the highest acadqpic goals, while the other 50 percent

feel otherwise. For an activity to have educational value 745 feel it

should train reasoning and memory in general. Roughly 40 percent of

the group feels that a person memorizes best during childhood; this

72
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period of life should therefore, be regarded as a time for stoagyi
,

"facts.for later use.
.

Staff members (teachers, aides, nurses, secretaries), feel grouping

A
youngsters according to ability damages t?-kself-c6nfidence of the

children; this attitude.strengtheh substantially during the prpram.
. .

Staff members agree rather strongly that it is more important".tor the

114students. to learn to work together cooperatively than it is for them

:to"learn how to compete.

Although: there dre some changes in the negative direction, ae well"

as a few in the positive direction;.the opinions of staff about 101d to

treatyOungs s is 'generally in confo-mity with mode= educational

psychology,principles.

Education Scale and Education Scale VII

The Education Scales are similar to the "Opinionnaire on Attitudes

Towards Students" butemeasure general .ttitudee towards edudatii,

rather than specifically how students should.be.treatbd. The questions

sked are non-specific to the migrant program., It was administered in

the same manner as other staff instruments.
a

,. The staff seems to be conscious of the importance of thA personality

96f the pupils asid the need for greate'r^freedcd in learning. At project

end roughly 83 percent,agree that no, subject is mOre,important than

eisonaliiie6 of the students. Roughly 97 ielCent agree that children's

interests and needs are more imporiant than the needs of society.

The group clearly feels the need for greater discipline toward

the end of the program as compared to dealing primarily with the inter-

ests. Of the children: They feel -less strongly at .4he end that education

73
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should not only be a matter of-learning facts an figures but also should

be a source of new Social ideas. (See Appendix:B, Tablelf for grdater

detail).
0

Results On Education Scale VII show a similar trend toward somewhat

less progressive attitudes at the end of the program, although the over
4' .1

all attitudes are clearly progressive (see Appendix B, Table VI). For

example, staff members seem to feel somewhat more strongly at the end

of the program that standards of work should be the same for all students,

rather than tailor-made for each student; they feel less inclinedlto aim

subject matterCor activities at developing particular partslof the child's

.

makeup (physical, intellectual, social, moral, spiritual). They tend to
.t

feel somewhat snore strongly that healthy interaction between pupils
"-r

Is somewhat less important than learning subjects, acid that emotional'

development and social developient are of lesser importance than academic

achievement. In other words the stsiq members becomponewhat more

subject matter oriented and less personality-oriented toward the end of

the'program period. However, the great majority of the staff remain

strongly interested in personality, development as a key element in

effective education. t

PEN Scale 1 -

.

-
.

. .

The "Philosophy of Human Nature" (P117) scale was 'designed to measure

#
. / ./ ...-. -,,-...: / /

p- ossible changes in how staff meters view human nature.' The PI O scale
.

Q

' (

.

was admihistered in exactly the same fashion as the other scales described

above.
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The attitudes and opinions measured with this scale would not be

expected to chaftge drastical17, as a result of the training and the pro-

gram. They are basic values and it would take a profoundly significant

experience to drastically change averages on these kinds of basic values,

, There are relatively few changes in point of view, although there

are modest changes in a.degree of.feeling about a number of issues. .

Alere is considerable dispersion among teachers in how they feel ,

about educational philosophy, bUt the majority are usually on the side

of the established/ knowledge about human b vior derived from behavioral

___science,research

Staff Evaluations at Midway in the Program

Interviews were conducted with all directors, teachers and a selection

of aides and nurses during ,:tale middle of the summer program. The purpose

of the interviews was to measure staff. perceptions ofthe migrant program

particularly in relation to: (1) project team functioning; (2) inter;

action andscollaboration patterns, (3) use of staff skills: (4) freedom

to use skills; (5) use of community resources, (6) evaluation of'pre-

program and in- service training, (7) staff perceptions of student prodbsgc,
. .

in language, self concept, respect foTiculture, and communication ability,

(8) staff work load, and (9) perceptions of clommUnity attitude.
_

The interview were conducted with the aid of an,intervfew guide

but with ampil opportunity for staff members to respond in detail..,

Responses were recorded verbatim and
4
summarized. These interviews were

considered by khe evaluation team as the central ,element in the evaluation

process; they were designed to gather informktion in depth froth those

most directly involved with the program.
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.

The staff in the migrant project were generally very positive about

the operation of the projects and their own roles ji!ri them. There were

certainly some exceptions to this, but overall it seems perfectly clear

that the staff members liked what they were doing, felt the projects

(with one exception - Glendive) were functioning very Well, and partic-

ularly, felt that the students in their charge were gaining the kinds of

skills and attitudes that were badly needed. Even though high staff

satisfaction is indicated, they had a great ideas for improving and

further developing the effectiveness of the progiam.

Project staff in five locations felt highly positive

functioniAg (Fromberg, Ilardin,'Hinsen Sidney and Worden) while another-

five felt their teams were functioning only moderately well (Billjngs,

about team

Glendive, Hysham, RosebUd and Terry). (See Apperidix B, Table VIII).

Failure ofthe teams to,function uniformly well could generally be

credited to specific interpersonal problems within the team or to .

certain dissatisfactions with the Way the director was operating the

program. For example, most of the projects were having at least one
. -

meeting per week to deal with staff or school` problems, but.Many of these

meetings were viewed as irrelevant and therefore not very useful.
c,

other locations meetings wPre viewed as highly re vant and very useful.

Two projects failed-to ha'e regular meetings and in th cased serious
/
communication problems vere reported between the directo4 and staff or

1.
,,bet4ien staff members (Hysiam and Rosebud).



Use of Staff Skills 1

4

6k

Staff members generally considered their own indivi1w 1 skills to

be very well used by the projects, although there were a few disc ntenteA

individuals. There was considerable confusion over the role of vi iting

specialists in language arts and in drama: They were generally viewed

as helpful, but a few of the staff felt the specialists were interfei.ing

with the; use of their own talent.

The major criti cism from staff members was the constant rrurtiOns

* by. visitors and by other activities which interfered with the accomplish-
.,

went of the teacher goals to help the children as fully as they felZ,2

they were able to.

In at least one project (Sidney) classes were considered too large

and too short (30 minutes) to give the youngsters the kind of individual

help needed. kfew teachers were concerned

full to allow adequate teacher preparation.

that the schedule was too

Directors who also taught

classes were unable to concentrate their skills on teaching becaUse of

constant interruption and the deniands of administrative duties.

Most staff felt there was a va ety of activities and opportunities

to use their talents and often to develop new inte'ests as well. In

dome cases, staff felt the program provided exciting new challenges.

41-0
Staff Freedom to Innovate

In almost all cases teachers felt they had moi7e'than adequate freedom

to do what they felt would be most beneficial foi. the youngsters. Very

few saw a need for more direction and guidelines; in most gases these

were teachers new to the project and without the kind 4 expel.' which

0

I

J
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enabled them to design their own program. In only one project was there

any serious feeling of limited freedom (G endive).

liatet-ia3..s were generally viewed as adequate by most teachers, although

in some cases the materials arrived late and were not as readily available

'as
t

some ,teachers 44.ight have preferred.

It was readily possible ior teachers to.'take children on field trips

.related to the content of what they were teaching. This seems of partie-

ular relevance, since some of the research on migrant eduCation indicates

that field trips contribute very significantly to the broadening of the

educational abilitates ,and knowledge of migrant children.5

A few nurses #hought too many health activities were started that

-could not be completed because of, time shortage. They could not deal

thoroughly with many of the problems.that 14eie uncovered and felt that

more time and money should have been assignedto this activity.

A felt teachers felt that they had )De misaisigned. That is, some

of"them were elementarY'teachers and had been assigned to Work primaril,y

with pre-schooler or children at 'the lo levels. In a very few in-

stances teache who' had tra.iriing 'in one d were assigned t9 ()the?

° .

Some aides would have preferred more free om, but most of them felt ;

41.1147 involved and able to use their ideas, iln most cases they felt the

teachers paid attention to their suggestions and tried to secure their

fields. This was not a npjor issue however.

assistance in developing a more exciting and worthwhile program for the

youngsters.

° The principle issue that'seemed to limit effectiveness was related

to shortage of time coupled with a large number of visitors. The hours
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1

were very long for most taactiets, with relatively little free time during

the day (particularly in the_lirger projects); in this situation many

teadfers felt shortage cf preparation time limited their effectiveness.

In' one case two teachers were trying to wol.k in .classthe`-lines classroom

causing a rather serious confrontation and an unsuccessful experience.

4
A'afeir teachers thought that lack of public-understandihg of the

migrant program was inhibiting, particularly to fiela'trips and swimming

4

classes. In one instance it was necessary to negotiate_$at great len&th. 4

*- (-4
to secure use of a swimming pool. The negotiated settlement ,seemed

4
exorbitantly expensive to project staff, with a paymeht per child of more

than a dollar per day for use of the pool,(Hardin).

There was considerable cooperation between teachers administrators,

aria aides both within and between projec4. The staff members provided

many examples of inter-staff cooperation, which reinforces the'indication

of increase in staff rapport fpmn results ofilThe Purdue Teacher.Opinion-

Use of Community Resources

In most projects community resources were widely used for field

trips, for invited presentations to classes;,and by involving local

citizens and parents in programs presented by the students. Only tour

of the ten projects indicated any serious difficulty in using community

,resources (Hysham, Kinsey, Rosebud and Worden).--

Sixty per'ent of the teaching staff indicated that they had actively

used community resources in the conduct of the program. The resources

used were in arlarge part based on visits to a wide variety of local



institu ons,_such as banks, libraVls, airports, bakeries,

67.

pools and other places where the children had an opportunity to practice
N--

Engaish or to learn something about a community institution. Quite
j

0

often individuals fro the Community came into the migrant program for

A

special purposes such as to demonstrate the use of musical instruments

or to talk abOut issues that were under discusdion in the classes.

Teachers seemed to feel that community members were quite willing

to Vave higrant children visit out in the community. 'Young people

from several eommtnities came to the migrant schoo30 to do volunteer

work With the youngsters.

Coptact with Parents'

Many of the teachers made considerable effort to get acquainted

'

with at least a few migrant parents. This was often difficult because

both parents usually worked during the day and, since the days were lo4,

teachers were not always able to visit the migrant workers 'in their home.

However in many projects the recruiting job was shared by several teachers

and aideS, and in the process of searching for nw students they met a

fair number of parents. Probably the greatest ontact points were the

project programs or dinners to which parents were invited. Some of t

projects had exceedingly good success in securing attendance of p nts

at these programs. In one case all but four families were pre

The mobile unit also praVidea,a. means of contact singe; ,'t had video ,

tapes of the classroom work and other-school activity for presentation

to interested parents in the rural areas where they lived. This effort

had varying degrees of success depending on the rea and generally worked

much better toward the end of the program than it did in the beginning.

t (Kinsey).

SO



Teaches perception of Student Progress

A series of questions probed the pee eptions of the teachers about

degreeof active student participation, p ogress in language skills,

,' gain in self 'confidence, respect for their own cultural background, and

'facility in communiting with each other and program staff.,

er

The teachers felt highly confident- that youngstbrs iad made signif-

icant progress in each of these areas. Fith very few exceptions' there

was unanimity arng teachers, administrators and teat aides. The

major uncertainty expressed was in relation to respect for the Mexican- -

American cultural background.
?

Many of the teachers felt there had been

very little opportunityjor this to occur and evaluation was therefore

- Many specific exampled suggested active pa ipatiofi of youngsters.

a

t

'For example, regularity of attendance nas exc llent in many of the

projects. The students seemed sufficiently interested in school so

that they wanted to come regularly. Teachers felt the youngsters were

happy in school and got deeply involved in physical education (swimming

particularly) art, music, field trips, and in most oftlie program
-

activities. Their perceptions are supported by results.on the sentence

completion formsdiscussed in Chapter III.'

any teachers felt thaolder children were somewhat difficult to

.

work with, In several instances serious disciplinary problems occurred.
.

To quote one teacher in a larger pro i "ihe older they ar e the harder

to get them to join in. They have a very negative attitude toward being

told what to do. 1e are working to 17i them influence lesson plans and

are making some progress-with tbeivhoYs." This seemed to be a fairly

typiCal,reaction in several of-the projects. -

."



In a' few cases t.fa teachers felt older students had a negative

attitude toward language "activitiesp They enjoyed art, music, and P.E: .

but the harder academic work, such as - language practice and English

grammar, were less enjoyed and therefore entered into less energetically.

Several teachers suggested, the .group approach to learning was very.

effectiv4 'with these youngs--They enjoyed acttvities much moist

with each other than working individually. Results fro .students. on°

the multiple Choice sentence completion tests suppo t perception;
.4. 0

the younger children particularly felt much more positivel about group,

activities at the end of tho program than they did at the beginning.
, -

Several teachers who had worked with,the program in Previous years

f elt strongly that the youngsters were participating much more actively

this year than they tad in the past years. This same comment appeared

over and over again in a number of the project's, but unfortunately we

have no quantitative measure by which to compare this year withaast.
6

`-nThere was general agreement among almost aLl project staff that
o

teradioing was the activity having the greatest .positive influence on
loP .

regular attendance at schobl The ypungsters exhibited tremendous en-.

thusiasm in the pool. Particularly older children.might not have been..

as viter to participate had the not been the swimming opportity.-

.A4

° Nally teachers felt there was a very, s = g climate-of tEust eUreery

teachers and students particularly during t middle -find, later weeks of

the program. The students were mucIFIesi:-

diSciplinary probleins; but alsb indicated

enjoYment of the-- school situation., Thais

evaluation teani

bitpd, which often led

feeling Of. fre4lom%d

as highly visiblet.to the

as they visited the school. lb. nearly ;every project

4
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there Was a vary clearincrease in the responsiveness of the youngsters

,

D later in the'program. It was quite clear in most projects thkt teachers

` were able to, establish a climate ire the youngsters felt free to "
express theAselves and to behave withodt fear tif teacher reprisal except

v.tv.very beriouebehavioral problems.

I
Prberess in LanouageSkills

.

Most.pf the language teachers were quite enthusiastic about, the

piogresp of the "youngiters in language skills. They felt strongly that

Most youngsters were more able tp use English words, bad Aped Skill

in reading .and spelling, and were particularlSr better in oral. English
, .

exprirssion. Howeyer many af them felt the younger children were doing
,

muCh.(tetter than the olden group. Thismaybetrue iapart;.because the

younger one have less ,language, capability and were less inhibited in
.

"

trying,new language forms'; the older youngsters generally knew more

tngliih,and were probe.% less motivated to, learn the elementary .skills'
..--,.,.

that might strengthen
4'it communication aoility..

4:
AOP

There wag a noticeable tendency, man teachers felt, for the young,

sters tdbo*Municate a great deal more with each ,other in ,English as

the program progressed. Wen they arrived in the'Schools ~they talked

tp each other almost exclusively in Spanislt
. .

,-
.

1*Ina few Cases,. teacheis tape recorded the childreAU'voiees A -

.

/'
the beginning of the program and then-redheckectperiodicaliy to see if,

J

they,could' notice significant changer On this basis they were able to

hdtice imOrovement in vocabulary and length of phrased. 61ere also.
. t

A

1' seemed to* be a noticeable.increase in ability tarimierstand English,
-

r
)

o.
E.o. ,

,... , e'

e.
:,411 ..

I' '
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ev among those 131-1c did not seem to sigrE'ccantlyrinTrove their-eta:My

to speak. This was evident to the evaluation team as thoy zgorked with .
_

,the youngslters on the various measurements., On the initial administration

it was somewhat difficult,to secure their Understanding so that tests

could be v'ylifOrmly aptinistered. During the ,final. administration in
0

most cases they seemed quite eager and readily able to understand the

instructions. .

+ , 4
\ Another.kind of evidence was provided by several tb hers& When the
-..

program began 'ytn6

'
gsters from the same family"tended'to w t to stick

. 1

together and talked to each other in Spenish. Later on they separated

from their family group and turned to other students for social inter_

action., °

4

Several teachers felt strongly that students had certalnly-'made

progress,'but 'Lich greater progress could have been possibitrif more,
j

A

time had been available for individual help with language improvement.

If sutsta)tial,progreRvere to, be achieved, the teachers felt rat

intensive effort with the children, was necessary in
4
the reliti ly snort 4

time span bi the program. In some cases this was partially accopplished

by breaking the classes into sma31 groups in which youngsters worked with

each other and received regular assistance from the teacher and aides.
.<"

1

A particularly noticeable factor'was:the progress of youngsters

4'
,who had been in the summer program in previous rears.. Many of the

-language teachers cammant,ed that a high, propOrtion of these children;

lieare to have noticeable improved language skills and general academic

capability since they had first entered, the _program. Sevefal teachers
.

commented thafithe poorest speakers--that is,,those in greatest need of

9
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7

tj,

help- -were aking the most prOgrss in language skills. One boy.who,

received special to ling attention learned the alphabet in one'week
.

.ande next week was' beginning to lad.

Several teachers "felt progress was obvious, but they thought it was

-r

, -4 .

.

primarily because of increasing self-confidence rathr than increased
. .

. . - ,4'
.

langdage skill. In other words it was based more on greater trust
.

of
. .

,. .
_

. the teacher' and the othcr students than improved comment of the tngliad

. language.

A special method of teaching called.°Montessorin was used in Billings.

8everal.Billings teachers commented that youngsters who were in that pro-

gram seemed to have espeCially improved language skills. Similarly

the group 'working with Sullivan materials seemed to' like the materials .

ti

, very well and

others. (see A
1. .*

p

. 0
doing better at written language imptowiment than the

dix C for a:brief description o the 'Montessori method

and the Spllivan materials)..
.

There .seemeorto,be., a general feeling that the youngsters were making

.considerably mdre 1progresi this year than.in the past yeair, partly be- 0.
, 0

cause of increasea"teacher skill; Most of the ,teachers in the language 44°

component of the, program had prior experience in migrant education.

Conversatiohs with teachers were most interesting beoatse a high .

4
. ,- r,

proportion of them Ahibited an, exuberant warmthtowar s the youngsters

and the great majority_ elt the studea'SresRonded Teachers

were'supposed to be selected in part because of interest in migrant

youngsters; evidence strongly suggests that the
.

was succepfulAin this respect.

r
1- )

.

recruitment process
A

ti

e
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Self4Confidencea4 ResteCt for Their Own Culture

a
Probably the'best evidence of increased self-confi ce is illustrated

1?vcthe.comment df one teacher who. indicated "they are becoming more

ing to try something new and are not so afraid they In the

St

Billings program one teacher felt the method, of learning designed for

'the Sull_ian reading materials helped greatly to increase self-confidence

because of the positive reinforcement involved. That is, it allowed

'the youngstersoto work at their own level and to achieve success; they

could
)

en try more difficult material without fear-of failure.

Incr ased self-confidence is alat illustrated by.nmnyexamples of
6

youngsters, performing before,the class and in the community programs.
/
tor.ofteacheks c*....iented that if public performances had been

.

tried earlier in the program itlwauid quite.likely have
.

*possible for the youngsters to sPeakendlerfqr,m with

The art and music teachers felt partioulaily strong abott increased

Veen almost
,

any effectiveness.

. * .t. 1
.

.7. -*

lf-confidence"in music and with new fop ms of art' such as tryinglliew
6 .

7,.

) - -.

' colors ana new patterns without having.to have, instructions or a patteim
.

,
, ..

. ,
6 ,

to go by. Physical educ'ation teaciters.comiaented about the inCreasir4'
.

freedom with which youngsters to try new exercises, games

and activities. heArning to swim

4

..,:.

was. suggested -by-many of/the P.E.

teachers as a, particularly Useful means of.(' helping youngsters gain self
. _:, s .'

.
A

confident_)- - t .

z
.

k ..
. .

2
. 6.,

- t , . , ,,,

6 1,4 , t , !' : Adeopacv\of Pav Scale _ y ?.4 , ,,

,
....) 4-4

,..
.

. ,

There was generally very little dissatisfaction among. teachers

'4

4,

'4.

'N 4

% , *'
the pair stale. -Hrowliwer, many of the aides fet. seonglythat,they were

,

is
o. '

e

e

.e

4

'a



working just as hard as the teachers, often 'longer hours, and ,in many
.

cases were doing work in large part equivalent to that done by the
v .

iteakhers. They felt there was an imquitable relationship between the

.

pay for the teachers and the pay for the aides. Many teachers felt the

aides- should receive more pay.
r

*

A small minority of teachers felt that the pay for. some teachers,

.

consilltants and trainers was ."ridiculously" high, and Coupled this

e suggestion that the school should be more !'structured"fee
9

with less emphasis' on arts and crafts; music and swimming. The suggiStion

reeling that limey co3.4d be saved if the emphasis were put

structured rograms rather,,than oil the activity Programs: However;

.-the majority of teachers felt otheririse.

The pay Was nearly equivalent for all teachers, re ess of
. ,

s

experience. This seemed un ati.sfactory.tq gove teachers who had many

years of teachin4. So hange was made in this in 1.970, so that exper-

ienced teachers ived slightly more salary per. day.

41, Most teadhere agreed, that ,,aithot,h the pay scale. havq seemed
,te

high by local standards, the 'work schedule was stiff enough, and the clays as
.0, . , -

Ring enoUgh sk4:that the 'pay was justified. Mak of the gathers had rio 44%

.. ,, _ ..
freb" periods and were very intensively involved frost early in the morning

. ' ,, -1. ',..., .
i

until late,
.

afternoon.,
, .

;. , . , ,
)

,
In the larger school systems teabhert felt the pa:y

\
was someith

'

at -) '
: ,-,

)\ ,. . - shoolinadequate because it tia:s less than they receive during' tne, .-
year. This was particularly true in Billirigs.,which has one

...-
. . .. , -0,

base sob.leg among lOols blithe Etie. ,,

3

8

.,

the higher
. - .

, s %, L.

r
;. .a.pkim

4'
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Teacher Feelings Ab
.
out CommIcinitv Attitudes

r 1 . , .
. -

)

A

t .,.

A high proportion of the staff felt that treater emp'hasie is

needed_toinform local community members about the program. Their
, . . .

general, suspicion is'that most people are not critical Of the Program,

but neither do they know much. about it. They 'feel that,,a cert.61'1108%
..-

poi-tiou of the citizens in each community are morea,concerned about the
. ..

.,
tax money paid for' suppOrt of the program than they are about opportun-

,.
r,

'V' Aties afforded to the' migrant youngsters.

Ar

. .
_ : . . . - '

ta Severb.11...lea'oherscornmend: that more public relations : work be done.

.. .,,.
.

1-... , -_, I

.. ,
before the .pr' ogr'dm artsl, 2liost_of .he criticism they have heard about

.fb , 5,

.4.,

the i8 based on misinformation. :*.:,-- ,
(i...4,.,!, , ,,1

,, ,,,,,,.
The teaOharis.who have been in the' prograii foi..soiaktims.generally

support
..0, .

:00- '"
,feel that understanding and support pf the prograni has increeds126e; 4

positive
,,,,,

-/
,, -. -.

it fint_began. Although teachers generally, feel quite iabout
'',

thP""medi.dal ap?i,dental care evon to: the children, this is, probably. the
.

, i , ,
least acceptable part of 'the lirogram folk...local people. Local. citizens. ,.

. liave,, trouble understanding why migrant children should receive, this

special c4e lihen their aim childnin 'in the regular scheol system do not..'t ' , ,.i _.

- ; 4 . ,141.
%

a'.
_A e 4

.1 Several teachers commented that the mob4e unit could be 'much tore

sliopessy used' for Snpree.sing local understanding cif( the *prograni if

A

, - ; .
..,,,...-, .

.uqebf the uniwere betFer organized.
-.

.Iii cine community theacical citigeri's, were ),ery energeticin supporting;

- ,,,,- . . , . . e.

the progrliai , ald showed the ir 'enthusias-nr,f3y .sPOnsbring; a. Saturday evening
;:., ., 7----...\

..r-)- , ,
. dance-with food for th(migrants 'and the' teachi*ng staff:

",
.J ..'

bT

L

There is agtrong feeling on the part of a .4'ew teachers and/project
.

.I,directors that too rauoh.money was be spent onnlindividu specialists,
/ A.. t ; - .

a / .
, 1 / -

F
.

. e.

.12
, ,,

. '''.
. .

47,. - '... - ' ,0 .
,

. . , 8 . .

. - ,
,,.,..,,p.15*. .,-

, ,-)4
,
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4. 1

..

.`evaluators and trainers.: Wag viewed as it for 'serious
--

*I
. .'

$?' :. . e '4*.

community criticism that would. not 4.'st if I:pre of the money re spent

. ,
strictly at the local level:

. ..

..

_. . .,
It seems quite obvious that he teachere'do not have. i'very clear

.

picture of community attitudes since.mOre han half were qU.i.te uncertain
a . .: J

how local
.
citizens felt.. 1.(Oviever there vas a wide irazkati6n be-

,

.
,

tween protcts,.with teachers in Rosebud; 'Terry, arzd rile:* feeling
. .

much less confident 'about community support, than in the otb projects..
.

: . .
. ,,,

4.

U

a

a

a,

4

A
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FOOTNOTES

Or

77

iFor brief descriptions of validity and mliability of several of
the sc les usecL for measurements on staff, see Iinuroving Educatibnak
Assessment and an I entory of Measures of Affective Beilvior, Washington,

Associaton f r Supervision and Curriculum Development; NEA,
1969, 90, 92 an 94.

O

2To°,,,avoid the phenomenon called ."effects of testing," referred to
by Stanley and Campbell, Experimental and pAA'si:7Experizentaliirgigns ixi
Feseareh, Rand. McNOly. 1966.

3Bentley, RalphR. and. Averno M.. Rompel, Manual for the Purdue .
Teacher Opinionnaire, West Lafayette, Indiana: The University Rookstore,s_
1167. . .

i--

4Among other' references see Bernard' Berelson a& Gary A. Steiner,
Human' Bi.ha.vior, Harcourt, ,Brace and World, 1964, pp. 133-ip

5Schnur,,JasRes b. The Synthesis of Ciirrent Rese rch in Ilierant
Education, New ;,hxict) State iniveraity, 1970, p. . ' ..

. ..
s t 4epre-e tnA;,..-14-Oblern. thrbughout thicevaluation g"for6; it

WOul -have' bean most. helpful toliake a baseline set ofh comparable in-
form tion IA* last.ydar So .restate from thib ,year could be interpreted
somewhat more meaningfully. 4 . .., . .-- 0' .,

1

4).

1'

1,

9
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Chapter --1/

THE STAFF TRAINING PROGRAM . .
. S

A staff training program was designed and concluded by Associates, I.

for Human Potential,, under contract with the Mate Superintendent of

Public Instruction.1 The five phase trainin

general goals: (1) to evolve a "tempor
.1

desi as based on two

tem" Or task team to

accomplish goa determined by the state progrrtra directors, project

direptors, _and -teachers, consistent with the national objectives for

the Migrant Children Program, and (2), encourage a climate that would

spaiin, creativity and innovation within:a coordinated educational

-system.

Trainin esifr,
_ ,

'Phases I, II and/III constituted the pre7Service

44.

Q

portion of the

In a series_ of week d worksh,gps led by three trainers,

-Phas I-III were designed t.o increase staff, ability to identity

lerns or issues, set meaningful goals; function as an -effective
,r .

eduo team, communicate clearly and completely, 'trust, and con-
7

strUctively help colleagues, solve project 8onf cts and other
. 4

probler,' and identify and utilize resources. To increase participant

skills in these areas, the lalwratory method of learning, was employed

'along with other experiential learning techniques.2 Although much of

the learning was designed to take place through practical exercises,

an explanatory rationale, usually in4the form of a .short lecture,

preceded or' followed the experience to help the participant 1.ssiglilate

the learning and: transfer it to other relevant situations.

7

c.
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Focus

CHART. V - 1

THE TRAINING DESIGN

at '

,Participants

se I Orientation,
team building,
communication
skills, goal
setting.

Phase II

4

wf

Ic

Goal refinemeht,
team building,
interpersonal
relations
skills, commu-
nication skills,
trust building,
and creation of
an opsn, con-
structive

climate.

Phase III Sharing-staff
resources,
clarification
of administrati e
procedures, prob-
lem solving
skills, role
definitions,,or-
ganization build-
ing. .

Phase IV 40n site problem
% solving, educa-
tional system
maintenance.

11

Pha."Se V Evapation of
19'O program
and planning
for 101,

79

Period Trainers

Project One weekend
directors and
selectld staff.

All project'
staff.

All project
staff

10' 0
111%

All project
staff: site
visitations by
trainIng con-
sultants.

k9. staff

membe/li in-
cludinrall .

directors and-
selected addi-
tioha/ staff.

Three week-
ends: 3 or
4 projects
per weekend.

One weekend 3

Two days for 3
each project
during 214
and 4th weeks.

cine day:

following
program
completion.

3

C-
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a
During the first'three phises the participants engaged in communi-

catidn skills practice, use of simulatedgames.to practiOe team function -,

ing, role playing, and team talks in seeking consensus:)A major in-
. ,.

tention of Phase III was to minimize outside directiveness pf workShop

leaders (or trainers) and to foster and encourage Self-direction within

projects; the trainers' roles were re-defimiasj'consultants" and

"resource persons" for the project teams. .

The in-service training (Phase IV) was designed to take place at

the project sites on one day during the second week of the program and

one day during the foueth. Each proje4 was visited by one of the three

training consultants who was prepared to assist the functioning of the ,

project team evolved in the first'three phases, in the-event that there
.

might have developed unforeseen problems which could not'adequately be

. 4-

resolved by'those.)directl§ involved. The'consultant was prepared,to

help facilitate prohieM's Utions to meet whatever needs were exis t

at the time. During these litS the consultants.typically would visit
. ,

the classes, interview individual personnel and children, serve as

resources to departments or individuals, participate in the project activr

it.ies, as we4 as 'meet with the staff to deal with problems'..

Phabe V was designed astaypost-program, one-day, evaluation workshop

attended bystate directors, project adMinistrators, the evaluation teamj

representative teachers, aides /and nurses. The goals of Phase we

to provide direct feedbackto the State Superintendent's office and

e

projeCt administrators, with a vd.ew toward improving future program's.

4

1.

L

r:

cf-



Evaluation Instruments

During the closing maments of Phases I, II and III workshops, an

evaluation - reaction instrument was administered to all participants.

Each participant was to rate the Workshop as to adequacy of rship,

meeting their personal goals and meeting the needs of the migrant prograrh.

Participants were asked to describe the most significant experience in

the training, the least significant Activity, and rep ended changes Ar

for re-designing the workshop. Finally, in an attempt to measure degree

of involvement in weekend workshops, participants were asked to

rate. themselves on how much they gained from tie workshops compared

with other participantt..

---'------Icplir-ofcimatery one half way tiFofgh the stmitriei

project director's. Al

interviewed.by.the ev

program, all

teachers and about one third, the aides were
.

team (see section, on program inter-

views in Chapter.11?13 7scientify the long range effectiveness of the.
*

C

.
. 4

pre-prpgram training (Phases I through III), respondents were asked if
.,

they felt the pre-servicE training had been helpful inAhe conduct of

the program, what parts of the training were.3aos helpful, and if they

had observed any negative results of the tam' g. Interviewers probed

for specific illustrations and comments. Since each project site had

hosted one visit from the training consultant (Phase IV), respondents

were also asked if they considered the visit helpful, again with probes

for specific illustration.

"The Purdue Teacher Opinionnaire" was used to measure teacher -to-

teaQher ra rt and teacher -to -dire cto rappoit.

a



.
01 During the Phase III pre-service workshop, all project directors

. took an instrument called FIRO-3 (Fundamental Interpersonal Relations

f.:grientation Behavior) developed by William C. Schutz.3 ,FIRO7B is

_,:4.dAsigned to explore the typical ways people interact with other people.

lit:thise dimensions of ,the FIRO theory are inclusion, dontiol, and
A

.

affection. Since the pre; service training expressed a bias for collab-
#

°.

100' .

tion, teamwork, shared leadership. nd decision making by consensus,

it was of particular interest to see how the
...-

as a,grbap would

-spore in the dimerision of cont010 particulary 4n reference to)the

decision-making process between °pie.

In addition 't6 tom administratiOn of evaluation instrdmeras de- .

.

scribed above, the three members riff the evaluation teat, functioned as

participant-observers in all.ph4kts of the migrant program staff train -

ing
.

ing and gained insights whidh prvadd the interpretation of results.

4";''R-E4StlitS

Inasome respects it is appropriate 4 analyze the results of these

t1ee ph4p4s collectively, but since there were significant differences

tt

I

0 4

in workshop goa16, a phase-by-phase .analysis is also in order.

Phase I

Phase X

program, all

who...had made,

schools. On

self-insight,

group pro ss

4

. -

was attended the State Administrators of the migrant , ,e- I . f'

the project rectors, and sekeral exTrienced teachers

a January visit of five days to various Texas 'migrant

the post meeting reaction form participants emi5haliZed

creased communication skills and greater awarenes

as the,most signific4nt learnings from the weekend

.:-

mments- from pffticipants include:

0P::7, . i ,

.

Representative c

"1"

of

0.

fining.

r.
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Working with dompiete sin rii.,:y and openness in attenlpting

to set goals fore the program. appreciated the lack of pressure,
which usually ,arises during no . group meetirigs.
. , ,

-Defining roles in communication; i.e., seeing myself as
, others see me, seeing myself as 4 -facilitator of learhing,, and -IF

4 learning to channel positive communication.
.

In response td what was least significant about the weekend,

participants focused on son frustration with the setting of goals for
, .

the migrant _program:

Perhaps more direction c
lishing-necessary goals for t

d have been an aid toward estabr
program.

,"

tr a

2_
The night session (Saturday night5 working on the

\-.
goals

t,- (was not significant) but only'because. of tiredness. .

.

One third of participants in this workbhop chore's not to indicate tha

anything-was least significant, but rather suggested a fe
J

general satisfaction.

g of

When asked for suggestirs-'n redesigning the weekend session,

participants again stresseediss tisfaction with goal-setting procedures:

'Tie procedures by which we strUggled
themmight be re e signed,

' , e
What is goal' might come;AeAer.

.Towarddthe end of the goal-se'tting session, one resource person
N

th dais and derived

described how goals. might bè saJ In be vioral terms., While this

I
.

/

.0.---'was helpful, it might have ben more appropplate early,in4 the-session..0

. _

Nevertheless, in spite of the weariness and frustration ot the particis-

.
v - . / ' . ,.

A' pants ,.tn the goil-setting session, the five goals.airi4ed at were ,quit

i nsistent nith national obje ves for the itilmnt education progrbim
1

.

,

4 ...jf o

and also consistent wit he top-lndekty of other etates operating'.
o

p o

simiLMrpmumar programs
-r

et.

.g6

I, -
.
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4Thase

.4.

teachers, aides, secretaries and nurses) of each "project; for most of

the pafticipants this was their first training session. The first :

,a.

Phase II weekend workshops were attended by .kiie staff (directcrsf

1 workshop was attended by staff frOm H.ysham-and Hardin; the

-second by ;Jordan, Fromberg and Rosebud; and the .third by Terry, Kinsey,
%.

,
J

. . . - t .
J

Sidney and Glendive. As indicated by the post meeting reaction instru-.
. 4 '1

,

ment, most significant learnings from these workShops'were better..self 1

understanding, increasod communication skills, knoviledge of group proceSs,

and feelings of team work "and team spirit-within project, groups. Some

representative comments include:

I learned or became aware that,I sin pea. ota team and an

`as important as:the rest, I must help in baking decisions tS a

member of the group. By learging more about myselfeI can now`

learn more about others;"their-emotionsl'actionstandbehavior.
V

A

Inprovement of'communication skis ;and defining andi.prac-

4Acing the roles in a group.

The final success in getting our prOject of.f the ground,.

This incorporated all the techniques/presented as aides to team,

relationships..
-...t -

While almost one third of the participants in a14 three phase IT,

: . , .

.

,

workshops could .find nothing that they would call "least Signitioantn,'
.

those who did focused,beaViy on the simulation games and exercises

used to illustrate such techniques as the consensus method of dOcision

Making, collaboration versus competition and various communication

.Did not, understand where our 'gamest were leading us.

The triad conversation, ttietest on making the prestige

list, and the Irlho Am IV games in.such length. .

97
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ai

seems clear from the participants' "comments that they not only had,t

. ,
some skepticism about the usefulnctss of the simulation gaMes, but also

either resisted or had difficulty in capturing the learab-1gs .and traps-
t

4erring them to the program- or to other practical uies: There'.
*. ,

seemed. to be some need, as one participant said,: "Sox' more .direct analyzing

after miles . ,. . telling us directly why we did it." ,
,When asked for suggestions in, redesigning Phase II worksh9ps, parti-

. -.. , i,

cipants suggested shorter hOurs and more time'toiwork
.
wilh their own,

go 4 _

project groups. But *hat came through most 'strongly was that partici-

pants wanted An advance description ot..the nature of the iliffrcshop,.more

,di.thct information on the migrant child, and wort on what they called 1.

,

the more "practical" problems of the summer program:

, First get down to specific, goals . . .. tit 'nuts -and bolts
of. operation . . . what others are doing and planning to do . . .

pMore 'professional input', )r re specific directilins.
t

, ',
.

. I
.: ,ab . .

More emphasis' on working directly with the problems of the
migrant child.

I would have been more receptive to the events- ,of this
workshop had I been better informed' before I came - I came
looking for specific information on my actual job with the /

children - not so much-work. on -communieation. The focus
wasnit explained: .

A look at the tabulation of results of o e 'tinis on the workshop'

eYal-uitiOn forme show that participants were very pleased with the

-leadership of the 'workshops, quite inVolved it) the trainings, and felt,

they had in some respects gained significantly from the eipeiiences.
. . . ,

The participants were less enthusiastic 3n regard, to the workshops having

met t it persona/. goals 'anti the broader goals of the migrant program.

Partici is rating of Phase II is summarized in Tiible V -

90



Adequacy of leadership

Meeting mypbrsonal goals

Meeting the needs:of theMigrant Program

J

Three of. every four participants felt that, compared to hers ofthej

group, they were more favorably.ftsposed to this type o training tr,t

.....'" average; five participants of every six felt that araonpeople in
.

. . ,

zt,

r-

their/WI:irk:shop, e gained OmpreP as covand to t others.-
. , '4 I

F

There wascleal a...4exy strong feeling among, most partjipagts the;
, -

a . , .

they. had gainedisignificant and useful 3.earnings from the workshop.

(

sPhase III

Phase.III was the

(11.2 people). .1.10 t

final pre - service training for all program,
4

staff'

a.cantparts of the'wotkshcli included:

Meeting within the Interest grcips

Project meetings and,learning more about specific projects'
c .

4ha ie beipg,planne(

The,schedulat

-Teachng materials

Exchange and sharing of ideas

Clarification'of issues

ti

. ,

99
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lie workshop' apparent' ly relieved' many of the earlier frustrations over
,

? -'

,

the absence of "practical.'" content directly relating' to the migrant
-4--

,--:

.

program. In the words of ong participant,
0 .

a, 0

% Metre finally getting'down to the nutty, gritty problems
that wewill, encounter . . ;arid finally getting answers t ro ou
questions. - . " .

A newcomer 'to the migta ft program said,
4 -' -, . , -

A
, lim learning more what these 'kids are realtl.flike.and what

the program does in specific areas. \ .

.

One quarter of the participants sald.the works was "fine"
4 .i, i. ,, - ,

and labeled nothing as "least -significant"'. 1.3ciat frequent objections

were to the special interest groups which were't-tend dull .and too
1 ;

lepgtliy. When asked for workshop redesigning suggestions,, again about
. ',..,!-,

one quarter,Of the participants reatcnded that they woUldnit ,change Any-...

0

- "16' /-
this g. ;About the same number 'fe3tthat-tkhe. Cessions shoultdcbe, dlortenedi

a few people wanted the Saturdat evening session eliminated. Others
^4,f,

wanted more genferal guidelinei and more structured organization. Partic-
_

r
ipants continued to feel that the leadership wad very adequate, and that

, 7' .

compared with AO of the Phase II workshops the needs of,the migrant

program .had been better met (see fable V - 2).

r
,TABLE Vt- 2.

r6TING OF PHASE III TRAINS /

Scale: 1 (poor) to 6 (excellent)

Adequacy of leadership

Meeting ity personal goals '
Meeting,themeeds of the Migrant ,Program

,
r

6

7

1 0'
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The total results demonstrate that immediate reactions to the` various-
pre-service workshops were generally quite pimitive An analysis of. .

, ,

...Phase IV .results (the mid-program interviews) helps clarify which of

.theseimmtdiate reactions Were the most lasting.

Phase IV

Phase 11/ was designed as two in-service "maintenance days" witk

become consultants and/or resoeach project team.\ Trainers had now

persons to the. projects. Among other

urce

activities, the training con-.

It

sultants were to facilitate the,projects facilitate specific problems

which ha'd developed, during th operation of the simmer school program.-

'Shortly after the first visits of consultants to thepro

the evaluation team interviewed..all directors, all teachers,
.

one&-thiri of. the aides, asking them aboue the hel ss 6" 'the'yisit

b the training consultalit. As i.ndic#e;. 1 in Table V 1--3, a ignif'icant
/ . .

proportion did not view the first visit by the consultant:as he ful,

but more t,ban halrof those who responded felt the visitsTio ha beert,

,

et sites,

4
*about

helpful.
'

.

A

One-fourth of the staff didnot respbnd to this question:. many t

were' simply uncitrtain; withllolding judgment': or had' not been sufficiently
t

exposed to the consultant activity td form an opinion. In ihe.Billings
.

project pa.rticuiarly, the interviewer felt' staff:members were withholding--

judqmezit; they Wanted to wait and see how things (grked out.

'

101
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"TABLE V. 3 r

;A.

11AVE THE VISITS BY THE ,T CONSULTANTS BEEN HELPFUL?

'89
.

.

'Project Yes

p

No Response

Billings .

Promberg'

Glenaive

'Hardin

Hysham ,

Kinsey

Rosebud

Sidnei

Terry

Worden

Total -

Irt

.

/ .

4

il

.

6i

../

7

2

3

7

11:

,1-_.
,..

42

3

3

, 3

)

1

2

i .9

7

0
..

33

6

1

.

`3

2

2

0',

.
3

3
. ,

'6

*26

b

.

With only one eruption (Fromberg) there is a significant correlation

_between the directors attitude fowaid the visit_of the training-consultant
-*

.

-%nd the attitude of his s aff. Sn kendive, Hardin, Kinsey, Rosebud and

WOrden, the project dire ors viewed the visit as helpful; those staffs

-also viewed fhe visit as helpful. In Billings,Hysham, Sidney and Terry,

the project directors viewed tie visit by the timining-counsUltant as'it

helpful and their staffs also viewed the visit as not helpful.

In Fromberg the director did not view the visit as helpful but his

staff felt otherwise. The director did not feel his project-had any
\) .

,

1 -

:102
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t

AY

probleMS; Yet interviews with ;the Promberg, teaching staff indiCated. song'

serious concerns, pa.rtidularly, surrounding the director's failure to

adeqtiately share leadership with other staff members *see section-on

program administration later in this chapter).

In addition to negative director attitudes toward the visits by

particular consultants, other issues tended to minimize the potential
.

helpfulned":;f the visits.. Several project's: were unclear aS to the
. .

purpose. In some instances the time of.the'consultant's arrival and

'schedule for the day were not' emphasized by the project director 'in his
. ,. . .commtnicati on with staff. Many staff personnel, ,particularly in DiUings

an d Sidney, resented having to .put in ,extra time on what they' felt' to t,

be a continuation of the pre-service training *out which they already

had some negative feelings.

Phase V

The main goal of Phase V. was to provide live, Interfacting feedbacK4,

to «State Migrant Program staff, so as to maximize the possibilities

programs..]of ,learning Aim the 1970 experidnce to improve fixture migrant programs,. . .....,. , __ ------4, ,, 4. ..

The one: -day evaluation Workshop involved about 40 people--1, and generated .-.

a sizeable amount of data much of whit is, p0tentially useful .in planning...,
. - .

.For purposes of this section only those commentd and. suggestions with .../
rimplications for training ,are rere consided. ,' ' <,- t -

. Participanti in the workshop focu,sed their comments generally: on.
the pre2service (Phases 1 thr6ugh 'In) portion of the training. C4miments

, .. , ..) , e ,
tier placed in "most helpful" and "least AellIfula categories. Six-

teen people cited basic communica:tion,skills practice as most helptka,

4;4
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I

4

while eight felt they Were least helpful.

..,---,..=g3r7I.WMPIT.MIMOIMPlo
.

Mine people found a new aware-
.

ness of group prodess as most helpful, "While three fotirk it least helpful.

Ten comments suggested. the specifiq content and.,tasks of:the workshops

were most helpful; fourteen comments were to the contrary. The desigil
.

for the pre - service workshops was 'cleanly a, controversial issue.

tilict-Phase Interviews
. . -

Printed below are..the results, a,questions about training from the
4 ' ' . 4 . - -mid-program interviews. There was still a generally positive attitude

toward the pre-service training.' One notable exception/to thip is, Vie,

Sidney project which alone accounts for one half of-the negatiye re-,
sponses. A significant number of people chose not to respond to these -

e items; Eight people'
(

fn anir five. each in Hardin; S'

Worded were uncertain, indifferent or were suspending judgment;

Only three projectl4illings, fraTdin and Sidney) had Observed,any

.1

negativee)r sglts of the training. In

partictiar personalities- and how they

each case tip caul by traced ,to.

reacted to the training.

Hardin these were a few' staff people t`th6 simply...saw-no point and no value

in anything but doing their own tasks welt. ilneBillings' one staff mem"'

ber Pushed very hard to implement goals arising from training and antag-

onized other stdff. In Sidney' several staff members were(upset by 1

certain parts of the training and therefore reacted negatively to the
total 'effort.

164



V

DO YOU NOW FEEL THE PRE-PR RAM TRAINIeHAS BEEN
. HELPFUL IN CONDUCT 0 THE PROGRAM .

/ \ ,,
v. . .

.Project The No -
.

No Response
\

B

Fromberg

Giendive

Hardin

Hysham

Kinsey

Rosebud

Sidney

Terry

Worden.

Total

3 2 8

6 0 3 .

5. 2' 0

7- i .5,

6 o

a,5

13 1

=

8

2

0-

55 t 16
.

\ 0 -

: 5

2

.5
ereimmommoord.

39 ".

Rosebud was most positive toward the pre-service tra:ixthli.ililgvaes.

I, II and zit)* an,d the in-lserVi.ce training.(Phao IV); ,the most con-

sistently negative attitude waQ among the Sidney.staff. Tilers is

interesting Correlation in this 'respect with.tha results of "The
, .

California Test of Personality" (see,sectiOn on children's instpments).
,

In terms of 'total social adjustment among the ten projects, the children,

at Rosebud had the best adjustment scores while`the children at Sidney
0

Itad 11i poorest.

O
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4

TAHLEV

HAVE YOU OBSERVED ,A.Irre 1,IEGATIVE'RMULTS 01 THE TRAINING
. 4

'

PrOject Yes No No Respo.

Billings

Fxbmberg

Glendive

Hardin

Hyhmn,

Kinsey

Rosebud

Sidhey.

Terry :

-Wordisn

'Total

6

.
..

.
;

.,

4

0

, 3

0
.

0

0
4

0

5

5

6

5

5

9

9
.

..

-

, 4/

.
4.

.5

2

4

.-2

1

.0

3

,

rr

1. ,

,if

e.741

,,. 4.,,
Ct 1

_

Another, interesting comparison thtween fte.'twoprojec,ts arises

.
fom results of the "Purdue Teacher Opinionntsiren (see Chapter lit on

44k \ ..

teacher scales). On eight items questioning teachers lout how they '
,

yiew their own status and professional I./of-Ult Rosebud teachers scored
..

'**41 _ f

and from the top gale the teachers at Sidney scored last. Moreover,
I

20 terns on the (" ue.. Teacher Opinionnaire" measuring satiSfaction,uith

tesc g* show that ring"t-he course of the summer program, satisfaction
\ ,

*Is*163-isfaction with teaching,' Pertains to, teacher relationships 14th--
students feelings of satin action frith teaching. According.to
factor4 t e high morale teacher loves to teach feels competent in his
job,,eri,joy his students, and ASelieves to the futur9 of teaching as an
ocCupation.

%:s4i.4" it4, ;.:!V ;',";[` " 7,4 it,44%:i.:.
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went'up,slightly in Rosebud and dropped considerably'at Sidney.

TjtePuxdue Teacher Opinionnaire

Only those results of the "Purdue Teicher Opihionnaire" which have

implicitions for training are discussed here. The table below pro 'des

some indications as to,impact of thepre-service workshop emphasi

shared leadership; team work, collaboration. and constructive opennes

?within each project.

TABLE V - 6

TEACHER ATTITUDES
,

A

Project PRE Na

. -_ .

.

Teacher Rapport
with Principal

. Rapport AmOng
, 1,. Teachers

FINAL N.--.

---f

PRE FINAL
--4t-r--r--

PRE ,FINAL
.

Billings

Fromberg

glendive

Hardin

KYshan;
"N

Kinsey
\ .

Rosebud

Sidney '

Ter\'''ry

Warden

Total ''29
*.rTrage)1,

44) '.

43

3

3

1

3

If

If

3

1

'i

4 .

V.2

2'
i

If

2. ,

1 .1_,,,

1 '1

,-J
3'

.

.-5

:3 .

27
N

g f00**

.74.31

75.00

"1.33

66.0o*.
,''

71.00

67;75 ,

64.75,

50.00

76.00*

1 65.90

1
/

77.25

0.00

43.50

7i.00

.56.00

.79.00*

.30:00*

77.00

66.20

56.33;

64.89

51.75***

1

1

48 0&)

--I 52:33:

l' 43.66 '-49.50
v

--42.00*
1

1 50.00'
i -fr'''''''.

$ 46.25

I. 47;25
,,*,

4

1

40.33
r.

r 53.00*

I 47.5$

lat

-...

.49.2

Ap.00'
,

'45.004

38,00,

'55:00*-,

51.00

52.66

48,40

.54.66-

,48.78

_ .
'Uased on responses 'from only one person.
**The Aighest score attainable on any one factor is 80.
***Highest score attainable ip 56
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,.
Sher rapport with principal improved in Billings, Hardin, ICinsey,

Sidney and Terry chile it tended to decline in all other projects.5

,F611:owing are some representative comments from teachers and aides in

projects where rapport witlo director improved: -.
. . i' -

Direetor is doing a fine job. He treats the kids as if tidy
,Were his own. - .. , -;/' -

.People are voluriteering problems in staff meetings.
.

40

We' have a high level ofOomtrunicatibn-and workogether
compatibly. .

. . - .*. Our director is alt:lays willing to lopiten. Be is good to
. work under.

a 4 .

Representative comments from project staffs where teacher rapport

with direCtor failed to improve include: i , , , _tr . A
.

7,The, directOp was 'very democratiC At' our firstaneeting::::$
a ,dictator the ecorfd. Wa have little 04.inaltunication. We need
a meeting to re all the 'learnings fronmthe workshops and .utilize
the - - . .. . ,'t .. : '

Staff meetings have been run in a dictatoi4ial fashion. Our
director's managerial style needs re-eioaminatlon. . e

- . .
. . ,

I have been threatened with replacement and called "S.,,, lot
_

of' names-. . . - ,

.
1/ Our director makes last mirnxte changes without consulting

the staff. ),

fir , .

No one is getting -along with' the direot_or, We have littfe >

organization from the director - total .chaos. We have one way
communication - from 'the director to the staff.

The diiector, makes decisions without any'attempt to arrive
at -a consensu,s. 3/443 is pretty stubborn.

Generally speak-4.1g, rapport among teachers stayed intact or improved .

slightly during the summer. Glendife, Fromberg and HY.sham saw tile great-

est decline in Ifteacher-to-teacher rapport\
; .



.the propot. staffs wercesuecessfaly practicing vime of the techniqfts
'16

S

'poinmeAts from the :act-program interviews indicated thsat makiy of
;.

it-

and'skills learned in the pre service
4

4

We're working our problems'
extremely' good. freely giye

tg suggestions. '

l!Teally feel.a.sense of working together. Eeryone Is
willing ta.help\the other guy if problems arise.

It's much better than last ear.' Trea less friction be±
tween teachers and more team spirit- people are cooperating very
well.

workshops:

//

out together. - .Cooperation is

suggestions -. everyone is open,,.

.4

We are able to.work-out problems together. Alre-have clear
goals and a good,Working relationship.

*
come from. projects where teacher-to-teacher rapport mas falling

off indicates that generally the pre-service training content was not

.-

being utilized: fr

We're not giving each othermuch'feedback4ue.need more
organization to iron out dtrdi'fficulties.' ,e,,. ..

.

°

-.._c
-.%' .'-

We need clarification of the duties Cor-the staff. Orie
inembez:tppears'privileged and this:Indercuts-oUrAnorale.

Sometimes I. feel the teachers are cokpeting:to see if :hey
, can outdo each other.

A few pe e who work here all year dot accept ideas 6C
new comers; they're quick to criticize.

.

V4'
'There's no a lot of interaction:betweelkthe departdebts.

This is one thing that bothers,the teachers. . , 'I'

-.. .. 1. :;N4Y.:Aftw:1

FIRO-B (FUndamental,Interrersonal Relations Orientation - Beha 'or ) .

.The FIRO-B instruMentlmdministered.to explav the typical wilr
.

project directors felt they interacted with othe; peciple. The primary

purposei Ofthe instrument are: (1) to measureAhotvan individual acts

/09-
*ow
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in'interpirsonal situations, and (2) to provide an instrigent that will.

fadilitate the prediction of interaction between people.,.Two aspects

of behavior in each of the threi dimensions are assessed: the behavior

an individual expresses toward others and the behavior he wants others,

to express iOwavi!him. ,Scoring ranges from 0 a low bcore indicates

low interest or need in that area,mhile a high score indicates the

opposite. The FIRO-B.manual behaviorally defines each dinensionas

follows:

1. The interpersonal need for inclusion (I) is the; need to estiblieh

and maintain a satisfactory relationship with people with respect to

interaction, association and mutual involvement.

2: The interpersonal need for control (0) is the need to establish
. .

and maintain.;:satisfactory relationship.With"eOge in' relation to

control and poor. Control behavioi refers to the desire,to influence.

.4 -

the decision-making process beta en peOple.

3. The interpersonal need for affecti'dn,(k) is the need to establish

- and maintain.a satisfactory relationshifiwith others in relatiOn.to love,

affection or strong,mutual respect.6 .

-F.'ecauee the pre-service training emphasized collaboration, shared

leadership and dec 'On making by consensus, it 5.z of particuilar interest

kY

to see hoW the directors as a group scored-iptha,dimension of " control."

The comparative, sample at 'the bottom of Table V 7 is a represeneh-
.

tive group pf,iO4 primary alad secondary school superintendents, principals

and admir4strators of both sexes and between the ageleaf 26 - 64 with

jobs.roughly-coMparable to the migrant director responsibility. Under

to

4;

.110



TABLE V .- 7

TABULATION OF DIRECTORS= RESPONSES
ON FIRO -B QUESTIONNAIRE

Number ef Respondents t, 9

Respondent
Number'

Express ,Express Express Want
Inclusion Control Affection Inclusion

., l' ' 4

Want . Want' -

Control Affectio

1 1; 1.. .7 2 w6 . .

2 8 4 1°9 , 9 1
.

3 r 5 8 2 8 2 , 6 .

4 8 ? 6( 'k . ,.7 5

5 . 7 '8 6 2 3 1 6'

6 8 .. . 43 3 5 - 4 4

7 : 6 9 7 6 ,11, 6.=
...e

.8 2 5 7
(.., I

9

9 5 9 8, 3 9

, .

Average of Responses

Directors 6.3 6.2 6.2 5.0 t 3.3 6,7

Sample 5.9 4.7 4..4. 4:6 5. 5.1.

. the column labeled 'Expresses Control" (that is, the need to be in con1 9.),

the mean score of the migrant project director?, is 1.5 higher than that-,

of the comparative sample. In the "Wants Control" column (willingness.

to let other'people be in control), the man score of the migrant project

directors was 2.2 lower than that of the comparative sample. This means

the project. directors would have much more diffi-Ciilty than "average"

111
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secTslary or primary school administrators in practicing shared leader,-

slap 'managerial Styles.

' The -highest mean score for the directors is 6,7 in-the "Want

. Affection! column. Turtter compariaon.of the hean scores of the two

groups indicates that the Migrant Prograludirectors have consistently

higher neecie in all categories except in '9 ant Control". (allbwing others

to be in charge). I.

There is a strong correlation between the incidence of law scores 'N
of project stAC on rapport with director (on the Purdue Cpinionnaire)

and high scores on "need to control" from the-gIRO--B results for the

project direCtor. In other terms, if the director has a.high need to

(
be in oharge; he tends to develop less adequate rapport' with his staff

as compared to those directors who have a lower need to be in charge.

These results.suggest,thet if high rapport betweenproject directors

and staff' is considered an important value in an educational enteTprise,

there should be. a strong effort to secure directors who are wiling and

able to pragtice shared leadership (modest need to to ntrol tha J&vor

of other.

El
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FOOTNOTES

sr-
4

100W ,

. 1A training consultant firm, formallY of Great Falls, now of
., ...

, .,31;zeman;.
,

liontana, Jerry Thrush, Executive Director, the proposal was
entitled, The 137;e-Service Training Prorosal for Staff of the Montana

Ch
.

. , .

dren Program. The training staff included Dr. Willis
Pfeiffer, Director,University Associates, Indianapolis, Indiana and

0 Dr, Robert Dyer, DirectorRobert Dyer.andissociates, Salt Lake City,
-Utah-, in addition to me: '.

--7,

BAs evolved by the National Triining Labortoried, Institute of
Applied Behavioral Science. .

3Schultz, William C. The FIRO Scales Manual. pi:insulting
,Psychologists Press, Inc., 1967.

/Michigan Department of Education. Alndbook for Teachersyf
Mimeart Children. 'Lansing, Michigan, 1970.

,

Schnur garies)0. A Synthesis f Current Research in Migrant
pducation,- 14 Mexico State University,.May, 1970. .

s

4

5The Rosebud project changed dirdctors about half iwazthrougft,
the summeI;thus coniplidatIng the interpretation of their responses.

;? ,
.

°Schultg, William C. Me FJR0 Scaleb ftggl, Consulting
'Psychologists Press, Inc., 1967,,..-pp..4-5.' '$.

V
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Chaptei

TH6 MIGRANT P.A,RENT

Siity parents of children in the migrant sch091 were interviewed to:

:

(1) gather datd about characteristics of migrant parents, including age,,,

, -
family size, attitudes; (2) better understand the. educational aspirations

e . . s .

parents have for their children; (3) deteilmine the impactl5fthe

educational program on the migrint families;. and (4) measure the.migrant

parents' knowledg4,,,of add satisfActionwitkOhe 6C2rrent program.

13udget and time limitations made it necessary tb interview only

in six Because they constituted a range. of aroject:size arid
C

geographical distribUtion, Sidney,'Mendive, RiSsebud, Worden, Billings
t.

and Hardin were selected as stud "areas.

,.,

Parents to be interviewed were selected randoMli fran lists'of
. ..

. . _

,.

..,,

P..
children in the schools. A bilingual aide or teqher from the local

P;`
4

1 .

tf
project assisted wit11. parents 'who.twokeno English, since more Char half

of the interviews had to be conducted in Spanish. Occasionally

selected parents could not be located; in these instances alternates

were chosen from the same location_ who also bad children enrolled in

the local projects. The in-teew. form was structured and very brief,

so as tomtnimize,interruption of field work.

It was noted in Cahpter Y that most projects Made a deliberate

effort this year to encourage community and parental involvement,

usually as part of ad open house or "fiesta4 held at the schools. A

significant proportion of the .par ents came to these-fdnotions as did a.

number of local residents.' All parent interviews (and"all community

114
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-1.nterdeim) had been comported before at evening program@ wire held.

Parental knowledge of the sr school educational goals and activities

probably increased substanti ly as result (4 attending these special

iunctions: Direct observatio of the special programs suggests that

changes'in attitudes would quite likely be in a positive direction,

since the presentations by staff and students were highly informative. ''

It is also important to note that the evening teen projects and ceative

dramatics in the classroom conducted in. the Warden, Fromberg, and

,Billings areas had riot sufficiently evolved to be reflected in the.

parent interviews.

Parents were first askid what they understood to be the goals of_

the summer educational program. Table 'VI - 1 indicates the range of

responses,

1. Don't know * ' a
r f \23

TABLE VI - 1 -

PARENTAL PERCEPTIONS OF MIGRANT PROIIRADI GOALS

Response Frequenoy

-7

J-

. 2. English
,

(readingtwriting and speaking 17

, 3. Swimming
, 14

4." Arts and Crafts 12
#

,p
5. General education . 0

) .

6. Recreatibn and Health 8

,4
7. 146usio-- 5

'

1
8r. Homemaking 5

.
4

. .

:9: Child, care ,

... .

v.

n6 -



ti

.1, More th&i one-third of the parents did not know, at this point in

the summer about the goals of the progr Of those who did have some

'idea, tiglishl was the most frequent response, suggesting that some migrant

1 193

,

terentiWere aware of.the project emphasis .:n--tho u.he rts. Very.,
.

, .
.

few respondents understand the full range-of goals and bourses included
. ', . , t

n, i
i:n'the-program, Ninety percent of thee parents "though the courses and

, , - -

activities were what the bliildren most needed.

Table VI
(
- e rites what parents "liked best" obo the ochools:".

TABLE VI - 2'

PARTi. OF. THE.PROGRAM PREFERRED, BY PARENTS

Res ses . -Fiequency

1. Every-think

2.. Child care

3. English
(speaking, writing, reading),

44 General education

5. Swimming
o

25.

19 '

13

10

9

6.- Health and Recreation 8

.
7. Children en3py school 7

8. Teachers are c etent and friendly 7_

9. Arts and Crafts 4

10.: Homemaking 1

Again more than one-third of the parents feltcompletely satisn0

with everything. The single aspect they liked best was chidd care. Parents

alio appreciated the help their children, were getting with English.
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When asked what they "liked least" about the prograi, more than90k.

of the parents said that everything was'"juat firie.1 and.theY could think

!
of.nothir-g to Criticize.

Suggestiis for Program ImproveMent I

v ,
4 r

' everal parenta suggested the heed for-adult educatign claSees,for

t '.

workers pr older_ family 'members. A few suggested the-need for more home

economies activities fqi' older girls, such as cooking, ;sewing and ehild
r rS

care. More cial eyents for migrant adults, such' as danc4so-programs
s

by the c ldren, or opportun4.'ties to get acquainted with local peoiaei

were of interest.

Within the school program there wasfsomeinterest in having more

stress placed on academic subjects such as arithmetic and spelling.

Several parents suggested there !Alight to be, even greatei.stress an

improvement of English and general language, ability.
.4

However, the vast Majority of parents felt the schools' were doing

very well as they presently operate and cdnid think of no specific'
.

suggest4ons for change.
0

It was quite clear to the interviewers tbat'all parents(were

,

,
-.-' .

delighted to have their youtrger children in the schools, almost regardless

dk what they lealmed.___They felt the youxtrsters were much better 'Off
.

. "

in,school'than sitting-kn the fields or in automobtles near the work

area. Many parents were quite conscious of the limilations of their- own
,

. .
.

.

Poor education, apd wanted their children to have better opportunities

than t4amselves.

A number of pare

In college,..and were cite proud to have been able to attain this. Many

t

.

indicated they had children in high school or

t
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Rio A

of the paxe4s-were conscious of the deelinini,opportunities for Migrantfi
. '

.
workers*eCiuse of Mechanization, and fplt education of some sort was

essential. to tale i4..b.Ahng-of other jobs.

ir
105

real
.

Several w ers :b4Lphasiged that migrant work offered real income
v 0

. 0 0. .

advantages* for large,famWes, cora d to opportunities near their homes
...

11 Texas.. For example, a:taaly. Of eight iipht'hiVe two youngsters in

school and six working in the fields. They:could earn $100 to $150 per

day or up to $900 per week as 'a. f4pily, which is far More than would bd

.
possible at home. One such fllai:ly indicated they bad earned over $3,00b

, /1 . 9 0
.

in the past mcmth. Many parents therefOre feel that the diffidult
.

,
j,- t

4 r
conditions surrounding migrant,wori is:Worth the effort because it

. .4c --,

enables them to live mu& )Detter during the winter montl3aithan would
.

. ,

otherwise'be possible. 4h6 eummerichookenhances the advantages,

because it provides a'construetivealternative for the smaller children,
. -

.t. 2 ,', . . , ' ' ' :=. 4
and decreases some of the most severe problems associe:tedwithAhe Work.

Many parerfts indicated a good deal c.d optimist about tie fttdre of

Mexican-American people; they

and recognize that /leadership

they hope will enable them to

ment 'opportunities.

are awe of the "Brown Power" 'movement,

is developibg among theirOwnpeople which

secure bptter education and more employ-
4 J.

,

'Very few parents indicated any feeling.af discrimination against"

them by local citizens. However, they 06 not try to make Use of many .

peal facilities other than occasena sits

'was no strong feeling of Al treatment on the
-

-interacted with People in the dompelnities.,,A

the-sumner schools with having a very helpful
64

18 '

13 p

tO theatres or bars. There

occasions when they

few parents credited

attitude in this respect.

s
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e

Generally speakihg their co cts with teachers and school staff were

Viewed as highly.ssipfying.

`Characte sties of Mi ant Families
.

--; Personal data secured from the persons interviewed reveals some

. interesting statistics. The average age of the parents was 41 years.

Almost half of the parents were between the ages of 41 and 50, while

0
only seveefell befween.the ages of 20 and 3Q. The average number of

years of eduCation was 4.5. Half :of the parents'spoke very *tie or

no Engli6h. Families were large; the average number of children per

family was 6.5. Sixteen of the 60 families had More than nine children.

This data suggests that migW1t parents in Montana are middle aged

orjelder. The major problem suggested by,the data,is.that those Mexican -

American Parents who do continue to seek employment as migrant labo

in Montana have an average of 25 working years remainihrb,re they

_ I

k

' 'reach the age'ofc65. Increasea'aWaultural mechanizafimilwilicauite
A ,

likqly drastically reduce the need for such labor over the next ten yeara.

'The8ilemma is that- these migrant Aborers, with large families to
. .

support,:_will be poor future prospects forlher forms of employment

becduee of advancing age, lack of education, and poor mastery of Ehglish.

4

. 1 9

fi
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Chapter VII

COMMUNITY REACTIONS TO THE MIGRANT PROGRAM

J

One objective of the evaluation process was to measure the degrse

of knol.hedge and support of the educational program in communities.

where summer schOols were,conducted. Considerations of time and budget
t

prevented the evaluation team from i rviewing community members at all 4
c..

. . - \..

ten project sites. The communities of Billings, Glendive, Hardin,.
.

1
Rosebud, Sidney and_Worden were selected because &ey provided (,7 for

. .

parental interviews) a wide range in both size and geographical location.

Ten people in each community were interviewed, five from the townor

and five from the rural area. The downtown people were systematically

selected and included druggists, store and cafe owners, bankers, doctors,

and others who likely had some imsifteseor professiona l-contact with

migrant workers and their families.
1

The'felle rural residents inter-
,

"
,.

. , ,
,

viewed in each community were farmers and/or ixhuives who employed
, -1 :.'

migrant workers with children in, the local slimmer school. Farmers wei!e

ti

selected randomly.

The community members were asked a series of questions to discover
. /

.
.. .

(1) their knowledge olf the migrant educational pftgram, (2) theii feelings
. ' o. .

4
. about the program, (3) their feelings ab6ut the mIgramt workers, and
. , .

%.
,

'00 suggestions for changei to improve the program. lm addition to A
, .

.

,
1

standard interview form administered to all community members in the'

-.,., ,\
. :.......- _....

'sample, two supplemental forms were used alternately, The first supple-.

Akr,

merit consisted of'a series of six strong'statements about, migrants and L

migrant education; community members were asked if they agreed, disagreed,

, air
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A

or
,

re uncertain about these statements. The second. supplement consistad

of a series o twelve national goals encomptosing migrant educational

needs;.cbmmUnity members again were asked if they agreed, disagreed,_or

4
'were uncertaing,hbout these statements. Interviewers probed extensively

a

ewhen respondents demonstrated particUlar. feelings or biases,andalso

specific information about the migrant programwhen they claimed to have

such as howepuch it, costs, what was being

° it.

Results

ught, or what was wrong,wi.t,h

.

-

Table y1.1 - 1 shows the responses-to a question on program goals. r

(

_ .

#

A

9,

4 r

b

\ ^

t
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TABLE VII - 1

COMMUNITY PERCEPTION. OF GOALS OF THE SUMMER ,

PROGRAM FOR MIGRANT CSIIVIEN

110

Response Frequency

1. General education

2. Babysitting=

3. Don't know or haven't heard

4. Swimming

5. Health and ReCreation

6.- Gives children something to do - keeps them
out bf. the fields

7. Social adjustment 5

8. Learn English 14

9) Arts and Crafts 2

10. Home economics

11. Inject into than our "way of life" 1

L

'24

8

7

6

Q

12. Coordinate with educational prograWs elsewhere 1

.

Almost all inktial responses were "don't know," but wbS4Jorobed by the

interviewer, respondents made some "guesses" as to what they understood.

to be the goals. A few of the farmers had visited with children of'ihe'

migrant workers, and a few downtown people were friends witil teachers or

aides in the program; these people had the most specific knowledge. about

the goals and activities.

Responses to the other questions on the interviewform indicate a

111 general ignorance of migrant education gamon oonntunitimemberi. Over
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half of the people had, no idea if the program in their area was
.

effective ; the other half believed it was but were not certain. Almost

90,E .of the people had no idea about the cost of the. progranG and those

who ventured a figure admitted it was an estimate. Although there was

a general feeling that the program was too expensive, over half of the

people thought the accomplishments were probably valuable enough to be

worth the cost; compared to other federal programs, the migrant program

was a worthwhile enditure-of Federal funds.

Almost 90$ of the community members said they enjoyed ha the

migrts An the community during the summer. Most residents sal. they

thought the migrants felt welcomed in their communities. Seventi-five

to eighty percent of the community members felt migrant workers were
!

generally accepted in their oomunities as fellow citizens, mith the same

rights and privileges as permanent residents; they felt the nigrant

families were enjoying adequate health services to meet their needs.
.

About half of the residents had no idea what other people in the

community, felt about the migrant program, Suggesting that this was not

a popular topic of local conversation.
AI

-When asked for suggested changes that ould improve the program,

ones -third of the 61 people interviewed said that they did not know'

enough about the program to...suggest any changes, and the remaining two,...

4 ,
0

thirds offered very few suggestions for improVement of the program.

Complete resulth of the questions acid two aupplemental,attitude

forms are reported in the Appendix Bp Tables X 4. XII; a few of the more

interesting attitudes are discussed below. In 'the first suppleMent,
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87% either agreed that "Thepummer education program for the migrant

program will be very beneficial in_ the long run." Fifty-four percent

of the community residents agreed that "The migrant children's summer

'education program does offer the type of learningmtperience migrant

children need." Far fewer community members felt sure about the value

, of a migrant summer education program compared to.the long range benefit

of that same program. Sixty-one percent:disagreed or somewhat` disagreed

with the statement, "Agriculture shouldWhenlize so as to eiimiriate4he

need for sinner migrant workers."

A second supplement provided residents with an oppoi.tunity to agree

or disagree with national goals concerning migrant educational needs.

Over 755'of the Reople agreed with the following national goals:

1. Equal opportunity - migrant children,' youth and adults need
educational programs which offer then the same opportunity
for maximum development as that which is available to any
other 'group. s,

2. Mastery of English - schdols should provide systematic
instruction in ,the Pheish language, both for the children
and youth who speak a different language and/for those who

. speak non-standard English.

3.,. Sufficient specialized personnel - fundamental to a good
program is a sufficient number,of,teachers and other
personnel trained fh the special reqUirementsof.the program.,

4. Adequate facilities and equipment - schools in the migrant
areas should be supplied with facilities and equipment
needed for4the recommended program..

.5. Attitudes favorable to euccess - migrant people ,need
educational experiences planned to develop'and strengthen
self confidence and self direction.

. °

6.fidividualized learning programs - school programs for .art
migrant children and youth should be based on their special
neas7 ---: ;
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7. -Broadening background and interests - migrant people need
compensatory experiences and activities planned to develop
understandings, intereats, and expressive ability.

8. KiridergartenTind-pre-khool programs young children,of
migrant families, should have opportunities to attend kinder-
garten and pre-school programs.

!

9. Helevanc meaning - 'educational programa shoUldbe.
directlyly related't47.)experiences, needirend
goals of migrant pibple.

10. _Identification and citizenship - educational programs should
be planned to help migrant people identify with community
and with the country as participating citizens.

11. Adultoedudation - programs of adult education shoulde
. available to migrant families.

,1

12. Cultural background - migrant families bare a rich heritage
in which many curricular experiences need to be drawn for
all children. In appreciation of their culture should
improve the self.00ncept of the migrant children and their
families.

The positive response to question three. (on specialized personnel)

is ineongruentlwith the several derogatory and negative commente made

about overpaid teachers (often called "glorified ba*14ttere) and

,

overstaffed'projects in the local°areas. Likewise!, the response to

nun'obe eight, concerning kindergarten and pre- school programs, is sur-,

prising in view of the fact that there'were many negative comments made

about those same progralis in the local projects.

Comparing the interview results from the sixcommunities, people

s
living in Sidney and Hardin have thi'Obit_poi3itive-attitude towaathe :

\ ,_._

,. *Z C'

sum& programs,'while those living in Worden and Glendive-v re most
.. .

.

negative. The
.
people in&rdii and Sidney were clearly the best inform d.,,;:,

\ 4

as to what-was going oein their local projects, suggesting that better
.

e-N

information leads to understanding and'appreciation,

!' Ff 4,
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-The procedure
and lack of legder
Billings area were

A

FOOTNOTES

\

in Billings was altered because the size of the city
contact with migrant people. All interviews 'imthe
with rural people ar small town people.

N.,
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Chapter VIII

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

one of the
.

most'widely recognized facts about Migrant Mexican-

.

Americans is their generally low attainment in formal schooling. Since

educat on has long been fecognized as the principle gateway to the more
o

dee able occupations sand higher income, th need to fill the schooling

gap is clearly recognized as an essential effbrt if migrant people are

to have a useful future in American society.
1

Migrant parents inter-
,

viewed in this study and in other studies seem quite conscious of the

impending decline in jobs for migrant workers because of mechanization.

Local farmers and townspeople are similarly aware of the potential'

decrease in need for workers.

Evidence from this evaluation effort suggests that, migrant parents,

local, citizens, teachers, or outside educational professionals support

a sound shmmer educational program for migrant youngsters in the /allow-

stone Valley.; they agree that it is a necessary, useful investment in

human resources. Without adequate education the displaced migrant worker

and his family will swell the welfare roles and create a non-productive
I.

drag on the/local or,iational economy.

The'questiO then become a matter of-what-kind of education is

n ded, }nwliat quantity and quality, and at what cost. This evaluation

effor Was devdted to examining some of the issues related to these

,questfbns, in hopes cif improving the existing program.

.1

A'11.

The introductory chapter de@cribes the condition of the migrant

people and the nature the existing edwational program. Later
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chapters present the methods of evail
./

uation and nEpults obtained from the

, various measurements on yolingsters in.the schools and.with program staff,

, r

parents
And community members. The Purpose of this chapter is to extract

lAioessential findings, discuss their implications, and offer recommenda-

tions4

The data obtained on children clearly demonstrates they are less

advanced than their Angio-American counterparts academically, in person-
,

ality adjustment and in eocial adjustment. The summer program made a

significant contribution to student competence in Pnglishaanguage

communication, although with considerable variation by project. i.

There is also considerable evidence of su toss in achieving active,

involvement of youngsters in the total learningJenvironmi4t; the students

generfaly liked the summer school, attended regularly and enjoyed the

'variety of experiences provided for them, agai44zith considerable

variation by project. Their id less evidence of 4auccess in significantly

improving their self-concept; apparer}ti r the school environmilits tin

most of the projects did not signifi.c4itly strengthen the positive fee

of youngsters about themselves.

In the language and communication dimension several factors seem

to have contributed to greatest success. In gyshim and ailyngs new

teaching _materials were used (the Sullivan Series) whiCh:erc quite _likely
.

related to the signifie t of youngsters in these projectsimprovement,

in language facility (Billings) and in word resnogaition and reading

Comprehension (Hysham). HoweVer, such materials were not used in

Sidney where strong gains are evident in each language area, or ix Rosebud

where there was an impressive increase in language facility. Apparently
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x
,

r. . .
'.... ...;

in these - locations teachers were able to provide the kind of learning

experience which helped youngsters make progress on the basis .of intengi

work on language fundamentals.

The project specialist in language arts prepared a durricultali
guide.-.

for use in future programs. It seems clear that language at teacherg,
;

and other staff members who prOvide experiences thereEktgLish language '

fg practiced, would benefit from intensive -additional speqi t helpan

dealing with the unique needs of the migrant youngsters- who are native

speakers of Spanish. Teaching Engliskas, a second language is a

''Spe cialiZed procedure, *particularly 'with youngsteri who are'highly mobile

and do not benefit fticirihe same kind of schbOl experience :available to

most Americans. Misr ants have tended to develop_ their .own unique colla.1.,.

quia.lisms what they call Tex-Mex).. This reatilts 4.111 a tendrcy
1 k

for'migralit students to be nonverbal because of their inability to
communicate adequately.?.,.

t+A

The youngsters in the summer program were highly' verbal; they did

not seem at #11 afraid to talk, particularly in the later-weeks Of the

program. Their weaknesses were in the areas of vocabulary building,

pronounciation, reading comprehension and other ,fundamental skills. How-

evert, improvement in those areas had to be accomplighed in the context

'of a total learning environment which encourages their interest in

school and willingness to work. Otherwise' they are likely to be drop -'

outs long before they have gained enough language or academic preparation

-,:to qualify for future jobs.3
,;

The summer school program clearly achieved considerabl success in

maintaining the interest of students in school. The evidence 'from each
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of the principle measures, (California Test, Sentence CompletionOT

, .

indicates that most schoo/i were successful in helping students like
aol. 444..

school, al-ihough ovegal ' 4-e was only modeSt evidence of gain -in

"
satisfaction with schOliefrom program beginning to'end. ' e

%
.

'Iris not tncommon for enthusiasm to move from very positive in the

.//

i

fall to modest or total loss,of enthusiasm'in the spring. Summer, sessions;

even, at the college level, are preceived by:.studerits as'more tiresome

and less interesting near the end of the session., Therefore, it may

a great Credit to the,Migrantyrogram staff that novsubstantial decline

in interest was observed.

Younger children were apparently much easier to work'with than older

students. The younger group also indicated the greatest APrease.in

a
interest. Older students. may have a stronger fee15Tg of being "outcasts".

from society, and therefore do not fael as welOame in school; yOuner.

'children probably have not had serious exP4rien;es of rejection or

discrimina ion in school or Community, 'met are therefore more open,to
,.

le This means that Special efforts, and spepial,Preparation for ,,r
: -%: 1*

r,
4 4

project staff may be necessary tosudoessfUlly workWitithe older young,

sters. This might best be done with the help of Mexican-Aterican-,
. .

specialists who have detailed knowledge of the older mifirant studente.5
..,-

. ,

The evidence from the California test suggeststhat the Migrant'

., .

_ ,-

youngsters from ages 8 through 3. are in de lower-2 of their national age
6 .

group on self-concept or personal adjustment,measurest This suggests a

strong need for strengthening those dimensions otthesummer schodl
4

,program which contribute to a more positive student self-concept.
.
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Those projects which appeared most successful at self- concept building

.weire Rosebud, Hysham, Kinsey and Glenclive; these were each small p jects

.n which there was considerable opiortunity for individual attention
7 **

and close teacher-stucint'relationshOs. The prOjects which appeared to

make least progtess ware all larger (Sidney - which had the poorest scores

on the personal and,social adjustment measures - MOrden and tromberg).

One might infer that smaller projects with greater opportunity for individual
't>

° attention contribute

.
% .. ,

:'

to greater effectivspese inselr-concept strengthening.
.

: . .

However, there' -was one smaller project (Terry) which did not rank'high
: ,)

'' I ,, \ ,
0 '

*- on the measures, and two larger projects (Billfngs millardij)` did

relatively well.

An obviously important factor related to.self-concept

r '

for school is the quality of the staff en:Vironment_inthe

icularly the manner in whichteacherp relate tit.); students.

aTsi'7

schools,. part-

There appears

k

to bevery little direct relationship between theineasures of teacher,

morale (from the -"i5ikkdue Opin,i.onalre") 'and the e-success p' f, projects in 643.f-
, .

. concept strengthening. - Howe*r, staff morald was generally hi
k A. 4 -

generally

a program melin of,328; of /1 possible 40D. poiiits) and varied o
, --

o 4

between projecti, which could well suggest insufficient diffeked6g.betwegh

,moteatly

. e 0

4prof to seriously affect the youngsters::

The teacher changes inpicate&froniVr4iminary to final. Administration

of the Purdue Opinionaire revea.1 several,issues.of importance to the,

lkfunctioning"of the program. The clear de ine inteacher rapport with

. . .

directior in several of the projects seems to arise largely because of

the management style of certain directors. Those projects in which rapport

was lowest were dire individuals,rdhoicoreg,high on need for
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"control" on the FIRO-B (Fundamental, Iriterperconal Relations Orientat4.on-
,,

Behavier). They also tended to function in staff meetings and in decision-

making in an authoritarian manner; in otheryords, they failed to adequately

share'leadership in the view of many teachers. This issue sway have

been particularly_ problematical to teachers who felt popi#vely about the

tiaining program, which was Deavily oriented to sharing of leadership

among project staff.

However, there were clLr differences in the. i nds of people'who

rapport problems with the directors. A correlation analysis comparing

a series of "Purdue Opinionaire" items 'With educatio0.1 level of teachers,

' years of experience in teaching, years of experience in the migrant

program, and age suggests several significant relationships.

For example, teachers with advanied education tend to have higher

rapport with the director than those with less education (correlations

(r)* with educational level on teacher-to-director rapport range between

.30 and .40). Teachers with More experience also fend to have higher

rapport with the director (r's range between .37 and .50). However, gmaier.

experienced and older teachers tend to feel that students do not respect

them; they also feel lack of emaugh7"status" or "importance" in the,

. .

program (r's between .34 and .42).
Yr

/
Apparently the younger teachers have greater difficulty with director,

rapport than order more experienced teachers. This suggests that young"'

'teachers have a higher.commitment to shared leadership than older teaahers

and may be less concerned about status. They may also have an easier

/*r = the product- moment 6oelricient of.correlation
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time getting along with the youngsters,be ause of less "generation gap",

or more recent training in how to deal of ctively with the minority child.

.

Teachers with more experience in the Migrant program (not necessarily

more teaching experience) tend to feel more strongly than newer teaches

that the curriculum is inadequte (r = .33). Otherwise` tenure irk the.

misrant program seems to tave.littli effect on hoy teachers feel.towards

education progisin a much more systematicdiashioa than has heretofore
--..,....

been possible; the program could then be designed specifically to meet
/

,

. 8:

each other or the students. One implication is that teachers having
. .

greater experience with migrant 6Eildrea are conscious.of the needs to
...

adapt the curriculum to meet student needs and do not feel thq prpsent
-1

curriculum is adequate. The effort in 1970 to prepare curriculum guides
...

in each of the major subject matter areas should somewhat alleviate
_

° this problem.

Behavioral Olijectiyil.

Possibly the major problem in design of the training and conduct of

the program was inadequate definition Of detailed objectives for

behavioral (including attitudes and knowledge). change in°the children.

1-

.1

4

The general goals were fairly cleat" but projeet'directora and staff were 1

not always able to translate these into the kind of behavioral ON es .

toward which instruction could be directed and results measured (there

were several individual exceptions tothiEugeneraliiation). This is a

-difficult but immensely important issue, if the migrant program i to

6show clear and measurable accomplishments._ Well defined behavioral

Objectives Could,serve as the primary basis for planning the entire migrant_

1 -

O
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the Objectives.

Such a .procedure would also make evaluation much more specific and

empirical. Behavioral objectives should be stated in terms that define

student achievement level at the beginning of the ins ctiOnal ppriod

and the expected achievement level at the end. Instrumehts could. then

,be designed or selected to systematically measure change from beginning

to end to determine whether objectives have been met. 116' the final

. analysis this is the type of evalutaion that would be most meaningful.
.

.
.,. ..A''.7 ,,

.

'If certain specific changes are expected of staff persOhnel through

training and participation in the proiram, these Should also be stated
I

in beha4ioral terms. Measures can then be devised which will demonstrate
- N.

. .

.

goal achievement in a much more precise manner than was pessible in 1970.

'

It seems of crucial importance' that staff members be fully informed

t

of the behavioral objectives and the kinds of measure that Will, be used

`measur4 attainment If'staff are not informed end:involved, they are

f. I

likely to keel highly threatened by evaluation procedures and May distoi,

the structional process to meet objectives that are not defined as

impottant.

The Project Director

V

The project director plays the key° role in conduct of 'an effective
. .

`migrant educational effort. This iA partidUlarIrAmein. a short term
--....,, .

, .

program of this kind where there is little time for adaptation and

alteration of programs througeextensive staff consultation 4 special

training. 'Since projects are relativel isolated from one another, man;

dedisions must be locally. Therefore,

1

manner in.which the director

5 .
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functions in relation to other staff will have a cleartkut impact' on

whether or not program goals are met. If the rector clearly understand,
-

the goals, and has adequate preparation or sp cial training to implement

°

specific objectives, he can assist and help rain other staff key skills

'-end, approaqhee that will make-goal realiiatio
,:.:.:

Since all staff-are premably hired because of billies and interests

<
that apply Airettly to quality migrant education it is important 'that

e --

their ideas and a bilities be taken y into, ac mint: The empirical

as
measurements and interviews unde aken wi i s f members in 1970 'dic,teo

rather forcefully that they are gen ralloavry capable and gophisticated ".,

,.

.4group; they.want to be'involved in ecisio . 14

There isoabundent evidenee in the litera a of organiiatioral

funCtioning that a management or'leadership sttle that alUzOrfor Sharing'
e '''' , j '

-of-leadership functiOns Will be most-Pro ive.,,, This is partibUlarly

true wken the staff i's highly'educa andila strong_.cOmmitmeft to '',
.

e . .

professional suceess.7 This s eats that project directors need to be 1
. ,

selected.who have acommitaent pillared lgadership, as well as a type_ . 1
,:,

easier and more, *effective.

f,
JJ

of experience that contrftutea to understanding of the unique problems .

5

and needs of the migrant c Id. Specific program ielated'eraining for

the directors should re-enforce and suppiemea existing knowledge, interests

and,skillif it would be difficult andiexiiensive attempt,,,Fy major-

change in these dimensions during special training effOrti.,

Hi.

,

...
v;,,4....

,,
.9,

For a short term programcof this nature, hiring.of already wellpre- .

,
4,

o'
, .

ed personnel is cruCial. It is.tfme cans 4*largexpeliskie tb' i-
, .4? ,...; , so.,., -

0.,

f . , .t'' '
i .

."
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change` individual staff behavior; therefore, greater investment in

effective hiring procedures can modify the need for expensive training

programs:

Each potential employee could be given several types of measurement

. instruments (described below) to determine orientation towards teaching,

attitudes toward minority groups, ,philosophies of human nature, attitudes

towards education, and possibly a specific measuremeniaf their know

ledge and understanding of the, migrant in American society.,

These instrumented measurements shoul,d.be complimented by diagnostic

. a .
. .

interviews in which some very specific and detailed questions, are aekedf

about material in the instrumented measurements, but ending questions

to provide opportunity for expression 9.rt key issues such.as discipline,

program emphasis, style of teaching, and feelings about working in a
.

prvject team.
Aomgwew

Interviews with reference people who. have porkedvdth-the potential

employees could corprement these procedures. Greater invest ment 4440,tie,
*

hiring process, particularly for directors, Is likely to be the-mos4 . la"Yrik,

effective method of improving the.migrant progrmn.

The Purdue Teacher Opinionaire was highly useful. in determining

specific problems and satisfactions 3d.th the\rarious.schlsol projects and'

d for the total program. It could be used effectively each year as an

'indicator of staff morale 'and staff definitiOn of project functioning

on issues of particular concern, to staff.

The Education Scale, (I and VII), the Opinfonaire on Attitudes

Toward Students and the Philosophy of Huinan Nature Scale would be useful,

in the staff selection process. These instruments, would help project
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t a clear picture of how potential staff feel about

1

crucial educational issues; since considerable research evidence is

a*ilable to indicate which attitudes, philosophies and behaviors are

most likely to lead to effective teaching, the scales should help to

select staff with characteristics that will contribute most effectively

to sound educa;tional procedures. This .is not to suggest that staff

selection be based only on results of such instruments; rather, the

4 measurements should supplement other application and interview prooedures.

.traini ng
>-,-- . $

,

.,..,.

,
- -

As an experimental training effort, the 1970 progran seems to have
...:.,,r-c,

.,,;;A:.

beenmell received by the great majority of the staff'( tors excepted).
or. :1Y",

4-,

Teachers and aides tended to feel strongly that feelings and perbonal4ty
. .

of the child are of critical importance and musti3e taken into. account

if the curriculum is to be successfully implemented. (see the data in

er N. and in the appendices on staff attitudes) One reason for the*"

.more_criticaa.) attitude of the directors Could arise from their

orientation to organizational and curriculum aspebts,of the school

b(rather than attitudes and feelings of the .children) which ufere_not

iiieavily emphasized in trainfng. Research evidence supports staff

attitudes, particularly with respect to minority children.
8

However,

curriculum Thu are obviously important as well.

'-The mid-program interviews and the final evaluation session (after

the summer program ended) provided firm evidence thatthe type of

tos'00., training offered staff in 1970 was perceived as very helpfui and

appropriate., However, there was considerable feeling that,an added
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dimension was needed which stresses more heavily the nature, background

and key characteristics of the migrant Mexican-American child. Teachel'i,

and other staff without prior experience in the Migrant program felt

strongly that they needed to know more about the educational and

comiunitation methods which would be most effective in dealing with the

unique chaimeteristics of these children.

Possibly the most satisfying addition to training might include

expert consultant on Mexican - American psychological and social

characteristics. Since most of the children come from Texas, someone

from that area might be the most helpful.

One of the major criticisms of the training effort by participants-.'

was the inadequacy of infommation about speCific goals for training
7

and goals for the program._' There were several efforts to establish .

goals prior to and during the trairiresessions, but these were never.

e

Q

.1

quite adequate. Objectives were not defined-0 terms -that enabled staff

members to understand clearly what was expected of them. Hencg, VW,

felt resentment towards some parts of the training effort, .particula4y.

the in-se ce activities at the project sites.

A particular area of the training that deserves emphasis relates to

project aides. They were very much involved and generally jlad-high

praise -for the training4iiogram. 'However, additional tra-ining diMpnsions

could be added specifical3,y_for aides to increase their usefulness and

prOvide.a better learning experience. They feel a need 'to be given a

clear role definition, and then to receigie training for that role. Sever
I.

studies have examined the role aides can-play in migrant programs. 9

139
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Some attention to results of these studies.would quite likely lead to a

mots stbisfactory training program and toward a strength =frng of aide

capabilities and usefulness in the schools without giving . responsi-;

bilities beyond their competence.

The training must of necessity be for relatively short duration, and

probably two to three weekends in maximum. ,This, is particul6ly,true for .

a short term program since the training investment is, very high for the
a

amount of time on project site. The need for longer training should be

mirdmized if effective hiring pTocesses.are used.

All staff should:probably bepaid a salary for the training period.

Most staff members haveAregular teaching jobs. Participation in the

training prognams meansquita a sacrificp,of time and energy during a

very busy tart of the school year. They will quite likely be more

motivated to participate effectivel4in the trping if it is emphasized.

as a critical and impoftent part of the total job, compensation and ,

expense payments aa.evidence.

Training should be geared to malipizing existing skills and strength-
,

ening knowledge and understanding in certain key areas; such as the

cultural and social background of the migrant, his peculiar PRoblems and

needs, team building, and commuication skills for effective interaction

with the migrant children and other staff member's. The learning transfer,

tram training to project activities was criticized by many staff

members; more intensive effort on a few key topics might have greater
1:'

.impact., The training staff should be prepared primahly to design and

.

assist in guiding the learning process, rand dhouldltmaclerstand enough
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about. the content of the learning-so that the time available is maximally

used to strengthen needed skill areas. The trainers for the 1970'

program were rated vex well on leadership in the workshops, but were

criticized for inadequate knowledge of the-needs of'migrant children. It
is important to note that the training staff was not hired to provide '

.specific information on the migrant child; the state directors hactfthoped

to bring in a Ilexican-American
consultant which they were. flat able to do.

The design of the training
program should involve the project,

directors (who should)be hired before the training program 1s:ft:Illy

designed) since it is their task to supervise and coordinate the results .
of training. Directors could presumably help farther trAtheirstaff

on the project site if they are adequate1y prepared to do so.;

The program staff would like to.know the specific training goals 4

in advance of the workshops. They could then dame prepared to deal

interIsivelywith the opportunities fOr realizing those goals.

1

Existing skills of staff peOple might be more fully used-through'

techniques like the
micro-universjity, which allows individualS

_ .unique skills to share these with other staff who are interested in up.
grading competence in partie4ar areas.

The need for flexible but. clear role definitions for all staff

including directors, teabhers,'aides, -secretaries, and nurses was
emphasized at the final evaluation session. Flexibility means that

, -a bvoad'outline of roles-should be defined but not prescriptive

beilavioral definitions. The precise role within
a
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projects should be worked out between the director, his staff, and the

_oxprall project directors at the state level.
. .

Tb,buik of the training must piecede the implementation of the
. "

summer projects, since there is little time available, during the program,
, 4

TrAlnirig on group process and effective team functioning might be

initiated in pre- service training but'fUrther emphasized as a part of

in-service training at project sites. : ,

11:

I is

The special consultants in language arts and other subject matter

areas felt a need for special help in:consu.tart akillslo facilitate

more effective work with the staff of various projects. This is

par-Lula/1Y important if the teething staff is of high:quality, since

they are likely to resent outsiders interferring iituthat they feel

competent to do: ome trained as a ,consultent can be

help with the most expert teacher by assisting inv.:Bmimation of
J,c

\
programs and. making input that is perceived askelipfUlyather than critical.

In-service training by visiting consultants teade.%tdbe problem

oriented, stiff members feel, and should deal watnispecikic issues of

real concern at the time of the visit. It should be Oiagnobtic and

based (as it was in 1970, in part) on interviews with staff members before

any,meetings or training sessions. If proje4 staff-are quite confident

they have no serious problems, in-service training can be minimize;

the visitingoconsultant can then concentrate constructive use of his

time with projects where problems clearly exist:

6

Visitors to Project Sited ,J

t

One of the principle complaints of many staff (directors in particular)

$41

1
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' in the summer of 1970 was a severe overload of outside visitors. This

. .
;.-

took substantial director tune, and often deprived him of the opportunity
1 -

to' work more effectively with the staff. It interfered in' some oases

with functioning- of classes and. other linpo-i;tant parts of the program.

It seems Very important that the official vi sitors be scheduled at

convenient times for the"pro- jectS. The director should not be expected

to host all visitors. Possibly one articulate and well-trained aide

could serve as a hostess and assume Agoit-Of the responsibility for making

'certain visitors are adequ'ately informed and their- questions answered.

4_
This hostess aide might work directly with`the project director in
deiigning a good visitation for individuals coming An the projects.

Associated with this should be a clarification. of the role of official

I
visitors in advance. A short memo describing the purpose of the visit

and the visitors,expectiaiOns might be preparedand circulated to staff

Tie
. .

members. *If changes are necessary the projects would appreciate inform;.

ation well in advance- So that adequate adjustments can be made.

Public Relations and Informatidn
r\r" . ,

.

The inadequccy of information at the local level about the migrant

program is very clear. The interviews,,with.local citizens and with the

"parents-Of the idtrant,children,indicate widespread ignorance about the

content, .goals, and general operation gf the migrant program.

there is a vacuum often filled with a,greatildeal of misunderstanding

and misinformation.

Ahundaint copies of a clearly written information booklet, available

in English' and

:7-

sh at each local program unit or project site, would
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facilitate better pliblic relations. This should be deliberately

distributed to all migrant parents (in Spanish); to all farmers employing

' migr#nt workers, and to a selected list of public officials and leaders

in the local community. It should be,made available to the local press

with recommendations for reproduction of some of the key parts; Local
ti

ctors should have a, considerable amount of freedom in the public

relatioris area to dc; terviews, and to present iadio, -TV, ant newspaper

presentations on the operation and functioning of the program.. This

means that the directoi or one of this'staff should receive some specific

training in publib relations.

Possibly an information and communication specialist should be hired

. on the state staff. The role would require him to consult with the local .

programs and assist the directonand staff, in devising an effective

program toinfom the'local population and migrant parents'about,the

program. The program should be factual and straight forward so that

corrected. There was considerable feeling amongmisinformation could be

some program staff that

failing to divulge

The mobile unit mi

e state superintendents office was deliberately

tent information.

t serve. as an effective 'information center on a

much broader basis than it has heretofore. It might. contain materials

------use1U1 to the staff and directors, as well atitelooaI people and migrant

parents. The use of video tapes could-certainly be continued but

should by no means be the only emphasis by the mobile unit. If the .unit

were available for.a specified and well-advertised time early in the

programs or possibly even before the program begins, this Would help set

the stage and inform people early about the functioning and purposes of

144



the program.

pkograM Emphasis

The research literature on migrant education, and experience With .1

the migrant cultUte generally 'emphasizeart the principle need Of migrant

people is for more effective language development, particularly speech

and reading. This means that a heavy emphasis in the- training program

and at each project .should be given to verbal language facility, word

recogni,tion, and reading comprehension.
10

It seema.clear that better materials ate needed for the language arts

program. Some of the materiV.s were quite successful when, they were,

properly used in the simmer of 1970; and are included in the ;!anguage

Arts Curriculum Guide prepared%
t

y the program's langdage arts'specialist.11

this does not mean that the program in art, music, crafts,. physical'

,

education, and possibly other areas,should be mirirdzed. Rather a

greater emphasis might be giyen throughout each of these curriculum areas
)

and infield trips to the systematic developeent of language, reading,

and general communication ability.. This may be the most effectivemiuduts

of building the Self concept, confidence, and conceptual skiIlsorthsh'
).°

migrant children.
Aor

To_accomplish effective language learning, diagnostid testing at the

beginning of the program seems essential, so that the program can be

individualized in so far as possible to help each child build on his

existing experience and understanding.

Quite possibly a highly effective means of emphasizing the experience

component of the language arts program would be to increase emphasis on
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creative drama, field trips, and discussion elements of the program.
12

'Obviously the degree to which these could be used would vary with the age

.
and grade level of the children.,

The Teacher-Aide Relationship

Since the teachers and aides are in most direct contact with the

children, great emphasis is needed on creating, effective teacher-aidb

'teams. This means that aides 'should .be compensated adequately for _their

altpas and contribution, probably receiving at least ot half as much

pay as the' teacher.

Rather than being strictly a "5rvant" of the teacher, limy aides

feel the job Should be defined so he has a ,functional role in the program

apart from strictly teacher assistance. Thismeans that during the

tr*ixiing proces' clarifiCation of the teacher and aide roles should be

emphasized. suggested 'earlier, sped.ie.1 training apart from the

regular trai ng sessions could help aides to build some of the skills

thatwill be essential to effective functioning.as a part of the projec

team. This could be Strerigthened by in-service aide-teacher,
6 -

development reining.

Aides ould be sele9ted.op

to be placed according to tileit,tpartifular interests .and smells' in so

far as,possible. This is re, keY educational opportunity for young

/

y as the tgachrs and would like

410

people interested in teacher, social welfare", Or.oiher professional roles.

Therefore effective involvement should be given'spe'dial, attention to
.

maxi...ze the learning oppOrt-Snities for the young..people.c. z

Strong consideration should be given to use of migrant teenagers as
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project aides. This was tried during the summer of 1970 in a limited

way in several projects, and gene lly seemed to work well (particularly

',: in Sidney). It clearly seems worth developing, and could be incorporated

ab a part of an expanded vocational experience program tried experiMentally
J

'-' in Sidney. Very serious examination of this possibility seems very.much

in order.'

Nurses seem to be among the hardest working and the most pressed

members of the staff. It would seem worthwhile to have an aide (possibly

with a vocational intent to become a nurse) assigned to work with the

project nurse. This could be an outstanding oppoi,tunity for in- service

=sea training.

Recruiting d Parental Involvement,

It is of c siderable importance that parents be more fully informed

/stout the program goals and in- school program it they are to support.

and encourage the youngsters work in,sch6;1. This suggests need for a

well trained bilingual stW,meMber (possibly also a recruiter)'to

maintain contact with parenti on a continuing basis. ThiS'persongdght

serve essentially as an adultedueator who does not conduct classes

but attempts personalize contact with the parents, work systematically

at involving them in the school, and helps them to understand the

learning experiences through which their children are going. This role

-mdght also serve as part of the public relat ons function since the

'person could have to have wide contact in the community with local.

citizens as well as with the migrant people. This.persanmight also work

in,the vocational part of the program noted earlier, in which teenage

. . a

A.*
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migrant. young people Would 'be employed as ai de's and wo d work part-

time in jobs.

Curriculum and Testing t

If the progiara in the schools ie to be able to adequately meet the

&individual needs of the students, there is a great need for more effective,

testing and placement procedurei early in the program.

. A consultant on testing and student placement might 'be. needed to

assist with training and implementation of such an effort. The consultant

could work with preparation of the instruments before the 'program beginit

and consult with teachers and other stiff' during the program on how, to

make best use of, the diagnostic testing and evaluation prograM.

,
,

The eValuation instruments used in 1970 were useful and helped to

indicate character' sti c s' of students and staff early and late Am the

program. However, each instrument was at best an measure of

goal qtainment, since the s:p.cific desired behaVioral changes were not .

explicitly stated. The Califnrnia Perdbrail#y test helped considerably

to define personal and social characteristics of .youngsters, and served

as a good indicator of self-concept and liking for school. However,

measures achievement could be developed or seleced to measure self-

concept and fedlings about school more directly.
13

Similarly, the sentencdcompletiOn. measures were useful and indicative

of student attitudes and language competency but quite imprecise as meitsures

of objective change. both of these instruments as well-auMC Zip

'test, might be quite useful for diagnostic purpodes in the early

. days of the summer program. The sentence completions and language

148
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capability measure would help teachers to'design individualized learning

situations foiNhe yo gters aimed at meeting ,program objectives, 1?lut

beginning spOifically where learning help is needed.

Such an effort would also provide an in-house student evaluation

program. Some standarization within and across projects would provide

material for project files to bp"as;ear after year to measure progress

and effectiveness of the programs.

Student self- once pt and Self-Confidence

Orie of the principle goals in the migrant program in 1970 was

,strengthening the self-concept of the young people. The measurements

with the California Test suggest this was not an entirely successful ,

effort. If self - concept /self - confidence building is to be effective,

it needs, some very special Attention;

Research suggests that a crucial factorrin building self -- concept

in migrant'children is to thoroughly understand the cbltural background

of the, migrant wor an this case the Mexican-dimerican culture.

The methods o discipline and interacting with youngsters are ofeyiy

unique in some respects as compared 4th AmericaA culture in general.

I

,

Amy effective, teacher will need to understand thorollgilly the nature of
, I

211411rant amity and the form of discipline usedin the'` Mexican
4 !

.,Ameiican culture.
14

-

Research studies alpo suggest ,the poweifUl need fox regular

iritAdualized oppcmtunities for meaningful success with reinforcement

if self-confidence and self-concept are to strengthen within'th ool

set3ting. Therefore a curriculum approach need's to be used which
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,, ... , 4.. .. . ,

8XPtematicaily makes Ape of the reseafrch. findings trwork at building-v
the kinds of personal and sial skills that lead to confident and .

, t , d7-., .

effective functioning in AmSiviCan socis67.

One component,- c-.4" *is Woul.d, oeftainlyabe the involvement of,the
, ,., , c 4. - :

youngsters in curriculum planning, rule mka.. s....,sg and school' clisciplirie, ..

rather than leaving this "entirely to the .disc;letion. of the teachere acid

other projeCt staff:

Training Mantrklsind.Ma-beriala.

The at,/ of Michigan has prepare' ui excellent inaetual_f'oruse of.
ve

migrant, staff and as a training, devipe. ,There 1.8 ailsofen excellent

report called "A Synthesis of Current Resear Migrant'gdUc

James 0. Schnur of the Mexico State 'Unive sity. 17 Using these 3 atorials
.

and the results of this evaluation the migtant, administrative staff

sh.ould be able to construct a very helpful manual that could be ot, use
.

to teachers and, aides, project staff, and oilier piiople. interested in the. .
. " . , r ., J.migrant education program. . %. 1

Administrative Procedures

The adMinis :tine approach used in 1970 is sigficult.to criticize.

The pro, am directcsrs in the office of the SuperInt.ehde
\Ins action made a very success :effort to deeentra ze respOnsibility

64

and to design a training effort whiciA would leild to strenthenialg of the

migrant program Over a number of years: Thit_is to be Commended and
t

seems .to have been highly Successful as viewed by the majority of the,-

,etaff working in the-program. Theda.dministrative procedure begun this
0

year .shotad be expanded to increase involvement, of directors in

150Q
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tlAnniOng and to make use Of the input from staff in a constant readjustment

of the program. There is sound basis in the literature ofivsychology

and sociology w ch gests that people will be much more commited and-
.

will work h barder4n an effort, whether it is education or otherwise,

in whi they have influence and can be involved fully cision

lA
prOcsaes.-- This'requiremeiNis particularly important for creative

4

id highly inte/lighnt people of the kind that the migrant project-'-

presumably wants to enii5l in the migrant program.

The principle criticism of:the state level of administration seems/

to have been some inadequacies inOannunication,,sdheduling, and paper

work. It would seem very important to have one person on the state

project staff who had the competence and commitment to. the details of

paper work, connunication and scheduling. This may be a f1311-time task

and should be care illy examined anddefined during the very early

,,_planning process. Although the frustration ofpal:erwOrX sums minor to

the overall.

effective s

program.

goals of the program, they areia critical to

tag; relationships and to a smoothly ftactiadingtotal

FUture Evaluations

The evaluation effort in 1970 was intended to provide baseline measures

on stullents and staff, as well aa,to measure irogramlnpact,through

finstrumented measurement and direct program observat.jbn. Since no

previous effort of/ this magnitude had been undkrtaken in Montana (or in
. -

other states specifically with respect to the migriht_ programs), it was

Somewhat of a pioneering effort. Instrumentschad to.be located or

9.
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developed which would, measure the existing situation at program

.initiation ana cbmpletion.

.

The authors of this report are reasonably satisfied that the evaluation

goals were met, although there are specific procedural-and instrumentation

139

problems that, in retrospect, seemed somewhat inadeq.iate. 'All of the.

instruments and methods used wbre productive at leaalt.in. part. The
\ -

baseline information established using these procedures will certainly

4

be useful to future evaluatiari efforts.
...-....

,
4

However,. there, are a variety of other "evaluation approaches that
--; - -''4 ,"; . , o

might t aye beeri used; Which could 1-1- aVe been implemented with a variety
., --#..

.

of mesUnremehhstruments The :Purdue Ordnionaire" is the only instrument-

f
, ,.'''

....1,
-

that clearly is amore the best avai101e measures four detecting teacher

satisfaction:with the functioning of thex. school system. .

Evaluation should be built into the migrant program each year, so as

toxirri.ze the oppOrtunity for helpful acdpation of programs and

implementation of change. It seems important:thai an outside consultant
.

be involved in design of the evaluationprolid, assisting with establishment

of methodological procedures, ancritpiepa-tiationspf the evaluation

'report; a major proportiop of tie Ton -sib sftation of instruments,

44

observation might be dOne as well by regular employees

the Superintendent of i'ublic Instruction. The outside

interviewing and

of the Office of

consultant would provide some assurance that the procedures were

adequate to avoid biases Ol'in-house evaluators. This would seem crucial

if the evaluations results are to have objective respectability.

The instruments and methods to be used should b' debigned in. full

d.
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coordinationith the behhvioral change objectives which were earlier'

stressed'as critical to effective prdiram design, training of staff, and

conduct of the program.
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VIE PURDMETEACHiWOPINIONAIRE

prepared by Ralph R4'Hentluaand Averno M. Rempel"

$ This instrument is designed to provide you the opportunity to express
-your opinions about your work as a teacher and various school problems
in your particular school situation. There are no.right or wrong respo es,
so do not hesitate to mark the statements frank*. .

'Fill in the information below. You will notice that there is no
'place for your name. Please do not record your name. All reponses will be
strictly .confidential and results will be reported by groups only.
DO NOT OMIT Or ITEMS.

School a
v
Date

*
,

month dgi year

i
.

Age ..sex Highest Degree Completed
. ,

DIRECTIONS FOR RECORDINGRESPONSES.ON-OFFIONAERE '
. ---2,...,-

..,0,
. .Read each statement Careful*. Then indicate whether you agree, probably

agree, probably, disagree, or disagree with each Statement. Mark your ,-..

answerein the following manner: .
.

-..

If yot agree with the statement, circle HAH,*****..0A PA PD DO

If You aresamewha"*uncertain, blit probably. agreewith theuncertain,
statement; circle "PAH 9 aro, A

if you are somewhat uncertain, but probably disagree with
.

.thtstatement, circle HPD" ' A Pk 5 D
,

If iytedisagree,with the Statement, circle HD" A PA PD

'

..

1. Copyright 1967, Purdue Research FOundation
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EDUCATION SCALR VII

Xnstrvetions: Given below are 30 statements on educational ideas. and problems
about which we all have beliefs, opinions, aftd attitudes. We 41 think
differently about such matters, and this scale is an attempt to let you express

your beliefs and dpinions.' Respond to: each of the items as fa lows:

Agree Very Strongly: +3
Agree Strongly:- +2-

Agree: +1

Disagree Very Strongly: -3
Disagree Strongly: -2

Disagree: -1

4

For example, if you agree ma stry. with histatement,, you would writ +3
on the short line following the statement, but if you should happen to sagre

with It, you would put a -1 lollowing. it. Respond to each statement as best

you can. Go rapidly but carefully. Do not spend too much time on anyone
statement; try to respond and then go on.

Code
1. Learning is essentially a process of increasing ()nets

store of information about the various fields of knowledge.

2. The curriculum consists of subject-matter-to be learned
;and ski is to be acquired. "34

33

35

36

37

38*
.1

39 -

f

3. The learning of proper attitudes is Often morerimportant
than the learning of subject matter.,

4. It is More .u.rtarit that the chiLi learn, how to approach .

and solve p blems khan it is for hit to master the subject
matter of the curriculum. "

'5. The true/view of education is so arranging learning that
the child gradually builds up a storehouse of knowledge
that-he can use in the future.

.

. 3

,

6. Wet is needed in the modern, classroom is a revival, of the
authority of the teacher.

7. .Teacheralshould keep in mind that pupils have to be made
to work. -

,

V

-1-
.

8. Schools of today are neglecting the three Ws. 40

9. Standards of work should not be the same fort all pupils: -.

they shoul.Avary with the pupil. 41

'10. The' goalg' of education should be dictated by children's
interests and needs, as well asby'the demands of society.

11. Bach subject and activity should be aimed at developing a
;iarticulat part of the child'e makeup: pb ical, Intel-
actual4 social, moral, or- spiritual. -,
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r,ight from the very first grader teachers 'must teach
the child at his orn lever! ,mid`' not at the level of the

grade he is in.°

13. Teachers need to be guided /h What they are to teach.

No individual teacher can be permitted to do as he wishes,
I especially vhen it comes to teaching children.

14. Learning expeUenc9s orPnized arounddife Teriendes

- rather than around subjects is desirable in ur schools.

15. Ue should git the curriculum to the child and not the
child to the cuiricOmm. 4

16. Subjects that sharpen the mind, like mathematics and
foreign languages, need greater emphasis in the public
school exuricullm.

17. Since life is essentially a struggle, education should
emphasize compWion and tha fair competitive spirit.

la. The healthy interaction of pupils onp mith another is
just as important in school as the learning of subject

4- matter,

19. The organization of instruct-ion and learning must he
centered.on univprsal ideas and truths if education is
to be more thane*ssing fads and fancies.

20._ The,curriculum should contain-on orderly arrangement of-

subjects that represent the best-of out cultural heritage.
0 ,

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

21. True .discipline springs I'm interest, motivation, and'

', -involvement in live problems.
. .

. ....--

.*

22. Emotional development and.social development are as'
important in the evaluation of pupil progress as academic

_

% achievement.
.

.

,*

4
, N

23. Education and educational institutions must be sources of

new social ideas. 55

. 24. Children should be taught that all problems' should be
subjected to critical, and objective scrutiny, including'
religious, moral, economic, and social problemslv

25. One of the big difficulties with modern, schools is that
discipline is often sacrificed to the interests of

children. ,

26.-- Teachers should encourage purilito study and criticize

our on and other economic systems and practices.
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02V. Children need and should have more supe
'discipline than they usually get.

sion and

,28. Schools should teach chi)cben dependenc'e on higher moral
values.'

29. The public school 'should take an active pact in st
lating sociail, change. ., '63;

e .....
30. Learning ds experimenta3.; the shild 'should be to

test alternatives before aeceaingt any of them. .......... a 62r $
, \

r,

O

-Code

59
.

4

a

4,4

60*
a

0

.

4, 1 6 4

0 e

SD 1.

0

0.
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iDUCATION SCALE

Respondent Ho.. 9 - 10

Instructions: Given below are 20 platements on educational ideas and, problems
about which we all have beliefs, opinions, and. attitudes. We all think
differently about such matters, and this scale is an attempt to let you ex-
press your beliefs and opinions. Respond to each of the items as -follows:

Agree Very Strongly: +3 Disagree Very StArngly: -3Agree-Strongly: +2 Disagree Strongly.: . -2
Agree:. +1 Disagree: -1.

. -
For example, if you agree very stronely with a statement, you mould write
+3 on the short line following the statement, but if you sbniU.d hamen'to
disagree with. it, you would put -1 after it. "Respond to each state-
ment" as best you can.. Go rapidly but carefully. Do no-c spend too much
time on any one statement; try to,respond and then -go on.

1. The goals pf education should be dictated by chi3.drents
'interests and needs, as well ao by the larger demands o;
society.

c.

2. No subject is more important than the personalities of
the pupils.

3. 3choolo of today are neglecting the three IV

4. The pupil-teacher relationship is the trelationship between
a child who needs direction, guidance, and control and a
teacher who is an etPert euppiying direction, guidance,

. Code

33
it

34

35

and control.
'..36---

5. Teachers, like university professors, should have academic

7.

freedom - freedoms to teach what they think is right and best. 37 ffr

The-,backbone of the school cu.ral.cu.lumis subject matter;
activities are useful mainly to facilitate the learning
of Subject matter.

teachers should encoux e pupils to study Lind criticize
our own aria other economic systems and practices.

The traditional moral standards of our children 6hoiald
not just present problems of students..

Learning is experI.;ental;,,the child should-be, taught
test alternatives before accepting:any of them.

38.

39

40

41

1
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Code

119. The curriculum consists 0S,subject44talto be learns
and skills to.bs.acquirtt.

11. Thetrue'view of education is so, arranging learning ,that
the child gradually builds up a store house of 1morledge
thab:he,can use in the futurc.

12. One of the big difficulties with modern schools is ihat
discipline is often sacrificed to the interests of
,children.

13. The curriculyakehoald contain an orderly.arrangement'SNf
'subjects that represent the best of our,cultural heritage.

,

14. Discipline ishould be governed by long-range interests
and well-establisbed standards.

,

15. Education and educational institutions.musi be sources
,of new social ideas; education, must be a social program
undergoing coptinual,reconstrucbion.

16. Right from the very first srade, teachers must teach
the child at his oils lev61 an6not at the level of the
grade he is in. '

.

17. AChildren should be aimed more freedaa than they
usually git in the execution of learning activities.

/

-18. Children need and should 'have more supervision and
. disciplinb than they usualry- get.

ft

19. Learning is essentially a process of increasing one's
store of information about the'various fields of.krow , -,-''

ledge._ -,

,
.

f51

20, In a\ democracy, teachers should he students understand
not only the meaning-of_democracy but also__the meaning

yie

of the ideologies of other po/Wcal systems-. ----- 52-
1,. , ,

. ,

.
..,...t.

5- 4

roons.000.80.0

. "

X55

44

45 ,/

46

, 47

. 49
`5,

50

"7

9., 6"

e .

4

I

4

.

1
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OPIFIONNAIRE Ott ATTITUDE? ,TOIIARD EDUC4TI0N

Respondent No.

. 156

- 3.0

Below are a number of statements about ittieh teachers may have different
opinions. As you, read through each statement, please make a circle around, .

"A" if you are more or less in agreement with the statement, and make a
circle around '!D" if_you_are mnreor_less digiireement with Please
answer all questions.

1. Boys and girls who are delinvent are, :then all is said
and done, basically good. 1

4

Code

D. 33

2. If boys and girl aVe to do an adequate job of learning
in school, their needs for love must be met.. 4- A D 3-

3. it 'is appropriate for teachers to require an additional
assignment from a pupil who ,;misbehaves in class., A D 35 c,

4.. How a student feels about what he learns is as important
as what hellearns. A D- 36

j. The my to handle a pupil who tells lies is to threaten
0., to punish him. A D

.

6. The high school pupil who fis not interested in having
dates should be commended. . A D4,

. ,--; . Y
v

#

%
7.' Education has failed unless it-has helped boys and girls

stto understand and express their own feelings and exper-
iencis. ' A A 39, ,

1
......

._,
8. .',You should' tell aochild who masturbates' that it leads to

.

... ruined Ylealth.- ,

.. 'A D 40
. . ,-

4 .

. .

.- -
9.' The classroom. experiences tliai are most helpful to boys ! i -.

'and girls are the ones whetelar they can expres5 themselves ,

37

. All children shoUld be encouraged. to *aim at '6116 highest
4\ '

academic .goals. .. , - - A. . 42

-c., child7 201lAites his nails sh7ld be shamed. , "A D 3
4

11.
t

, s,' :

121 Children outgrair early emotional experiences as they do . ' .

.,
.

' shoes -and clothes. A D :0 44
r---,

--a
(

-

167
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Code

13. What boys and girls become as adulti is more closely
related to theexperiences they have with each other
than it is to mastery of specific subject matter. .

A D . 45

,

14.. It is more important for students
,

to learn to -ork 4'

'together cooperatively then it is for them to learn hoy'.

to compete. . AA D 46

15. Some Pupils axe jUst naturally stubborn. A D 47.

16. §tudeuts_ehquld be permitted to-disagree withthe

teacher. A D 48

7. It is better for a-girl to be dhy and timid than "boy

cramr.11 A D 49

0
18., Boys and girls should learn that most of life's:problems

have several possible solutions.and'not just one "correct"

one: .

A D 50

1(:): The first signe.of.delintiuency in a pupil shquld be

.
receives:1'13y a^tightening of discipline and more

- restrictions. A . D 51

20. The newer methods of education tend to standirdize

childran'Is behavior.

21. Most toys and girls who present extreme cases of
"problem behavior" are doing the best tbeyoan4Tolget

52.

along -with other'' people. A D .53

.
..',

22. An activity to be educationally valuable should,train

reasoning and Memory in general.
. ,

23. 'It is more important for a dhild to have faith in hint-

_ self than it is for him to be. obedient. A D 55

24. Being grouped according to ability dmulges the self .
,

confidence of many boys and girls.
i

. D 56,
, .

A D 54,

%
,

.-

effective
,

-,

25. Criticism of children.,by teeehered..4 more Tor
obtaining the desired behavior than criticism of children=

by others their own age. , . A D 57

26.. All questions a student asks sbould be recognized and

considered. -D . 58 '

27. 'The pupil who isn't making good grades should be told

to study harder. A D 59

1'68
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o
r Code :

28, Chi ltren should not be permitted to talk, without
permission of the teacher. A .D 6o-

29-. A students who will not, do his york should ,be helped
1/(

Ain every-Way possible. 61

54. Boys and girls in the elementary school should be pro-

o
mot regardless of whether they have completed the

w for their grade or not.
.

-A D- 62-

31. The teacher should laver grades for misconduct in class. A D 63

32, A teacher should permit a great deal,of latitude in the
lay he peimits boys and girls to address him. .A D 64

33, It is a good idea to tell a pupil that he can succeed in
any type of work if he works hard. A D 65

34. Students will tolerate errors and even occasional in-
justices in a teacher who, they feel, likes and under-
stands them. 66

35. A teacher should accept the deficiendies and, short- -
comir§s of a student, as well as his good points. ro A D 67

36. Each time et panishment should be increased. A D 6S

37. Boys and girls can learn propex discipline only if they
are given sufficient freedom.

38. If a teacher. keeps schost conditions exactly, the Basle
and,gives all pupils an equal opportunity'to- respond,
he has done all he can do.

D 69

A D 70

39. a, pupil c9nstantiy performs for. attention, the,

teacher should: see to it that' he gets no atten4on. A D 71

40. Dishonesty is a more serious' personality characteristic

than unsocialness.
.

P 72

Agreat deal of mrlsbehavioi problem pelytrelor reSults _

from fear and guilt. , A ,D 73

. .

42. e teacher' s first responsibility in all cases of mis-

conduct is to locate and punish the offender. 4 .A D . 74-

43. It is better for 'b4s and girls to 'talk... about the

things that bother them than to try'tO forget them. A D, 75

44. Host pupils need some of the natura'). meannessstaken

out of them. A D 76

44

169



Code

45. It is more important for boys, and girls to be liked
andlAccepted by their friends'than it 'is for them to 1.at along with their teacher's. A ?I) 77.

46; Teachers' should answer children's questions about sex

frankly and, if possible, vd.thout show of embarrassment. A D 678

,

--Ilhert_a_pupliobeyz_a.12_thif.Les of the school, one can

be sure he is developing moral character. A D 79

When a teacher xis told something in confidence by a
1

child, he should keep the matter :just as confidential
as though it were entrusted to him by an adult. A p 8Q

0

49., Since a person memorizes best durinA childhood, the
period should be regarded as -a time- to store up facts.

for *later use.

50. 'Students should play's? very active pare ,in formulating
rules for the classroom'and the school.

4

4.;

A p 33I

-

A p 34

S

o

e
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PM Scale .

Respondent No.: q - 10

The next section of this questionnaire is a' series of attitude statements.
Each represents a commonly held opinion and there are no right or wrong

answers. You vill probably disagree with some items and agree with others.
We are interested in the extent to 'rich you agree or disagree with matters

of opinion.

Read each statement carefully. Then, on the separate answer sheet, indicate
the extent to which you agree or disagree by recording a number on the line

following each statement. The numbers and their meanings are indicated below:

4 .
If you agree strongly 7 record +3

If you agree somewhat - record +2

If you agree sligly -- record -.:'-1

If you disagree. Slibtl 4rr.- record -1

If you disagree somewhat - record -2

If you disagree strprgly - record -1

First irapressioiks are usually bestin such Read each statement, decide

if you agree'or disagree and the strength your opin.ion, and then record the

appropriate number on the answer sheet. Be sure to. arlsWer evert statement.

If yoil find that the numbers 'to be used in answering do not adequately indicate,

your own opinion,' use the one which is clo-sest, to the way you feel. k

, ...



PHN Scale ,

1. Most trill: tell the ,instructor when he has made a

mistake in adding up their score, even if he had given them
more points than they deserved.,

2.. Most people t,311. change the opinion, they erpress as a-result

of an onsliught of criticism, eyem though they really'don't
change the way they feel. '

3. I find that may first impression `of a person is usnally

correct.

4. Our success in life is pretty-much determined by forces
outside our Own control.

If you give the average person a job to do and leave him

do it, he will finish it successfully.

6. Nowadays "many people won't make a move until they find out

vihat other people think.

7. Most people denot'hesitate to go out of their way to help
someone in .trouble.

8. Different people react to the same situation in different
wows

9. Attempts to understand ourselves are Usilallyfutile.

10. People usually tell the truth, even when thggrkmr they
would be better off by

11. The importrint thing'in being successful nowadays is not
how hard you work, but howwelryou.fit in with the. crowd.

12. It'e not hard to undeAtand what really is important to a

person.

13. Most students do not cheat when taking ah exam.

111.

14. The typical. student will cheat on a test when everybody el
does, even.thdUgh he has a iet of ethical standaids.

15. People dre quite diffeyent imtheir-basic interests.

.16. I think, I giea'gOod.-idea of 6"Peron's basic nature after
a brief conversation with him. 48

A

49

amalori.

,.14V

Code

.33

35

36

37

39

40

42

43-

44

45

46

47

17. Most people are basicallY.honest.

172



Cede
It's . rare person who w. go against the crowd.

50=

19. The typical person is 'sincerely concerned about the lems
of others.

4

20. If I could ask a person three questions about himself
(and assuming he would answer then honestly), I-would know
a great deaf. about him.

21. Most people have an unrealistically favorable view of their
own capabilities.

"22.`If you act in good faith with people, almost all of them
vial reciprocate with fairness towards you.

51

1.52

53

23. Most people havaito rely on someone else to make their
important decisidhs for . 55

, .

. .

../.----724. When I neet'a person, I look for one basic characteristic
through which Itry to-understand him. 56-----o

25. The average person will rarely express his opinion in a
group when he sees the others disagree with him. .

26.' People are unpredictable in how, they'll act from one
situation to another.

-----, ,

27. Give me a few facts about a person and I'll have a good .
'idea' of whether 'Ill like him or not. ----- 59

28. If a person tries hard =rash, he will usually reach his
goals tn life.

........-- 60
. .

, i

58

29. People claim they have ethical standards regarding honesty
and morality, but few people, stick to them when the chips .

61
-

are down. -.
. ..-

30. Most people have the courage of their convictions. 62

-----
,

,. -

31. I find that my first impressions of people are frequently ,

63
. i -

32. Tie average person has an accurate undersivnding of the
reasons for his be4prior. 64

Wrong.

33. If you want people to do a job right, you should explain
things to them in great, detail and supervise them closely.

Most people can take their own decisions, uninfluenced by`
public opinion.

173
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35. It's only a rare person who would risk his Own life and limb

to help someone else. 67

6136. Some people aTe too complicated for me to figure ut.

37. It is achievement, rather than popularity with others, that

gets you ahead nowadays.

38. It's pathetic to see an unselfish person in today's world
because o many, people t#ke advantage of him.

If you eve a good idea about how several plon1e will react

to a ce tain situation, you can expect most'peoiple to react

the sam WAY.

40. I 'think you can never really understand the feelings_ of

other people.

41. The- average person is largely -the master of his on fate.

4 42. Ilbst people are not real 4 hot eat for a desirable'reasod;

they're afraid of geNng ?aught.

43. The average person will stick to his opinion if he'thinks

he's. right, even if others disagree. .
44. People pretend to care more shout-one another then. they

really do.
, )

4 :

45. Most people are consistent from situation to siiu o iri.

the way they react to thir*. ...

46. You can't accurately describe a persWin just a few words.

47. It a studefit does not bieve in qh(0. he wit). void

it even if he sees many thers doi5g'it.

48. Most people inwardly dislike putting themselves out
help 'other people.

1 '

49 You can't classify everyone, as good or-bad.

-44
50. The person with novel ideas *respected in our society.

5t2. If I can see hail a-pereon reacts to one I have

a good idea of how he will react to other sit tions.

52. .People axe-too complex to ever-be understood -fully.,

53. Most people. have a good idea*of what their strengt

weaknesses are.

a

I
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'69

70

71

72

73

74

75

'16

80
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54. Most people will.,speak out or what, they believe in.

When you get right dawn to ii* people are quite alike
in theirAotiona3 makeup.

A

.

Cdae

33

39

4
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'QUESTIONS for MIDD&JPHASE

Morale-Teem.".Effectiveness

1. How well do you feel yo6urpr.oject teim is Sunciiconing?

83

4

4

I.

Very well
Moderately

bell
Not so well

A / 1

J.

v

2. Are you having regular meetings tt provide each other feedback?

Daily
2 or 3 times weekly
Weekly
Less than weekly

3. Do you feel like your applicable skills are being fully utili7.6d in

the project?
Yes
No

Comments:
10,1

p.

h.. Specifically what are you doing to help other staff?

17



Page 2

5. Do you feel you have adequate freedom to do the t ngs you want to do

in program?

. e

Comments:

4

""-

Yes"

No

What (if anything) seems to inhibit you from being as effective as you

would like?

4
-

7. Have you cooperated in any way with teachers, administrators or aides

from other projects?
.

4 Yes

In what way?

No

8. Have you actively used community resources in the conduct of your

classes?

Yes
N#

How?

O

f:

177
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. .

Page 3

9. 'Ha:veyou had an opportunity to meet and know any of the chilldrents

'parents?
Yes
No

Can you describe the nature of this involvement or reasons for ladk

of involvement?,

1 .
U

Training Effectiveness

I

,

167

10. Do you now feel the pre-program training has 'been helpful in conduct

of the program?
Yes Ac.

No

How? Csxi-You give specifics? What parts of the training do you feel

were most helpful?

11. Have you observed any negative Tesults of the tr

Yes
No' ---------

1.

AnyCinloifSc examples?

O

,

a 1 178 .



Page

4

Have the visits by thla training consultants been helpftl?

'

.4..

In 1.4hat,.mayst-

.1

Yes
.No

a

an.

0
0

,
. e

,Goal Realization

13. po the"chilaren_appear t3 be participating actively ip the program?

AnY' 12t.amPl:

4'

22

, OP"
Xes
No

4

169

14. Are the children making significant progrese in lar=a0 skillq?
., , °.

.

. .
1 . 2 '

...2.-'

Yes . .

,

Explain:

2

a

C

4

. 9

qr,

.4.

No
f./

a ,

)

'79*
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I

seemDo they' em to haVe gained self-confidence?.

A- -

Can you illustrate' how?
.

.

4 v.. tt

Ye's

No

4t

16. Do the children seem to,have gained increasing respect foi the

cultural background?

e

.

18.

Hpw?
0.

a

J

ti

How do you mean that?.

_t

Yes
No

wl

Yes
No

J. 9

0

Do you feel the work load is greater than4reasonable, for the pay

involved?

Please_explain

Yes
No

I

o



I . ' .:."'
* a

f9... boliou think' the people in the community feel the educational

f prbgrata is mciithwhil:e?
.

Yes
i

, No

418

Pape' 6,

20. Can you describe what the children you work.mith do during a
typical day? What is the schedule? How doesoit vary during.
the course of the program?

tp

r

eV

181
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Wiliam C. Schutz, Ph .D

A

)5 ?,

- .

DIRECTIONS This questionnaire is designed 'to explore the typical4ways
you interact witti pe.tople:, There are, "of course, .no right or wrong answers;

. each pettOn has his own ways of behaving. , , .%_,' Sometimes people e tempted to answer questions like these in
t4 toms of what they t a person ihoulddo. ,This is not what is wanted

here. We would Like to, ow how .you actually behave.
fr.. Som%itetas may seem' similar to .others. However, each item is

different so pleaee answer each one without regard to the others°. There
is no time limit, but do not debate, long over any item., ., .\ , . , k

. ;

NAM

j

, GROUP;

VC DATE
00,

4 7--

a

0

..
,

A 5.
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*is . *".

AGE
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- e
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CoRygight 1957 ,by William C. Schutz,. _.Publislied 2467, by' Consulting"
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Naze:

IDUCAT3DMAL PERSPTIB'ITilES:
EVALUATION BASRLINE INFORMATION'

Address

x.

O

V

Pields'e Study:
Undergraduate Najor:

Undtrtgradnate 'ors.:

Telephre;

Respondent Number
0

EduCational level:
High School
Some Cdilege

. Completed College
Graduate Degree

..:Graduate Major:
, traduate Minors :-

laKperienee:. . r --.., 1, .

la Years Teaching E:cperience

.

hing

Level:

4

Other

r

S

\
Primary
Junior High
High School
Other:

.
PIpMMONO11

Code

9 10

r

11

. 12 - 13
14.-15

15 - 16
17.- la

19-'20
21

*

- 0-

S. C...
r"

23-

.

26 - 27
;..

'1

\

5ation for Sumner rant Children 'Teaching
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Prim Grades Kgn. to 3' ,.form AA

QUIFCRNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY

, tt$
1953 Revision

Devised: y

7

Louis, P. thort, Willis W. Clark, and Ernest W. Tiegs

,;

Nathet
; e Last

ea

I

t.

Rcaminer

.
ao

st mi,do_Le

*

IQ

'(Circleene)
Grade' Boy Girl

,

.

bate of
Test

J- . .Honta ?Day fear`

.

194'0i
is Age

.4i-It117

ITIY Ygtar--4 Month :
:.--
s. -. . - . - . , .. S '.'.. e ... -I... .. ..., ,

,-

-vr

V o
: , . ,;;:iA .

4*

. /
.4., . . I,

TO BOYS AND GiRLS:,4 . . ' .
. - -. . 0 .

'1 - . &
.

,

'n . .; . .
a This booklet hash smile question.4 'which. can 'be answered YES or 110. .Your

answers will show what you usually think,, how you. usnally feel, or
\ i4hat you 1.1.stiall r do about iliings. Work as-fast:as* you can without

:,. emaking 411.ist;alotp. e ,.' r .,.. ..
4.-; ;..

. ...17,

07 TURN AIS4Ata3 %IL TOID qx) J00 SO

1

I,-

45,

*/,.41
PUBLISHED $Y CALIFORNIA TEST BUREAU A DIVISION OF Ii6GRkiel-MILL BOOK cam4ffr,-

Del Monte Research 'Park, Mo4erey; California-gowlight 1 4.2, 1953 by McCraw=
Hill; Inc. - all rights reserved' - printed in: Vie United t tes of 4:0Ldrica
this wpl4k, 'or einy 'parts thereof, may notte reproduced r form mithout-

7-4

perMissiOn of the publishers,

a/r /7?6- 210
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riOn. the lines. below are
1

some senten ces that are started: but are r(cit
' finished. "Complete each sentence to tell how you 'really' eel. Let s }`

.try an-example. Suppose the sentence reads this way. ".
t
(.

I I 4.7......

./ , ,

..-* : alit
4 iI 'I

: ' %_...:( v;
.

:
.. - _ Code,

.. ...t 'Prp4eGt'NO. : 5

,, , 'ThZ - ..:: t-.

ft: Date ... 6:- 9

,

Lir thlmber* . 10 - 12

Class ,

ENTENCE COMPLETION FORM

A. 'Todayir weal to

ea,

To complete this entenCe you might write "plai_tall, "get a good
grade," "finish rry omework ear so can go to.a'show," or many,
maw other things, depending whatlyou really want. 'Her4ls a harder
onel,

. )3. ,Compared with most years,

o

his one
,

;To finish this senten might write "didn't have-as m uch rain,".
'was about tkte ,same as st years,"--""1..*- more interesting for me,"
or many pikier go to te41 how., you /03, ttlis year was like or
.different from.//most yors,: 4

4
f. .

. , . 7 4

Now start with the first $entenceSelow, telling how you really feel.
N Do every one, Be sure to make a whble sontence. There Are no 'right

or. wrong answers. Each )1rson will end,, up with a differlant sentence.
, . ,

.1. Compared .With most -fam)lies, fmnilsr. is a

r

185



2.

3.

4.

5.

v...

Studying is

Code

. \

'15

16

17

-18

I learn best when

N..

A nice thing abbut my family

O

When I*bw up, Iwant to be

I

.1Ir
6.,. Some of 'the best things about this, clasp are ,.

4 (
/ iii

_ 1-3 ..
., t

, v
/
.0,

00.1 4
aMy father ...4; .4' ',"-, ...- .. .

8-.* Lea/ming out of bc'oits is

:

ar 0

9. If I could be someone Vlse.I

4 10: When. I talk: about school.). my er -.4.-

411

11.,ee 1 am happiest *then

183

24

o .
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12. What .I like to do most is

13., In class, working by myself- is

14. Some of the worst things about this class are

0

. A mother is nice when

. ,Q)

16'' ey-en I talk about school, my father

_ Most of __` I wan to

)0.

-18. 2n class,) working with other ig"

19. /teacher think4 I am

4/

f

rrr

I think this' school is

:

241. I think my teache'r is
)

*

187
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26

27

28

29 p,

-30

.31,

32

33
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As,

, Vir

Code

Project No. 1 5

Date 6 - 8

Your: number 9 :111

Classes 12

IPLE CHOICE SENTITCE COMPLETIONS-
4

4,*

e

OA this form are some sentences that are started btt not finished.

Below each sentence that has been started are some different ways

that it might be finished. You are to pqat. an X in front of the one

that makes'the sentence most true for you# There are no right or

wrong answers. The way you feel about things is what cOOts.
*Pi

list's try an. example. Suppose the sentence reads this way:

Todair-I want to

,splay ball.

a good grade.

xgo to a movies

'Suppose that what you want most =today, of the three choices listed,

ds.to go to a movie. To show that this is your choice, you'would put

an X on the line in front of the words go to a movie, as hak been done

in the qxample...

Are there any questions? =,

Start with the first sentence and put an X in front of the one ending

treat makes the sentence most true for you., Do every one. There are

no right or wrong answers. This is not a test. What is right for

you would not necessarily be right for somebody else. Remember,.

complete each sentence with onlir one-Xl-that is, put an X only in front

Of the, ending that comes closest to the way you really feel.

°

0

.e

.188'

404
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: E. My schoolwork is

very hard (1)

sort of hard (2)

sort of easy (3)
r\

very easy Ar me (4) I

Code

F. I learn beat when
,

I work by myself (1)

I work with a friend (2)

I work in a group (3)

would0make us work harder (1)

0 wouldn't make us work so hard (2)

H. In class, working with ot,hers

0.-

the best way for..me to e

4

sometimes good, sometimes not (2)

not'as good as Working alone (.3)

a waste of time for me '(4)

I. My schoolwork is&

very interesting (1) .

interesting"sometimes (2)

sometimes dull (3)

dull and boring (4),

189*

la

3.9
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Code

A. My schoolwork
%.

is a lot of fup (1)

is sometimes fun (2)

isn't much fun (3)

is not fun'at all (4)

B. Learning from books is

very interesting (1)

interesting sometimes (2)

13

sometimes dull (3) ,

very dull and boring (10

C. Studying is

a lot of fun ,(1)

sometimes fbn Ct $ ,

not much fun-(3)

not un. at alb. (4).

D. The bebt thing about this class is

the kids in it (1)

the things we learn (2)

recess (3)

the teacher (4)

the fun we have in class (5)

190



.

er.77r9/
OW

4

J. LeardiligT.from books is
4

way to learn (1)

_goodf; bu-:Er1,1 can learn more in other4ways (2)

*sr: a not a very good way to learn (3)i
gip

s_arzr t at all, a good way to learn (/.)

dre t

di K. StOdying is 6
very dull and boring (1)

9

sometimes dull (2)

interesting sometimes (3)

very interesting (4)

L.' The worst thing abcut this class is

mit
'

r 'lip "r

the kids in- it (1)

the things we have-to study (2)

the teacher .C3)
*

hd.t we aliiret never have fun (4)

that we,have to stay in school too long
.

N

tr. I
t

captt learn much when

I work by rayslf (1)

I work with a friend. (2)

.I work in agroup (3)

N. If I should fail in chool,

Ild try t do better,(1)

wish I

I'd feel as

,

Itd quit sch r 4

4.;': 9 ISs.

Ii"" \

udied more (2)1

(3) I

At'

"'sr *.

e t

(5)

let

Code

es

22

-23

25



..

0.. 113. class, working with others

not fun at all (1)

not; much fun (2)

sometimes fun (3)

a lot of fun (4)

P. When I talk about school; my mother

dbesnl t listen (1)

sometimes listens, (2)

XN listens most of the time (3)

is Very interested (4)

Q. I learn best when ,

the teacher helps. me (1)

anothe.r pupil \helps me (2)

someone in my fami

I can work it out r myself (4)
co

If I should fall in scho'ol, \
Isd be mad at the teacher, kl)

Asp Ild, be mad at myself, (2) .

I'd Say it was tough luOk (3)

;;OuldnIt.b-e- my fault (4)

ss.

,. Is

e:

)fr

A

ti

: .

e.

1.

Code

27

ao

O

.30-

of
r.

.



11.

Code .

0: In class, work4ngvith others is

not fun at all,(1) i7.

not much fun. (2)

sometimes

a lotof fun-(4).

P. When I talk about school, my mother

doesn't listen (1)

: / sometimes listens (2)

listens most of the time (3).

is very interested (4)

Q. I ,le'arn best when

the teacher helps me (1)

another pupil helps me (2)

28

29

someone in my family helps me (3)

I can work it out for myself (4)

R. Ir I should fail in school,

I'd be mad at the teacher (1).

I'd be mad at. myself (2)

I'd say it was tough llick (3)

it wouldn't be my fault (4)
I

4
6

4

192



'With a friend (1)

Dm 'with my faM.i..1 at home (2)

. In ;lass, working with others is

very hard (1).

harder than workingbyioursalf(2)
1 .

easier than working by (3)

.1

. very easy

U. When I talk about school, my father

is very interested (1)

listens most of the time (2)

sometimesaistens (3) ,

doesn't listen (4)

J

is my idea of a good school (1) '

l 34

is O.K. but it could be bake) (2)
o

dznit-very good (3)

_is pretty bad--I donrt like itc,(4)

.03 A/.
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4

.COME THE SE CAN .AND

- FOR HERE WE THIS GREEN 0,

BIG ..DOWN- ,BLUE HAVE MAla oh

CALL BUT SOME WHO EAT-:

x '

AFTER' FROM GIVE SOON COLD .

MADE THEM WHEN ( ONCE ALWAYS.

BECAUSE DONE ,GROW SiAALL HOLD

a

EARLY 'SECOND BECOME CLOSE WORTH T

AGAINST REALLY WHICH SHOULD HEAVY .

-4
197
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.
STORY A .

J uan said, '"We can play at our little green house."'

Roberto said, "I have a big toy that we ban ride.

The toy is
.

Juan said, "We can go down td the house. -
,. I can play..at the house."

STORY ;B
,

Father was ready to paint* the truck.

Maria .wil.VRerlp father. 'N

He said the new color was yellow.

Maria sAd, "Whit a good cplor!"-
s,

Father said, "The truck w go fast to the atore'.".

STORY C

A woman saw some lettuce on a farm.

lxicnic. The man oh the tractor, gave

put it in her basket.

STORY D

, 4
-Jose lived on a farm.. He waked iii the fields.-' 4Maiia

zeister. She milked the cows. When Jose way "done, he :Wohld

play near the fence. 'Then the family. ,wot*I.`go to-town.'

She wanted some for a

her the lettuce. She

STORY E 4

Once there was a hungry sclu.i..j'rel who lived in-a tree.

climbed down to the ground 0,look for pits.: Just

a dcig barked at him. The pq\irrel Vaught the dog-was after.
.t

him..., Sp he went back. up with his mouth amity.

4 STORY P

Ernest watched the boys firligh the baseipall garie. He decided

to play with them the next time. ,Suddenly he remembered that

his father wanted, him to carry ,in wood for the stove. 11Myin

he thought, "if I shou.11,finish early morrow, I believe I

would be.able to_ plat in the afternoon.

198 :
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EVALUATION

p

1.. On a scale from 1 - 6-rate this training with respect to:

1. Adequacy of leadership

2. 'Meeting my personal goals

., 3. Meeting the requirement for the
course I am in

2. The most significant part of the experience was:

3. The least significant part was:

in charge'of re- designing this session I would change:

-

1
.0,

. (
-4. ,Its compared to others in the"gxoup T feel.that.I am (more) (less)

Jfavorably'disposed to this type o4 training than "Average".

4

./
A-4

T

5. Among the people in. this sessiOn I.think I gained (more) or (less)
' ''as,00mpared-to the others in this group.

4

tignificanly more

gomewhat'more

Average

_Somewhat less

Significantly less

111,0011111.1

No,
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Questions for, Migrant Parents
. f

.

1.WPar ents should see that their children 'take advanta e of available

-education opportunities.-

,

Agree

Somewhat agree v)

Uncertain
Somewhat disagree.*

Disagree

2. Do'you feel the courses and activities are what the children most

need? .

Definitely

Probably

Uncertain
Probably not

Definitely not

3. What do you like best abodt.the'summer school program?

tt 4

,N
.

.

, 4. What do you like least about the program?

a

A

5. What changes would you suggest? (Probe) How do you feel the program

4ould otherwise be improved?

.

4

egttr-ittog,

200
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Name:

:17

Data on Person Interviewed.

Occupation:

' (Community /4 ,..hers Only)
..

Approximate A e:

4

SeX:' Hale,

Female

Years Educati

la

1

\
Speak Edglish: Yes

ome \
(Parents Only)

a

P
Very li tle

ne

How many children

(Parents,-Only)

you h

in. 'school this s

ents'Only)

er?

2 0 1

4.

0

te



Migrant Education Program-
,

' Questions for Community Membei.s,

1. What do you understand to be the

program for migrant childrenf

(1) \

(2)

(3)

goals of the summed educational

2. Do you feel the Educational Program for migran children'in this

area is effective?
r,

Comments:

Yes

No .1.11

1

4. A
3: J poi you know how much it cos per stlent?cost

.) .

.

I

Yes Amount,,

.5
No Mall..

Comments:

. 1 1"4-"
.

..4

1 0
. 4

4. Do yob think itl.'s sufficiently valuable f.or the children to

be worth the cost?

Definitely

Probably .

Uncertain 4.----
Probably not

Definitely not

Comments:

202,

4

4

4



-

.: I' 1..-.-- .
_.- ---

, 2
.---

---,-. ,.
,

$. Do keil the program a valid-and worthwhile expenditure of ,

Federal funds?
Definitely

.

........
,

\_ Probably . ,.
..

Uncertain

'1Yobably not ,

, Definitely not"

,Comments:

,

6.' Do you feel the curriculum and activities are what the children

need?
.

Defimiielylk

PrgbablY

jncertain
flProbably knot

Definitely not

,

7: What changes weuld yen,suggest that would improve the prOgraM?'
?.. . ' SI'

e. e . -''')I

%

0 lo

sow.

.

ti

8.. Dolivou like having the migi-ant workers in the 'Community during .

the summer?

4

Comints:

Definitely

,Somawhat

Uncertain

Probably not

....

4""r""'' )1

0 49

,

X03
0



f -

9. Do you thinkmigrant families feel welbome, to participate in

community services and activities?

4

Definitely

Probably

Uncertain

Probably not

Definitely dot

10. Are 'migrant workers generally accepted 'in this community as

fellow citizens, with the same rights and privileges as permanent
residents?

Definitely

Probably

Uncertain .

Probably not

Definitely not

11. Are adequate health services agailable to 'meet migrant families'

nneds?

' Definitely

Probably

'Uncertain Trnot
Definitely not

. Do most people in (town) feel the Migrant

' cation PiogrAl is a worthwl-tile project?.

1'

Definitily

Probably .4

.Uncertan
Probably not t
Definitely not

13. Is there anything else you would like to ,say about the migrant

workers or the summer educatiok prbgram?

204

k
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Suyplementa3. Questions for Community Members

1. The summer education program for migrant children will be very

beneficial-in the long rn.n.-

4'

Agree

SomewhAt agree

fAidertain

Somewhat.disagree

Disagree

111
0111410

04111111111

,

2. Montana taipayer's money should not be useditoeducate the

children of migrant workers.
Agree
Somewhat are !

Uncertain
Somewhat disagree

Disagree /

-

Agticulture should mechanize so as to eliminate the need for

-summer migrant work6rs.

de.

4. The Migrant Children

of learning experience

Agree ....6 4

Somewhat agree
Uncertain :

Somewhat1.1Sagree
.

,

81.1suer Education Program does,;:offer the.tkpe

migrant children need.

' a

am.

Disagree -

Agree
Somewhat agree

Uncertain

,Somewhatsdisagree_4,_
Disagree

5. pOlireatest value of the"Summer,EducaticeProgram for Migrant

-Children is to occupy the children while,their parents are out

working. .

Agree

205

SoieWhat agree

Uncertain
Somewhat disagree

Disagreer
/-



6. -Migrant children would probably leafi more by working than

attending the summer education program.

()6

4

Agree.

Somewhat agree

Uncertain
-Somewhat disagree

Disagree

by
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Calif
TABLET

a Test of Personality I.

PERSONAL
ADJUSTMENT

FACTORS Reliance

1

Reliance
Self:,01

:Possible Score 8

'
BillingS, PRE N"= 17 '4.9

FINAL N = 4.8 5.1

2 3
Sense of Sense of

Personal Worth - Personal Freedom

8

4.4

Fromberg PRE N = 16
FINAL N = 19

Glendive PRE N = 8
FINAL N =

4.7
4.6

5.3
4.3

Hardin PRE N = 18' 5.0
FINAL, N = 13 4.8

Hysham PRE ° N

:FINAL N = 9

Kinsey PRE N = 9,
FINAL N = 3

4.7
5.3

4.1
16.3

Rosebud PRE N =, 7 4.9
FINAL N = 5 4.2

5.6
4.3

4.3
5.4

5.4
-4.8

5.1
5.1

5.8
4.7

ti

5.0

5.4
6.1

5.6
5.1

4 5
Feeling of Withdrawing
Belonging Tendencies

6
Nervous
Symptoms

1411. MIIr all110
8 8 8

7
Tot Personal
Adju)?tment
---i-,------,

4F1

5.8
5.6

5.8
4.8

4.9 4.5
.6.4 5.9

5.6 .5.6
4.8

6e0
5.0

-5.2
5.1

. 6.7

6.0
5.0

ele

3.9 4.6
2.1 4,4

4.0 5.3
2.8 4,0

3 4.1
3.0 2.9

3.4.+ 4.2
3.2 5.0

-3.9
3.7

18.
,c, 4.9

5.6 4.7
-6.0 2.3

4.8 3.1

Sidney PRE N = 26 4.6 - 4.6 5.0 ::46.
FINAL N = 13 4.1 4.5 i 5.0 --' 3.2

feN
,

Terry PRE N = 11 4.9 6.3
FINAL N = 11 4.6 4:3 4.5,

5.3

Worden PRE N = 17 5.1 5.7 5.7` 43.8
FINALN = 14 5.1 4.5 4.5;

Total PRE N "= 140 4.8 5.2 5.4
"ti' .....,

,-, 5:4 =3.5 4.5
FINAL 11;= 110 4.7 4.7 5.3- .J.2 -2.11.--OMINOMPOININ.11.IIIIMID OMOMNIPIROM

3.0

5.6 2.6
6.8 3.0

4.7. 3.2
4.8 1.6 ,

4.8 5.5 3:846, 5.5 3.4

5.7 ,
6.7 4.3 S -3J.

208
N. r

5.

26.
27 9

28.

29.7

3'6.1
2E1,3

4

27.1
29.2

26.6
23.1

30.0
27.6 .

29.0

28. d

209
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SOCIAL
ADJUSTMENT

FACTORS

Soci

-Stand

Possible Score /

Billings

Fromberg

PRE .,N = 17 5.6',
FINAL = 16: , 6.3

PRE N = 16
FINAL N = 19 5.4

Glendive, PRE. N =
FINAL = 7

4Y`'.

PRE N = 18
FINAL N = 13

PRE N = 11
FINAL N = 9

Hardin

Hysham

Kinsey,

Rosebud

Sidney

Terry

,3pRE N =
FINAL N =

PRE g =
FINAL N =

5.9
5:9

5.4
6.0

6.5

6.4'

9 '5.3.
3 4.7

7 5.7
5 6.0

,PRE N 26. 6.2
UNAL N = 13 51.8'

PRE~ N = 11 5.5
FINAL N = 11 5.9

Worden PRE 'N = 17 5.8
PINIL N = 14. 5.7

Total PRE N = 140 -- 8'.

FINAL N 110 5.9

TABLE I (ContinUed)

California Testof Personality

2
Social
Skills

3
Anti - Social

Tendencies

4 5

Family SOool
Relations Relations1100.

8 8

6

Commiunity

Relations

8

7
Total' Social

Adjustment

48

5.9 4.4 , 5.5 5.9 33.4
5.6 4.6 -,:. 6,1 5:4 -64 344

.

6.3

'5.0

5.3

4.8
5.4
5.6

6.1
50

6.2
6.5

33.3'
32.6

5.9 3.3 5.4 5.3. 5.5 .30:4

4.6 4.1 5.3 5.3 5.9. 31.D-

5.8 4.5 6.3 . 33.9

5.6 '5.6 5.5 5.3 5.2 33.2

5.7 5.5 7.1 ) 5y1 35.6 .

.6.8 .5.2 6.0 7.3 5.1 36;9

5.7 5.3 7.0 . 6.3 ,' 5.9 ' 35.3

5.7 2.7 6.0 , 5.3 50 , 29;7

4.3 4.9 `4.1 -4.9 6,1 36:0

6.2 5.0. , 6.0 6.6 37.8

5.7 5.0 5.7 6.1 5.8 34.5

5.0: 4.7 5.5 5.5 29.4.
r .

5.6 6.4 . 6.5 5:t '34:4

5.8 4.4 5.6 6.4 7.0 35.3

6.1 4.2 '5.6 6.8 6.6 35.1

5.7 3.9 .5.9 5.9 6.5 33.7

5.8 .4.7 5.8 . '6.0 34.2

5.5 5,6 5.7 6.0 33.3

8.

Total

.Adjtistme,nt

96

62.4
,r 62.1

; 66.3: .

58.4

58.1
58.9 .

'63:1
61.2-

65.4
66.0

65.4
,58.0

57.1
67.0

61.1-

.52.5

64;)
62.9

64.1
60.5

, -63.0

- 60.3 2 1 1



Multiple Choice Sentence `Completions

(8 & 9 year oldd)

t 4

tr,

A. My school works:.

1. is. a lot _Of fun
2. is sotetimes,,fun
3. isn't much fun-

k. _is' not *stun at all_

E. My school work is

-'fiery hard

2. sort of hard
3. a sog of easy
4, very eitsir for :me

My 'school work is

-441.

_N
FINAL

N - =63 1V =51
Percent - PerTe=

v :4 58.8'
17.5 21.6
6.3 5.9

, 4.& . 13.7

1. very interesting'
2. interesting sometimes
3. sometimes. dull,

4. very dull and boring
No 'Response'

111,111.

;

401 1.1 .1810-404

7.9 4 5.9
' .7.9 15.7

'20.6 19.6
63.5 ' 58.8

r
. 65:1'

15.9 - 41..2
12.7 5.9
-- 2.0
6.3

..
.B. Learning from books 'is, . . .,;,,:--,;

.4

1. very interesting
%,...

t. -- 73..0 58.8
3:.:'2. interesting sometimes - 17_.5

3. sometimes -dull 1 : . ',',7.9
.

1. very dull and boring
. ..., 1,..6:, 11.8

'...
No Response 4' . .6'. 3.9,

10..... ,..

,

. Learning from books is
. - ..-.

1. a good way to learn 68.3 68.6
2. ', good, but I Can learn more in "',

other ways..' IT 23:IF:, 27.5
3.. not a very good way to' learri. 11,.6 3.9'
4." not at ell a good way' to learn, ,...43

"No Response' , :6.3,

NOTE: ':Preliminary" refers to test results at the beginning of, the

Proftedi2i. "N" refers to the number of students taking the test.,

212,
+AL
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y *ABLE II,
,

Multiple Choice Sentence ComAetion'(Continue4)

. I

. .

It: 1

FEL MEM Ail

_II =, 6
Percent -

223

-"N

Stud s is .

vy

1. 44, lot* of Sun
2: Sometimela fun,
3., riot ratteWfuil
4. not fun at all

scion

0

IC. 4tudying is

N 1. very-dull and bbring
2. sometiznm dull .0
.3. interesting spmetines

very interesting
.. No' Response 4

ti

65.1 54.9
23.8 29.4
7.9 7.8
3.2 7,8

19.0
11.1

5.9
11.8
29.4.-

7.6 s 52.9e
6.3

1:1: The best.thin:g. aboirt this class
. -. ,

-7,..
...

'.. 1. the kids in it'' .., 12.7
2: the, tliinggi.we' learn ,. -,. 33.3

recess , 1.2.7
the teacher , ,- ' .14.3

5. the fun we hivia--rAi, class 25.4
. ,

No Redponse --) -----. - 1.61'
, q.

go0

L.1 The worst. thing about, this °Liss. is

1. the kids in it 22.2
2. the things 'we hive td study /2564

.4_3.11 the teacher .. `? -. 124,7
It.. that we almost never have fun 1.6

.5. that we have to stay in. school

too long -..... i 30.2
No Response . 7.9

.

F. I learn-be-at wh4p.

it. I
at

by rayself '4 37.3
\2. I work with a friend 19.0 15.7 .-

3. I work in a orottit 30.2 47.1 1.
No Response L 1.6 --

11.8
. 2 7 . 5

13.7
7.8-

.39:2
41.110.

5
8

7.8

37.3

1,4

21

11 7,



Question

a.

Multip

)

H. In class, working with others is \

1. the best Clay for me to learn \ 38.1
.

,60.8-
.2. sometimes good, sometimes not

4. a waste of tuna for me
3. not -as good as working alone 20.6

5.4

17.6
7.8

. '' .
13.7.

No Response
, 3.2.

.

TABLE II

Choice Sentence Completion (Continued)

PRELIMINARY

N = 63
Percent

FINAL
N-=51
Percent

M. I can't learn much when.

I work by myself
I work with a friend
I work in a group
No Response

c

0. In class, wOrld...40$4.th others is

1: mot -fun at all
2. -not much fun
3. sometimes fun
4., a lot of fun

No Response

I

10
4.41111

38.11:\ 29.4
28.6 . 41.2
27.0. "I 29.4
6.3, '

19.0

3.2

.5417.5.0

A. ("3

. In class, workinkwyth others is

A. very had
2. harder than working by yourself

3. easier than working by yourself
4; very easy

No Response

. If only teachers
7

. '

12.7"
11.1

27.0-

41.3

7.9

A**

-07.8
11.8
25.5

S 54.91

4,, 9.8

11.8
31.4
47.1

1. would make us work harder.
2. wouldd't make us work po hard

No -Response

N. If I should fair in school

1. I'd try to do better
.4,

2. I'd wish,I had studied more
3. -I'd feel ashamed
4. I'd iplit school

No Response .11, *ma

214

r-

2.4
46.o

'1.6

25.5,
74.3.

38.1

4*.

34.9 21A
11.1 13.7
9.5 13.7

.100
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ty

[
-TABLE IT

03)
Multiple Ckloice Sentence.Completion (Continued)"

-225

Question

PRELIMINARY
N. 63'

-I Percent

PENTAL

N -51
Percent

R. If I should fail-in schOol

1. I'd be mad at the 'teacher
2. I'd be mad at myself
3. I'd shy it was-tough luck
4. it wouldn't be my fault
,`No Response

P. Uhen talk about school, =mother
'

:1. doesn't listen
2. 04giies listens
3. Dens most of the time
4. err interested

No 'Response

This school
L1_

1. ispy idea of a good school
2. ',00.Ke but it could be better

3. 't very good
4. s pretty bad - -I don't lake

b Response

1.

Q. I learn best when

1, the eacher helps me

. 2. ano er pupil helps me
3. someone in my family helps me
4. I can pork it out for myself

No response

MOM*.

12.7
17.5
28.6
34.9
..6.3

4.8 , .5.9

58.7 33.3
14.3 v 21.6
1 5.9 4 39.2
6.3

. >

9.8'

17.5
29.4
43.1

-.66.7
.'19.0

3.2
4.8
6.3

64.7
13.7

" 19.6
2.0

349,
.1.6

9.

6.3

S. I am happiest when

1. I'm with a friend
2. I'm with'my family at home
3. I'm alone. - .

4. I'm in school
4 No'Response.

11.1

:33.3

47.6,
6.3 ,

350
, 3,9
11:8
47.1

2.0

15,7 t

27.5
'2.0

54

,r

215,

ONO

-

I



TABLE II

Multiple Choice SentenCe Completion (Continued

'F

226

PRELIMILaRY.
N = 63

FINAL

I

Percent Percent

lekkt I talk about school, my father

1. is,very interested
listenS.Most of the ilme

3. sometimes listens
doesn't-listen
No Response

I

0

G

o.

4

216c

37.3
27.5
21.6.*

, 13.7

*I
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TAB.T. II

'Group Average Score 'for the
ZIP TEST,

Schoo

.44

Ali:berg**

Glint live*

\Hardin

tlyshaq

et

Kinsey*

Rosebud

Sidney

Tegvyxxx

Worden*

Total r

-Project
7 and 8 Year.Olcis

',Language Word_ a: Reading a .

Facili RecognitioraComprehension

PRE N =11
POST N = 3

PRE N =17
POST N = 19

PRE N =
POST N -i--

22
27.67

,26
28

.mm0

,13
14.33

;

J--
r

I

PRE 'N --..-- 15
=POST N 9

16
19

,13
.,12 .

Pin N = 9 . 26 9.5
POST N = 7 28 23.

PRE N = F5 27 _ 8
POSTN = :, --

PR.t N"= 6 20 11
POST INT = 2 3 11.5 J

PRE N = 19 1 - 8 '

POST N = 12 25 22.9

PRE N = 6 23 17

A

POST N 5 X5.6 2 .1.4

PRE N = 20 26.5 12.5 >

POST N = __,P-,

PRE N. =.3.0'8 22.3 12
POST N =' 57

. 26.4 16.9

* No Scores Re-Limed \
-** Incomplete Returns of Inadequ4te Admiilistrati

. t

Ejglit Year Oldi Students Only
4

°

14
903

10
ftfer

a 0.

..I

.10 ..

* 12
i it) '

3.4

9
6.5

2
15.2

i:o
19.6 _.

8

, 8.4

. 12.3
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f TABLE IV= H._ - _

OPINIONilAIRE_ON ATTITUDES TOWARD STUDENTS- SETRCTED RESULTS,

. Pre & Post Test Results

A
Total Pre - 51.
Total Post - 54

Question Agree Disagree. No
Response

2 If boys & girls do an adeqUate
job of learning in School,
their needs for love must be
met..

3 It is appropriate for teachers
to require additional assign-
-ments from a pupil who misbe
haves in class .

4 How a student feels about what
he learns is as important as.
What he learns.

10 All children should be'
encouraged to aim at the highest
academic goals.

13 What boys and girls become as

\L

PRE 94.1% ,5.9
POST 98.1% 1:9

PRE 9.8% 90.2%
POST 20.4% 79.6%. 1,
PRE '98% 2%

POST,. 90.7% 9.3%

adults is more closely related to
the experience they have with

PRE
POST

47.1%
38.9%

7..1%

59.3%%
5.9%
1.9%

.

each other than it is to mastery4 PRE -, 88.2% 21.8 --.
14 specific subject matter. POST 85:2%. . 11.1% 3.7%

-4 It is more important for students
to learn to work together cowers:-

.

...1'

tively than it is for them to PRE 82.49 17.6% .....
.

learn how to compete. POST 92.6% 3.7%. 3.7%

18 Boys & girls should learn that , ,....,,
..,

most of lifels problems have -
z

several possible,solutions and PRE, 00% L-1, --,

not just one "correct" one !MI!' 41.5% 14. 3.7%

7
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OLE IV
"AO

OPINIONNAI}E ON ATTITUDES TOWARD STUDENTS - SELECTED RESULTS
(Continued)

Pre & Post Test Results

Question
'No

Agree Disagree f RespOnse

22 An activity to be educa-
tionally valuable should

-, train reasoning and memory PRE
in general. POST 72.2%

80.4

23 It is more important for
a child to ha-re faith in
himself than it4s for
him to be obedient.

24 Being grouped according
to ability damages the
self confidence of many
boys and girls.

26

PRE 88.2%
posr. 48.1%

PRE
POST

All questions a student
asks should be recdgnized PRE
and considered. POST

34 Students will tolerate
errors and even occasional
injustice in a teacher
who, they feel, likes a PRE
and understands them, POST

7 Boys and girls can lean}
proper disqipline only
if they are given suffic- PRE

Tent freedom. posr

38 If a teacher keeps school
conditions exactly the
sane and gives all pupils
an equal opportunity to r
respond, he has done all PRE
he can do. POST

66.7%
92.0

96.1%
88.9%

98.o%
88.9%

19.6%
24.1%

51.9%.

33.3%.
5.6%

3.0
7.4

=ID OM

3.7;i

1.9%

0*Mb

2.0 f
WO 3.7%

'84.3% 15.7%
77.8% 16.7%

9:80 - 90.24

'9.3 88.94

219

--
5.6%
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'TABLE IV

OPINIONNAIRE ON ATTITUDES WARD STUDENTS - SELECTED RESULTS
1'

(Continued)

Pre,84 Post Test Results

No

Question ' Agree Disagree Response

It is better for boys
and girls to talk about
the things that bother
them, than to try to

forget them.

47 .ripen a pupil obeys all
the rules of the school,
ohe can be sure he is
developing moral
c cter.

49 Since a parson memorizes
best during childhood,
the period should be re-
garded as a time to store
up facts for later use.

.50 Students should play a
very active part in
formulat rules for
classroom the school;

PRE
POST

94.1%
98.1%

PRI5 17.6%
POST' 16.7%

PRO 39.2%
POST 42.6%

PRE 90.g%
POST 96.3%

5.

1.91

80.14 2.0%
83.3% 111111.0

58.8% 2.o%

55.1 1.9%

7.8% ,

3.7*

7 S.

220

4'

' 24%
041.



, T V

EDUCATION SCALE
Pre & Post Test Results

Percentage's

1'. The goals 'of education should' be
dictated by children's interests
and needs as 11 as by the' PRE

larger demands of society. POST

2. No subject is more important
than the personalities of, PRE
the pupils. . . . .- --POST °

,

5. Teachers, like universities,
should have academic ,f ,

freedom to teach what they KM
think if right and best. . POST

The' backbone of the school

. curricultim is the subject

matter; activities are useful
mainly to facilitate, the PRE 12.2 30.6 ,- 314..7 .- 8.2. '10.2 .. - 4.1. '.' .--0.
learning of stlbject matter. POST

Agree

Very Agree Disagree

Strongly Strongly Agree -Disagree Strongly

48,6
26.5 12.2 2.0
25.7 21.6 1. MO ad.

,

18.4- 28.6 . 34.7 16.3 2..0'
31.1 31:1 20.3 12.2 1.4

.,

4.1 2844 26:5 32.7 - 4.1
'16'.2 16.2 28.4 21.6 9.5

Disagree
Very No
Strongly Response

14

4

WO.* *mew

2.7 1.14.

6.8 1.1i.

8.1 31.1 32./1 1.9 9.5 1.41.

.9f Learnionis experimental,
the child should be taught
to test alternatives befoxe PRE 30.6. S 36.7 20.11 -

accepting any of 'them. POST 33.8 20.3 33.8
4

221''

10.2
10.8 01/11111.

2.0

2.7.

J.

1,7

* ,

01141.1 '1111.41041111114411111111' Aillaifitill141`41111611keir.W144,1 NNE aVeil, Ira
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TABLE/V.
EDUCATION SCALE

Pre & Post Tett Results
. (Continued)

4

,

.

view of education is so
arransing learning that the

c d gradually builds up a
s ()rehouse ofknowledge that -

can use in the sfuture.

12. One of the big difficulties
with modern schools is that

. discipline is often sacri-

ficed to the interests of

the children.

13. The curriculum should contain
an orderly arrangement of,sub-
jects that'represent the best
of our cultural heritage.

Agree . Disagree*

Very Agree . Disagree Very . . No . .

Strongly Strolagly Agree Disagree Strongly Strongly, Response.

PRE 2846,

PO3T /25.7

PR..; 8.2

POST 9.5

i

26.5

29,7

14!.2

18.9

__:-__4.4

21.6

22.4
'32.4

10.2
13.5

al4

32.7

17.6

.

.

4.1
. 4.1

.

18.4 -,

14.9,

5.1
4.1

6.1
4.1

,

.

'

2.0 ,.

1.4

MO NO

.7

,PRE 16.i 26.6 34.7 18.4 6 "4 2.0' .

POST 10.8 23.0' 36.5 16,2 2.7 2.7
4

Education and educational
institutions must be.sources
of new social idea4 edu-
cation must be a social pro-
gram undergoing continual' PR3 32.7 42.9 . -22.4

reconstruction:' POST 28.4
%

21.6 55.1

, Right from the very first''grade,

teachers must teach the child
at his own level and not at the' PRE 51.0 18.4 : 16.4
level of the grade he's in.. POST 54.1 18.9 17.6

223' t
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...TABLE'

EDUCATION SCALE
Pre & Post Test Results

(Continued)

0.

.

Agree
Very
Strongly

Agree
Sjrongly Agree

.

.

Disagree

- -
Disagree
Strongly

Children should be allowed
more freedom than they usually
get in the execution of
learning activities. .*

Learning is 'essentially
a. process of I.Acreasing

one I s store or inforication

about the various fields
OZ knowledge.

PRE
POST

13?,E"'

PO,S4-1

,, ,
14.3
24.3

..

22.4
21.6

24.5
13.5

1.2.2
17:6

38.8
21.6

26:5
'40-.5

12.2
29.7

-.

12.2

'
6.1 .
6.8

6.1

225

6

19

1

ar,

o

Disagree
Very . No
Strongly Response

4.1
- 2.7. iS

4mod.

4.4

I

P

1111,0'PlillUm411.1114i44111111.111111A4111111v,0111111110Atig11111A41111110, ail 11111410-411111i0Affint,* NEU_ 11E1 1111111t.,1111r
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TABLE VI

,Education Scile Attitudes, TOWaid Education .

t
Question, Pre = 59 3 Final

- lean :

4 " , Score
Standard
Deviation

I Mean
Scor

..
e

3:" ;V he e learning, of proper at,Ciiiudes-
is often more important than theft' .' '
learning of subject materi 5.03

4. It is more important that the'-
,child learn 'low to approach and ,

solve oblems thanat is for
him to master the- subject matter <

of the curriculum. a
5. b2

6.- What is needed in the modern
classroom is:a revival of the
Authority of the teacher. `,

9. Standards of work should not be
the same for-all pupils; they
should vary with_the pu,pil.

1.06

.8o

(-

1.24

.89

.

'

5,07

5.04_

3.15

5:16*,
Each subject and activity should . ,. -1

be aimed at developing a partihu- \ 'lar part pf the childti maiceup: ' ....
physidali intellectual, social, -. 1- -

or Erp-lt,ual. imoralr ir.1; ,
, . .

Learng expvences organized
around lif e experiences rather 4.
%than around subjects is is

in our schools. .. ', .

5.05
e

.

,

.4 -

..4.9'

. 1.25

1.05

18. The healthy, interaction of pupils*
one with'Snottiqr is just'as.'
important,' in school,As the learn-

of stabject, matter. .4 5.4

True discipline springy froitf - , .

interest, motivation, and involve-
ment in live probiems,. \: 1 5.32

Emotional deitelopment and 31.0. - -,.,
development are as important in
the evaluation of pupil progress. .
as academic achievement. 5,56

*At - least, 'ference

-*N = Number of respondents 2

...
221 .

.88

.73

,47.12*

N* 5

Standard
Deviatio

5:19-
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TABLE VII,

PHN SCALE ON SOLECTED_ITENS
Pre & Post Test Results

§4 Post: N = 75

Percentages

Agree, Disagree

Very Agree - Disagree Very No

Strongly Strongly. Agree Disagree' Strongly Strongly Response

think I get a good:idea of a
per'son's' basic nature after a PRE

brief conVersation with him. POST

*

19. The typical. person is sinceiely,,
concerned about the pro "ems of PRE

others. POST

If,' could ask a person throe
questions about himself (art
assuming he. would answer'them
honestlyrI would know a great
deal about 40m.-

22. If you act in good'faith with
peonle, almost all of them
will I-reciprocate with fairness- ) Pal

PRE

POST

towar4....s ycu, POST

26. Peor.aR. are ims,-redictable in her

, -they'll ack from one situation,
to another. ..,

- ,

. Rive me a few facts atout a person

. and /Ill have a good idea of
hiI'll like e m.or not.

228 a

5.6. 33,3
9.3' 21.3r

13.0' 31.5
13.0 25.3(
i3,0 33.3

10.7 20.0

53,7 35.2
26.7 -45.3

18.5 14.8 1'3.0 .13.0 1.9

24.0 21.3 ;13.3 6.7
A y.

24.1
28.0

16.7' f'

32.0

93
. 17.3

PRS 18.5 .24.1

POST 14.7 22.7

PRE 1.9 11.1

POST 4.0 6.7

9.3 .

22.7

14.8
16.0

118,5
12.0

,

13.0
12.0

2.7

,,-

9.3
8.0 -

0111111

1.3

OV

1.3

t

.

13

.1. sg. ,
13.0 \-1.8.5 22.2:-,' ':17 --

25.3 :18.7. '10i7 6.7 1.3,

13.0' 16.7 20:4 37.0

13.3 . 24.0 23.3.- 21.3 , 1.3

229

III 11 111 III



o
Pre & Post. Test Results'

ko
if\ (Continued)
cv

\ 7 -

C..

\ TABLE VII
PFM SCALE ON SELECTED -ITi2Z,

Agree
Very Agree
Strongly Strongly

31. I find that my first impressions PRE 12.0 1,8.7
of people are frequently Iarong, POST- 22.2 "X2.2

33. If you want people to do a job
right, you should explain things
to the ,m in great de,taa z:.ncl PRE' 5.3 14.7
supervise them closely. POST 9.3 7.4

it

44.. I think yOu can never really
>understapd the feelings of PIT, 5.3 25.3
other people. POST 7.4 -18.5

e . ,--)

48. tfo'st people inw dly' dislike
putting themseliies out to PRE 3.7 `. 9.3
other people. POST ' 17.3

b. Most people have a (i)od idea
of'what their strengths and
weaknesses are.

PRE 25.9 46.3
POST' 20.0 '4410

14.7 35.3 10.7 9.3
'','11.1 16.7 , 424.1 . .7

,.

,,, ,

-13.3 20.0 28.0 17.3' 1.3
16.7 24./ - 20.4 22.2

r

22.7 21.3 13.3 12.0 . -.
16.7 1 14.8 22.2 20.4 --

14.8 20.4 31.5
16.0 29.3 30.6

Percentages
Disagree

Disagree Very No '
Agree Disagree Strongly Strongly fritTlesponse

, 11:1 11 .1 3.7
24.0 5,.3 -6.7.

a

20,4
67

/
1.9

1:3

OM,

011.

MS NI&

WU"

,

x.230

I

r.

00X Oft eASIIIIIA LOAM.

-6

111111/1 4plco IMO 41bliffs

A



TABLE VIII

Tabulation of -Kid-Phase Interviews

i

Towns
.

ad

°
10
SI
04

0
.r.1

'CIg
fI0 W

%I

1.'
2 .0-

0
Cd

t?.

.crg

.

A
f4

1
43

sei

kluinber of Responses 13 6-9 7 13 7 6 9 16 11. 10 101

1. HOw well do you feel your project tearn iLfunotionLine'

237

Very Well
Moderately Well
Not So Well
No'Respanse

6 7 2 10.
5 2 .5 1
0 0 0 0
2 0 0 2

2 4 4
5 2' 5
O 0 0
O 0 0

e you having regular meetings to

Daily :0 0 0 0
2 or 3 Times
Weekly 0.,0.

Weekly 11 9
Less Than Weekly 0
No Response 2 0

15 4.° 9 63
5 1. 32

0 0. 0 .. 0
.cy -2 0 -6

,4.
provide each other feedback?.

O 0 0. 0 '0 0

2 p 0 0 0 .

4 12 4 2. 1, 8 . 65
1 0 3 p 7 0 - 1 0 12
O 1 0 1 0 0: -.2 0-

skills are being fully utilized an3. Do you feel like your applicable
the project?

7. Have you cooperated in any way with teachers, administrators or aides
from other projects?

Yes.
No
No Respclise

4 5 9
1 1 2 1
4 4 0 3

4 9 14
1 3.

O 1 0 3.

77 74

t5. Do you feel you have adequate freedom to do the tii'ings,yoU.wan
'in the program?

Yes
No
No Response

11.. 9 5
0 0, 2
2 0, 0

o do

11 7 5 9 '13 11 $ 89
2 0 1 -o 1 7
0 0 0 0 2 0 1 3

A

Yes 3 6 5 6 2 2
No 3 2 2 5 3
No Response 7 1 0 2 2 0

8. Have you actively used community resources in the conduct of your
4

claSSeS?,

6
3
0 0

7 5 51
4 4, 37

1 13

Yes
No
No Response

7 8 2 5 4 33 8
O 4 4 3 5 1' 2
O 1 1 3 0 241 1

. *
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1 61
6 29
3 11 .



TABLE IT111.(continued)

Talulatioii of Mid-Phase Interviews.'

Towns-

b00

1 $4

4.4
Ti
0

r-1

.0

M

l>.4 ''
a)
a) A..0

0

A
5

Cf)
8

,E-I
o
Er

Amber of Responses 13 't 9 7 13 7 6 9 16 11. 10 101

9.. Have you had an opportunity to meet and know any of the childrents

parents?

:Yes' 8& 6 8 6 5 8 13 8 8 76
No 4 3 1. 4 o 1- 1 3 3 1 21.
No Response 1 0 m. 1' 1 0 0 0 0 ,1 °4

10. Do you now feel. the pre-program trolling has been helpful in conduct

of the progrant,?

Yes 3: 6 5 7 6 5 8
No 2 0 2 1 0 0 1

3
8

7 5 55
2 0 16

No Response 8 3 0 5 '1 1 Q 5 2 5 30

11. Have you observed any negative resultsiof the iining?

Yes 4 0 ,0 3 0 0 .0 4. ot. 0 11

No 4 5 5 6 5c, 5 9 9 9, /
No Response 5 4 2 4 2 1 0 3 .5 2:,. 3 26.

12. Have the visits by the training consulttints been helaul?

Yes 3 6 5- 7. 2 3 7 4 I 4. 42
No 4 3 1 '3 3 1 g -9 / 0 33
No Response .6 0 1 3 2. 2 0 3 '3 / .6 26.

F. 33. X)o the children appear to be participating actively Sri the ,progiais?

Yes 11 9 7 13 7 ,6 97
No 0 0 0 oo.00 070 0
No Response 2 0 0 0 0 . 0 1. 0 0 1 4

IA. Are the children making significant progxess in language skills?

Yes 12 9 6 8 .4 4 12 8 8- 78
No 0 0'" 0 0 0 ,0 0 0 1 0 -; 1
No Respop, 1 0 1 5 3 . 2 .2 4 2 2. 22

1 .Do they se to have gained self-confidence?

Yes
No
No.Response

12 .9 7 12 5 5 9 14' 10. 8 91
0 . 0 0 0 0 0 -0 :0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 2 1 - 0 2 ,1 2 1.6
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16 Do the children seem to have gained increasing respect for their

own cultural background?

Yes 4 5 4 3 3 3 . 6 7 9 4
No ,0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

No Response 9 4 3 10 4 3 3 8 1 6

48
2'

51

17. Do the children seem more able to communicate with each other and

teachers than when the program 'started?

Yes 4 ii.. 9 7 12 5 5 9 15 11 10

No 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

No Response 2 0 0 1 2 1 0 1 .0 0

94
0
,7

18. Do you feel the work load is greater than reasonable for the pay

involved?

LYes 4' 0 0 2 0 3 '0 1 3,0

No 8 9 6 11 7 9 3,3 .::11 9 89

No Response 1 0, 3..' 0 0 0 0 0 2

19. Do you think the people' in the community feel the educational .

program is worthwhile?
. i 11 '

24,Yes
....

No
No Response

6
0
7

5

0
4

1
1
5

6
2
5

3
1
3

-.7.,g o
0 6'
4 3

.44k

0
1

15

3.

4
5

55,

..

t.

0

21

56.
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1.

*TAME IX

Questions for Higrant.Parents

21co

Total InterViewed: 60

1. What do you understand to be the goal of the summer
educational program for your children?'

a. Don't know 4+ 23

b. English : 5 17
c. Swimming l _

d. Arts & Crafts 8 . 12
e.4 Education in general 12 10
f. Recreation & Hbalth 6' . 8
g. Music 3 5 \
.h. Homemaking 5 5

Child care 5 4

2. Do you:feel the courses and activities are what the
children-most need?

a. Definitely k

b. Probably
c. Uncertain
d. Probably not
e. Definitely not
f.. No response

3, What do you like best about the summer school program?

a Everything
b. Care of children
-c. English
d. Education in general
e. Swimming
f. Health
g. Children enjoy school
h. Good teachers

& Crafts
j. Homemaking

4. What do you like least about the arogram?

a. Nothing everything good

b. Not enough academic things
c. Swimming

d. Shames parents by giviAg things too children

e.-Cther

235

40 66.7
. 14 23.3

4 6.7
0 0
0 k.0

. 2 3.3'

. ,7

8 33

9 9,1

5 13

6 ,7-

4 7
2 -4'
1 1

56
1

2
2



TABLE IX (Continued)

Questions for Migrant Parents

Question 1Total tw %

What changes.would you suggest? (Probe) How do you
feel the program could otherwise be imProvnd?.

ja., None

1. 'Would like more Home E6

c. More academic subject's

ar. Help parents also
e. Other-

Age : 'Under 20.

23. 30
31s' 40
41 50
51 60
61 & over

Sc:e Male
Female

Data on Persons Inteririewedi

la

e

.

Years of Education: 0 1'

1 2

3 .1 4
15 -6
7 - 8
9A4over

Speak English': Yes
Some
Very little
'None

How many children do you have: 1 2 '

3 -4
5 - 6
7 - 8
9 or more

A

/1*

ti

Children in the program: one 9

two 17

three 13

four 11 .

five 5

six 3
more 1
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TABLE X
"22.

Questions for Community Members

Total Interviewed: 61 '

1. What do you understand to be the goals of the summer
educational program for migrant children?

a. Education in general

b. Babysitting
c. -Dontt know or haven't heard
d. Swimming °

e. Health - Recreation
f. Gives children something to do - keeps them out

of the fields-
g. Social adjustment 0

h. Learn EnglisM
i. Arts & Crafts
j. Home Economics
k. Inject into them our way. of life

1. Coordinate with educational programs elsewhere-

2. Do you feel the Educational Program for migrant bhildren
in this area is effective?

24
14
8

7
6

6

5

4
2,

1
1
1

a.
24.

. .

b. Nos{ 6.6,
c. No Response 29 .47e5-

3. Do you know how mitoh it costs per student?

a. Yes 5
51

c. No Response 5 8.

4. Do you think it is sufficiently valuable' for the
children to be worth the cost?

a. Definitely 31.1'
b. PrObably 13 . 21.3
c. Uftcertain 18 29.5 -'

st.._Probably not 3 ,4.9

a. Definitely not 5 8.2
f. No Response . 3 4.9



TABLE I (continued)

Questions for Community Members

CITor'`7

L2,2rota.-3,_A1
..,

5, AN5lou think the program is a valid and worthwile

expenditure of Federal funds?
-

a. Delinitel,- J

20- .52.g.

b. Probably
12 19:7

c. Uncertain- ,
10 16.4

d. Probilbly not .4 6.6

d. Definitgly notu 2 3.3

f. No response 1 ,
33 21.3

6. Do you feel the curriculum and activities are what

the children need?

a. Definitely 8 13.1

b. Probably
.. 12 19.7

c. Uncertain 27 44.3

d. Probably-not
. .1 1.6

e. Definitely not 0 0

f.- No response
. 13 21.3

"7, Whit changes mould you suggest that would' improve

1
the program? m

/,

4

a. Don't :now - need more information- -22

b. More dommuld.cat.immdth parents 2

c. No need for free stuff
1

d. Too short a time
2

e. More emphasis on English
2

f. Etc.'
12

. .

T. Vocational emphasis ' ,
2

Do you like 'having the migrant'workers in the*"

community during the summer?

a. Definitely
41 67.2

b. ,Semewhat
10 16.4

e. Uncertain -
4 6.6

d. Probably not: ...a 0

e. response
6 9.8

-,

,No

9. Do you think migrant families feel welcome to

participate in community services and activities?
.

a. Definitely
33 23..3

b. Probably
24 39.3

c. Uncertain
-10 16.4

d. Probably not
10 16.4

e. Definitely not
1 1.6

f. No response
3 4.9
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TABLE X (continued) . .\

QUestions for Commbnity Members

Question

,

\

1

.

Total LI

19 31.1
27 44.3
.3 4.9
5 8.2

4' 6.6

3 4.9

31 50.8

.18 29.5'
6 9.8

3 4.9
40 . 0.

3 4.9

.

'6 9.8

'14 23.0
29 '47.5 ,

5 , 8.

5
. .8.2..

,

Are migrant workers generally accepted inthis
community' as fellow citizens with the same rights
and-A-vileges as rmaneht residents?

a: Definitely
bet Probably
c. Uncertain
d. Probably no
p. Definite ot

.
f. No response

. ,,

Are adequate health services available to meet
migrant familiesl needs?

a. Definitely
1.

'b. Probably
c. Uncertain
d. Probably not
e. Definitely not

.

f. No response ,
.

.
,

.

Do most in
...v (town) feel,people

the Migrant Edudation Program is a worthwhile project?

a. Definitely t
.

b. Probably . . .

c. Uncertain.
d. Probably not.
ie.' Definitely not
f. No response

, .

13. Is theA anything 'else you would like to say about
the migrant workers or the summer education progradfl

a. 'Against free health care
b. Only a babysitting service , ,-

c. Has helped themmake_progress #

d. Costs too much .
.-

e. Good idea'
.

f. Need better public relations work with community

g.' Need more information
h. Children enjoy program

i. Etc. ,
,,

j. Against completely

2.,

,1^

1
/' 2-

2
2.

4
23
1

a-
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The Montessori method

grow physically, mentally,

special materials. 'It was

project.

is designed tohelp each chiltifdevelop and

and emotionally through the use of the

4114

used with a group aged 3 to 5.in thej011ingS-

,41

-There is an objective behincUthe use of every piece of material

to help the child in a direct or indirect way,with his development.

When using the materials, every problem is isol'ated and the child Sias

only one difficulty to master at a time. this way, the child succeeds

at the very beginning and sc builds his sel -confidence.

The materials come under four central groups:,

1. Practical life ex.eicises

,2. Sensorial

0

3. Math

'4. ;Language

Practical Life Exercises

. Practical life exercises deal 'mainly with,teachint-the c

skills to help .him ietakiag,Care

include swee4gr-p(061-dsogb,
`1--

painting, catingy folding* 9d the use of several dressing frames.

n

f himself and his environment. They
.

rushing teeth,' combing hair, sewing,

' For instance, whed! he Child-1P using the dressing frames (tying,

buttoning, buckling) he ip help g himself to,ma#er.amall problems
. A

that can, be ftustrating toga childf in the adult orientedorld.

AO°

4

"'

"L.
0

Z41



The children, work math cylindelocks, pink tow***Ign stair,

eklors, and sorting coins and grams a cording to sizes and shapes..

1.1y Working with these materials' the child becomes aware of rcolors,

shapes, and sizes.

Math

-Throligh the use of the sandpaper numerals, the child makes use of

tactile sense by tracing his fingers along the numerals, written in

sandpaper. Rods, spindle boxes, cards and' counters are used to,teaoh

the child how to associate the quantities with the corresponding numerals.

-

u.

Sandpaper etters are used for .6aching the phonetic souricis of

the letters. Matching pictures and language cards are also used. The

children are encouraged to write their names, letters, numbers, and

s4D

words. To increase their vocabulary, conversations and descriptions

. of pictures are encourageL

The child receives individual attention while working. They

progress at their own rate and all work on different exercises.' After

e9mpleting the exercises and enoy.ing.the experiences, the child is

Aught the language associated
with each piece of material in the room,

eg. cube, prism, small, large.

English-was used at all times
arse-rbungsters seemed to under,

stand it quite well. During the first week, they may be reluctant to

choose their own Work,;but as the program develop they become more

242
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*

4 1

self-motivated. They develop respect for eacti other and each other's
. 4

ThoseW.hp are very,Shy and withdrawn begin overcoming their

hyneas taking a more active part in the activities.

r

1

t

\

44.

-
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'4
SULLIVAN I .34DING 14104RAM

Dr. M. M.

"Developed after extensive research and testing under aTarnegie

Poundation grant to isolate significant problem Areas, Dr. I. W.

Sullivan' st Reading Program is successfully teaching many to read who

were formerly considered "'hopeless." Linguistically structured to
%

present the student with consistent development of sound and word

recognitibn, the program can be started with a student who has not

yet even mastered the alphabet. Over 13000,000 students w4.11 be using

the program this year.

The student'inst first discover tat the letters of the alphabet

have "names," and 'also that the sounds`with which he is already gamiii ar

, have symbols. He cad-then begin to associate these sounds with written

symbols and relate =to words. During research studies on the

Sullivan Reading P ogram, the children themselves indicated clearly.

that they could best understand new letters and words when they were

presented.in A one -to -one felat.onshiP with an illustration that pro-
,

vided direct clues- to word'meaning.

Another key skill required by the reading student is the'abiIity,:,

to recognize slool differences in similar words,,for instange the

difftpence between "pin" and "pan" The Sullivan Reading Program is

specifically designed to develop this diseritination right from

beginning.

244
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Program Objectives
,

At the end of Serifs

D And Texts f, 2, 3, 4 tar

the short, vowels,

initial and final

upon the completion of Books Ay B, C,

z.

student has a perfect familiarity width

all the individual consonants, and alrtheiipOliant
vy

cltsters of jwo- and thred consonants. Hellas a
t

spelling and writing vocabulary of 750 words, and his knowlqdge.of

Fte3sh sound-letter relationships permits hiinto read thousands of other

regulak words. Following logidtilly and sequentially onward fl pd. Series

1 are Series 2, 3, 4, and 5, sixteen additional books where the com-
44.4.

rdexity of the sound- symbol relationship is grachipily increased and

ralysyllabio4lords and more 61)pleX sentences apeintroduced.
Alo

Your reading stud.entsTwill find that-the or

"involving" aspects of the Sullivan Readi
r.

ities for learning success they may not ham

zed, sequential,

ogram offer them

previously enjoyed Many

of them will sense fOr the first tithe the accomplishment of learning--

and this will bring them a new, happier, more productive attitude
Y

toward school, aeirestudies, and their teachers. Readers accompany

. the tex7.6opoks to provide enric ent and additional ieading experience

Lin story 14mat. .'Thee reader are carefully coordinate
0

.vocabulary presented in their accompanying textboolts.

'with- the

4

Logical, sequential approach with carefully prepared ustiatio.

in both the' programmed texts and the correlated readets makes them

interesting and appropriate for children, youths, and adults. The

program was.test d and has been used since publication, with problem

readers at many age levels. The placement examination acts diagnostically
...,

to assign each individual student tio'ihe precise point in the. learning

'sequence ;there be needs assistance:
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